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 Our Values 

Vision 

We are a vibrant rural community that respects 

our environment, celebrates our past and     

embraces a sustainable future. 

Purpose 

Local Government and community working   

together to obtain the best possible social,  

economic and environmental outcomes for the 

people of Toodyay. 

Shire Values 
The Shire is guided by the community’s 

aspirations:  

 
 

Integrity 
We behave honestly to the highest 

 ethical standard. 
 

 

Accountability 
We are transparent in our actions and 

accountable to the community. 
 

 

Inclusiveness 
We are responsive to the community 
and we encourage involvement by all 

people. 
 

 

Commitment 
We translate our plans into actions and 

demonstrate the persistence that           
produces results. 

Our vision, purpose and values have been embraced to reflect how we 

see ourselves as a community and provide the foundations. 

Community Values 
 

Our sense of community support and 
spirit; 

 

 

Our natural environment and healthy 

 

 

ecosystems; 
 

 

Our rural lifestyle; 

 
 

Our historic town; and 

 
 

Our local economy built on agriculture 
and emerging tourism, arts and cultural  

 

opportunities. 
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The Shire must prepare an annual report on the Shire’s affairs for each financial 

year. This annual report was accepted by Council at its meeting on 28 January, 

2020. The contents of this report will be discussed at a general meeting of electors to 

be held on 18 February, 2020.  

The annual report must include a report by the President and a report by the CEO. 

The CEO has set out in his report the achievements of the Shire’s administration 

during the year so I wish to report on the activities of Council and on some more 

general issues which have affected the Shire during that period. 

I was not President during the year ending 30 June 2019, having been elected to 

that position in October 2019. However, I was on Council during that period so          

believe I am able to report to you on Council matters.  

At the May 2019 ordinary council meeting, Council decided to offer the CEO a              

contract as interim CEO for a period of 12 months from 22 July 2019. 

The only change on Council was the resignation of Craig Brook in March 2019 for personal reasons. Craig was elected as a 

member for the West ward in June 2018 and I would like to thank Craig on behalf of the Council for his contribution to Council 

while he was a member. The Electoral Commission advised that the vacancy resulting from Craig Brook’s resignation could            

remain unfilled until the October 2019 ordinary elections. In an important electoral reform, Council was successful in obtaining the 

Minister’s approval to the abolition of wards for the 2019 ordinary elections and subsequent elections. Councillors will be chosen 

by the whole electorate.  

As I suspect is the case with most years, it was a busy year for Council with many matters coming before it for consideration, 

discussion and decision. I am not sure that the public is fully aware of the time and effort involved in being a diligent councillor. 

There is a huge amount of reading and research in order to prepare for meetings. The time actually spent in Council meetings is 

only the tip of the iceberg.  I would sincerely like to thank all Councillors for their time and effort in carrying out their duties and the 

administration staff for their invaluable support. 

One of the first actions for Council was the adoption of the 2018/2019 Budget in August with an overall 2.2% increase in the 

amount raised by rates.  

Financially, there was a deficit of $331,800 as against a budgeted surplus of $2,324,692. In large part this was due to the delay in 

the receipt of grant monies for the Recreation Precinct which had been anticipated to have been received during the year.  

The auditors considered that the financial report fairly represents the Shire’s financial position at the end of the year but did point 

out that there is a significant adverse trend in the financial position of the Shire as the Operating Surplus Ratio and the Asset 

Sustainability Ratio have been below the Department’s standard for the past three years. 

The Operation Surplus Ratio measures the local government’s ability to cover its operational costs and have revenues available 

for capital funding or other purposes.  

The Asset Sustainability Ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-financial assets at the 

same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out. 

This issue will need to be taken into account when reviewing the Long Term Financial Plan in 2020 and when setting future        

budgets. 

An important role of Council is to adopt policies and strategies to guide the Shire. During the year, policies and strategies             

adopted by Council included a Shire of Toodyay as a Developer Policy, a Sale of Shire Land Policy, a Public Consultation Policy, 

a Youth Strategy, a Tourism Strategy 2018/21, various Financial Policies and a Record Keeping Policy. 
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Another obligation of Council is to adopt a suite of strategic plans to help the Shire meet the wishes and expectations of the                

community. During the year, Council adopted a new Strategic Community Plan, a Corporate Business Plan, a Long Term             

Financial Plan and a Workforce Plan. 

A number of major contracts were let during the year including the appointment of the Project Managers for the Recreation                

Precinct Project, the provision of a new IT system and the construction contract for the Recreation Precinct. 

Two important initiatives were the decision to develop a Biodiversity Strategy to protect the Shire’s natural environment and a 

local planning policy on the extraction of basic raw materials to ensure that these activities have a minimum impact on other land 

users and the public. 

Finally, it would be remiss of me not to mention the Departmental Inquiry into the Shire. In December 2018, the Department of 

Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries advised the Shire that due to a reasonable suspicion that Council had breached 

sections of the Local Government Act and the Regulations, investigators had been authorised to enquire into and report as to 

whether the Shire Council and administration are functioning in the best interests of the community.  The inquiry will cover the 

period 1 January 2013 to the present.  As at the date of this report, the Shire has not been advised of the outcome of the                

inquiry.  I have no reason to believe that Councillors and Administration staff have not co-operated fully with the investigators.  

Council looks forward to a productive and exciting year particularly with the anticipated opening of the Recreation Precinct in late 

2020.   



 

 

President  Deputy Shire President 

Cr Therese Chitty 
Email: cr.chitty@toodyay.wa.gov.au 

Cr Philip Hart 
Email: Cr.Hart@toodyay.wa.gov.au 

Cr Paula Greenway 
Email: cr.greenway@toodyay.wa.gov.au 

 Councillors 
  As at the adoption date of the annual report  
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 Chief Executive Officer - Mr Stan Scott 
The 2018/2019 Financial Year was my seventh year at the helm of the Shire of                  

Toodyay. From time to time it is worth looking back to where we have been to               

appreciate the progress we have made. 

When I arrived in Toodyay the most pressing issue seems to be a recreation solution 

for the town.  The idea had challenged the minds of successive Councils over an                 

extended period.  Central within that discussion was a swimming pool. 

Over the last 7 years Council has committed, through its strategic planning processes 

to solving the recreation dilemma.  This has included: 

Setting a clear strategic direction through Community Strategic Plans, firstly in 2013 and again in 2018; 

Purchasing a large parcel of land adjacent to the Toodyay District High School; 

Investment in master planning, economic modelling and site investigation 

Building Council’s cash reserves—saving up for the project 

Grant applications and more grant applications — engaging with funding bodies and politicians 

This time and effort and ongoing commitment finally reaped rewards in 2018/19 with the confirmation of grant funding 

from Building Better Regions Fund (BBRF—Commonwealth); Community Sport and Recreation Facilities (CSRFF—

State) and Lotterywest funding.  This meant that 2019/20 would be the big year when all that efforts of the last 7 years 

would come together. 

That was just the beginning of good news on the grants front.  We also had confirmation of funding for the new                 

Coondle Fire Shed, Morangup Collocation Centre, and restorations works on the Newcastle Gaol Museum together 

with a significant black spot project. 

Even though much of 2018/19 was about setting up for a huge capital program in 2019/20 we still had substantial 

achievements during 2018/19.  

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Rosedale Village was opened in December 2018 by the Hon Darren West MLC on behalf of Minister MacTiernan. The 

village was part of a collaboration between the Avon Regional Organisation of Councils, namely the Shires of                    

Goomalling, Victoria Plains and Toodyay (partnering with the Bendigo Bank and Butterly Cottages Association Inc) for 

the Avon Aged Housing Initiative Project. 

Shire staff again completed a substantial construction program on local roads including substantial projects on Julimar 

Road and Bejoording Road.  The Works and Services Department has been reviewing its approach to much of its 

work and this has seen improvements such as better design, best practice maintenance of unsealed roads and better 

management of roadside vegetation The Shire also negotiated a $200,000 State Government investment in the heavy 

haulage bypass road. 

Toodyay continues to attract compliments from local and visitors alike and much of the credit must go to the great 

works of our Parks and Garden’s team.  The green spaces and places in Toodyay are the envy of many small                    

communities. 
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 Chief Executive Officer - Mr Stan Scott 
The Community Development Team continues to deliver great value for the community including an events program 

that is the envy of the region, implementation of a new Tourism Plan, great works with stakeholders such as seniors, 

young people and the business community, continuing to provide one of the best country libraries in WA and continued 

investment in museum and heritage assets and services.  Of course Community Development is also responsible for 

Sport and Recreation services and the crowning achievement for 18/19 was in securing funding for the new Sport and 

Recreation Precinct. 

When we talk about achievements we often forget about those who work behind the scenes to make it all possible. I 

have an outstanding Administration team who ensure the money is collected, the bills are paid, and the auditors are 

happy.  We have again achieved full compliance and an unqualified audit report for 2018/19.  In addition we have 

worked through a process of upgrading our IT architecture, secured $300,000 for a new CCTV project (started in 

2018/19 and completed in 2019/20) and started the process to replace our enterprise software system.  This should 

allow us to provide a much improved access to shire services including when the office is closed. 

Our Emergency Management team has continued to deliver outstanding results.  Coondle Nunile Bush Fire Brigade 

has taken possession of a substantial new fire appliance.  Fortunately we have funding for a new fire station which is 

large enough to fit it in.  Our Bush Fire Risk Management Plan has been completed and adopted and implementation 

will commence in earnest in 2019/20.  Our rangers continue to deliver great service. 

MANAGEMENT CHANGES 

Last year saw Chileya Luangala welcome her third child.  During her absence on maternity leave Narelle Rodger acted 

as Manager of Corporate Services.  During the year Tina Phillips resigned as Manager of People and Projects.  Tina 

was a huge asset to the organisation and I thank her for the 3 years she devoted to the Shire of Toodyay.  Her                  

departure saw Narelle take on even more responsibility.  Narelle rose to the challenge and has demonstrated again 

and again her value to the Shire. 

This year also saw Kobus Nieuwoudt join the team as Manager of Planning and Development and he has already 

demonstrated his value in the role.  I would like to acknowledge the contribution of Graeme Bissett who started at the 

Shire of Toodyay long before I arrived and delivered great loyalty and commitment in a very challenging role. 

STRATEGIC COMMUNITY PLAN  

In 2018/19 we completed a new Community Strategic Plan which confirmed the commitment to a Sport and                         

Recreation solution.  We deliberately aligned the review of the CSP with the required periodic review of the Shire’s 

Local Planning Strategy.  This document guides land use planning and will form the basis for a new Local Planning 

Scheme in 2019/20. 

RATE 

2018/19 saw revaluation of all GRV properties in the Shire of Toodyay.  This revaluation happens once every 5 years 

and can result in substantial increases and decreases in rates for individual properties.  While the same thing can                    

happen with the annual revaluation of UV properties that the 5 year period between GRV valuations can result in more 

volatility. 

Council in line with its adopted Community Strategic Plan and Long Term Financial Plan adopted a 2.5% overall            

increase in rates. 
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 Chief Executive Officer - Mr Stan Scott 
WORKS 

We again saw the Shire complete a substantial road construction and maintenance program.  In works we continue to 

review our delivery methods to find better ways to delivers services.  This year we implemented high level                   

maintenance on a number of Shire Roads to see if less frequent but more intense work can deliver a better quality of 

service on unsealed roads.  Results of this approach have been very positive.  The Shire has also been making                

greater investment in road design to reduce the likelihood of failure.  We have also introduced improved methodology 

for roadside maintenance, including on site mulching of regrowth.  This has also produced very good outcomes in site 

distances, week control and fire mitigation. 

The works report sets out in detail the extensive program that was completed. 

TOURISM AND LIFESTYLE  

Many people are attracted to Toodyay either to visit or to live the lifestyle. This includes the many local businesses 

who have adapted to a seven day a week economy, and the community led events and celebrations which are a               

highlight of life in Toodyay. These activities receive substantial financial support from the Shire, and terrific logistical 

support from my community development team.  

Community, tourism, heritage and museums are all interrelated and complementary activities which support locals and 

the visitor experience. Toodyay also has a great country library and partners with the community to run school holiday 

programs.  Achievements this year include upgrade of the car park and drainage around the Wicklow Shearing Shed 

and police stables to improve the aesthetics and accessibility of this iconic precinct. 

PLANNING  

This year saw the completion of the new Local Planning Strategy, in line with our obligations to review this document 

every eight years. We used the engagement around this project to feed in to the development of our new Strategic 

Community Plan. We also completed a full suite of Asset Management Plans and a Long Term Financial Plan. This 

will lead in the new financial year to the development of the new Local Planning Scheme. This will leave us with a set 

of comprehensive best practice documents to continue to guide the future of the Shire. 

REGULATORY 

Between the development activities we continue to provide compliance activities to ensure that people continue to           

enjoy a safe and healthy environment and the amenity that we expect from Toodyay. This includes Planning and                 

Development Support, Ranger Services, Environmental Health Services and Building Services. 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  

During my time in Toodyay the Shire has made a considerable commitment to emergency management including     

supporting our volunteers as first responders. We have also obtained funding for a new Coondle Fire Shed and                   

extension to the Morangup Co-location centre to accommodate the SES. We continue to develop and implement      

management plans for Shire reserves which include both environmental and fire prevention activities  
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 Chief Executive Officer - Mr Stan Scott 
STAFF MOVEMENTS  

I consider local government a vocation and that people who work for the Shire of Toodyay are doing good and im-

portant work.  I would like to thank those staff members who have moved on and wish them all the very best and to 

those who have joined us, I extend a warm welcome.  

This year several long-term staff members left the organisation and I want to thank them in particular for their contribu-

tions:  Kerry Wandless (12 years), Lindsay Slater (10 years); Graeme Bissett (8 Years); Deb Papps (6 years) and Sa-

bin Acharya (4 years). 

I would also like to welcome John Hansen, Richard Ness, Kobus Nieuwoudt, and Mick Rogers all of whom joined the 

Shire of Toodyay in 2018/19.   

THANK YOU 

I wish to thank all my Staff and Councillors for the things we have achieved together this year. I also thank the commu-

nity for their continued support. 
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 Executive Staff 

Chief Executive Officer 

Mr Stan Scott 
Executive 

Governance 

Strategic Planning 

Marketing & Communication 

Human Resources/OSH 

Economic Development 

Manager Community  
Development 

Ms Audrey Bell 
Community Engagement 

Tourism and Events 

Arts and Culture 

Recreation 

Heritage and History 

Libraries 

Manager Corporate  
Services 

Ms Chileya Luangala 

General Administration 

Finance/Payroll/Audit 

Rates 

Records Management 

Information Technology 

Manager Works and  
Technical Services 

Mr Scott Patterson 
Parks and Gardens 

Waste Management 

Ranger Services 

Construction and Maintenance 

Reserves Management 

Emergency Services 

Manager Development  
Services 

Mr Kobus Nieuwoudt 
Planning/Development 

Public Health 

Built Heritage Preservation 

Facilities Maintenance 

Environmental Sustainability 

Building 
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Throughout 2018 - 2019, the Shire continued to 
work in partnership with the local community. 
Celebrating and strengthening local relationships 
is a key role undertaken by providing a wide 
range of events, grants, services and activities. 

Thank you to all those involved, including staff, 
volunteers and community members who make 
good things happen throughout the year in            
making Toodyay a Place of Plenty for all.  

LOCAL BUSSINESS are supported in 

various ways by the Shire in                          

collaboration with the Chamber of Commerce. This 

year, we supported the Chamber in funding the autumn 

promotional video, the Food & Picnic Trail project and, 

as always, the lights and tree for the Annual Christmas 

Street Party.   

OUR SENIORS Continuing work and 

support Toodyay in becoming an Age  

Friendly Town with the team working alongside            

Alzheimer’s WA, the working group, local businesses and 

other supporting groups to make Toodyay a Dementia 

Friendly Town. Although the initial part of the project is 

now complete, the Shire continues to support the    

monthly “Memory Café” which continues to be held on 

the second Tuesday of each month at Cola Café. A warm 

and welcoming venue and group that gather there. A job 

well done by all involved. 

OUR YOUTH Connection to Youth 

is via supporting the Chaplaincy service 

at the school, including the Wilderness Trek. We 

work in partnership with the CRC for activities during 

not only Youth Week but also during the year via the 

Youth Reference Group. During school holidays we 

undertake activities for kids of all ages in Toodyay 

as well as this year at Morangup community  centre.  

COMMUNITY GROUPS These 

groups continue to achieve many great 

things for the community. Engaging with the 

groups gathers much needed information used 

towards working together on various projects 

through the year. This year working in with the   

Safer Toodyay Committee, Council adopted to 

support the “Choose Respect” campaign which is 

led by Safer Toodyay. Council resolved to                  

purchase a new 12 seater community bus after 

recommendations from the Community and Public 

Transport Committee (Committee of Council) and 

the community survey results. 

ART AND CULTURE Was embraced 

by Toodyay with the completion of Toodyay’s 

first mural. A great achievement for all involved. Our  

special thanks to the Tidy Town Committee who were the 

leaders in this first Public Art Project. Our thanks also to 

the panel and chosen artists who completed the mural 

journey. On a bigger picture Council responded to the 

Draft WA Cultural Infrastructure Strategy. This is        

currently a work in progress via the State Government. 

 Community  
   Development 
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BANNERS IN THE TERRACE  

Further progress on this project has 

included consultation with all Toodyay event 

organisers to gauge interest in participating 

with this marketing activation project,                    

promoting community events for Toodyay.  

SPORT PAVILION UPGRADES     

Improvements to existing facilities at the 

Sports Pavilion and Town Oval will include the      

following; Electrical lighting upgrade and       

maintenance, internal wall in change rooms         

replaced, accessible umpires room built, carpet    

installed in change rooms and first aid room,               

Painting throughout. 

RECONCILIATION A working group of 

Councillors, Shire staff and local Aboriginal 

people to discuss steps moving forward and to                

develop a Reconciliation Action Plan in the future. 

Lunch meeting held during reconciliation week. 

EARLY YEARS NETWORK This group is in it’s third year of running in Toodyay,                

comprising of representatives from many sectors and community. This group supports     

family and children aged 0-8 years. Members volunteer their time and efforts to network, discuss    

upcoming events and activities, establish contacts and resources lists and promote early year’s      

initiatives. The group includes parents, early childhood educators, child health nurse, teachers, local 

government staff, local community and organisations who have an interest in improving the life of 

children in their early years. They work collaboratively to improve services, activities and experiences 

of children and their families. The Toodyay EYN are working on a major project this year, Paint The 

Town REaD. 

 Community  
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TIDY TOWNS GROUP Since               

winning the National Tidy Towns award 

in 2015, this group has been meeting regularly 

with a new focus on a proposed mural for a Shire 

owned building wall. 

The Tidy Towns Committee has been working  

with the Shire for some time discussing this      

project. The vision for the Tidy Towns group is for 

another step forward in making the Shire a vibrant 

and inclusive place. The mural was completed in 

August 2019.  
KIDSPORT enables WA children 

to participate in community sport 

and recreation. Eligible youth aged 5–18 

years can apply for financial assistance to         

contribute towards club fees. The fees are 

managed directly by Department of Sport 

and Recreation. The Shire of Toodyay     

continues to support this program by       

promoting it to all sporting clubs in Toodyay. 

TOODYAY DISTRICT HIGH 

SCHOOL General collaboration 

with the local school this year have         

included; Joint NAIDOC initiatives, 

attendance at school ANZAC                   

Services, discussions with teachers, 

principal and the School P & C on the 

Sport and Recreation precinct plans. 

VOLUNTEERS - Through our                 

services in the Library and Museum 

we welcome and appreciate our team of             

wonderful volunteers. They add to and enhance 

our services and bring with them a wealth of 

knowledge and skills. Their work allows the Shire 

to extend and enrich its services beyond those 

provided by staff. Currently we are looking to see 

how we can expand the invitation to engage more 

volunteers in our services. 

 Community  
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Farmers Markets are held the 3rd Sunday of each month.  

January 

 Community Program 

 Australia Day  
 

April 
 Lions Jumbo Auction 

 Community Program 

 Farmers Market 

 Anzac Day 
 

May 

 Moondyne Festival 
 

June 

 Toodyay Fibre Festival 

July 
 Community Program  

 Northam to Toodyay Paddle  
 

August 
 International Food Festival  

 Avon Descent 

 Quit Targa West Rally 
 

September  
 Earth Sculptures  

 Toodyay Picnic Race Day 

 Vino Art Exhibition  

 Community Program 

 Events 

Events approved July 2018 to June 2019 

October 
 Toodyay Agricultural Show 

 Recycled Regatta 

 Arts Trail  
 

November 
 Bush Poetry Festival 

 Remembrance Day 

 Car & Motorcycle Show 
 

December 
 Christmas Street Party 

 Carols in the Park 

Toodyay is unique in the Avon region as it has made the transition from an agricultural 

only based economy to one which also relies on lifestyle and tourism. Tourism is not just 

a bonus, it is core business. Opening on weekends is not just an option, it is                    

essential. This is important to the economy, revisitation and population growth in the 

Shire of Toodyay. 

STREET STALLS 
There is a significant 

number of applications for Street 
Stall Permits issued over the year, 
many of the Stall holders issued are 
associated with events, both local 
community groups and private ap-

plicants.  

ROAD CLOSURES are essential for the safe delivery of some events, 

this year’s road closures were as follows; 

Avon Descent  
Targa West Rally 

Christmas Street Party 
Moondyne Festival  

Toodyay Fibre Festival  

Julimar Road 
Various Roads  
Stirling Terrace  
Stirling Terrace 
Stirling Terrace  
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Tourism 

 

 

 Tourism WA Sundowner. 

 Tourism WA branding workshop. 

 Tourism Research Cluster Symposium. 

 2018 Trails Forum. 

 Participation in the Pioneer Pathway upgrade. 

Marketing activities for the  
year have included: 

 An updated Valley for all Seasons brochure 
which is now stocked at the Perth Airport 
and East Perth rail terminal. 

 Collaborative marketing campaigns with 
Destination Perth including the Destination 
Perth Holiday Planner, #SeePerth, Autumn 
in Perth and overseas tradeshow exposure. 

 Attendance at the Perth Caravan and 
Camping show together with the Toodyay 
Holiday Park and Chalets. 

 Moondyne Joe competition. 

 Destination WA segment on Channel 9. 

 Placement of ads in various publications 
throughout the year. 

In October 2018 the Toodyay Tourism 
Strategy was adopted and a Tourism 
Officer was officially appointed in May 
2019. 

The team continue to undertake the    
activities of the Strategy and in the short 
time from adoption of the strategy, 

stronger relationships have been built 
with Tourism WA, Tourism Council,    
Destination Perth and our with our 
neighbours.  

Through the Pioneer Pathway          
Committee, the drive, signage and      
interpretation at the various towns will 
be renewed.  

Other industry activities  
have included: 
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The Visitor Centre 
The Toodyay Visitor Centre ‘partners’ with a number of local businesses and the number of those 

‘Partners’ is increasing each year. The Visitor Centre team visits all partners on Familiarisation Tours 

to enable the best possible promotion of each business through the centre.  

The Visitor Centre Feature Wall displays our partners with engaging displays along with the promotion 

of the many events in Toodyay throughout the year. 

There is always new stock on sale in the Visitors Centre and the diverse range continues to be very 

popular with our visitors. 

WILDFLOWER SEASON The

bumper wildflower season attracted better 

than average crowds. Our “Wildflower Wall”   

displaying pictures of wildflowers sighted and where 

they could be found proved very successful and will 

make an appearance for future wildflower seasons 

along with a dedicated Wildflower page on:  

toodyay.com. 

Toodyay 
Community Program 

FOR THE COMMUNITY  
Following the success of the      

previous years’ the 2018/2019 Toodyay      

Community Program continued to be a triumph. 

With the support of the Toodyay Community 

Resource Centre and the Shire of Toodyay  

another year of activities was undertaken. The 

table shows the  average statistical breakdown 

taken over the course of the year for each     

program. 

4 Sessions over one week during the school holidays 

118 Attendances 

97 Different individuals 

13 Average age 

0.25 Percentage of participants who were indigenous 

0.5 Percentage of participants who had a disability 

16 
Percentage of participants that did not belong to any 

local sporting club or recreation group 

33 Percentage of male participants 

67 Percentage of female participants 
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Library 

OUR READING ROOM is 

utilised weekly for events such Book 

Club, Creative Writing, Discussion Groups and 

also some ‘Read Write Now’ sessions. An                

energetic group with active minds and                                      

discussion topics.. 

KANOPY is the latest addition to 

our e-Resources we have being            

actively assisting our members with accessing 

all of the fantastic e-Resources that are on offer 

including e-books, audio books and now movies 

and documentaries. 

BOOK READING Our first event 

was with Josh Richards: Mars One                
Candidate, comedian, physicist, author - to name a 
few. Josh discussed his book “Becoming Martian” 
and we all enjoyed hearing about colonising Mars 

and learning about space in general.   

Our second event was Louise Coghill, a professional 
photographer who chatted to us about her travel     
exploits and presented some beautiful photographs 

from her first book “Terra”. 

BETTER BEGINNINGS packs 

are provided to the school each year 

for the kindergarten children and we also supply 

packs to the Child Health Nurse for newborns to                        

encourage reading from the very beginning. 

Rhyme Time and Story Time continues to be a 

popular weekly event and is run by one of our 

awesome volunteers.   

The Library team continue to review and grow the collection for Community. This year the Library 

has now linked in Kanopy. For those who enjoy movies and documentaries from around the world 

and various genre, the staff at the Library can assist you in getting logged in.  With on-going     

children activities, the various groups that utilise the Library to meet and the on-going support that 

the staff provide to those who visit, it has put the Toodyay Library on good standing with the State 

Library and the Public Library WA group who meet through the year.    
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The project will consist of; 

                An aquatic facility consisting of; 
 
   

  
 

  
 

 A rectangular grass sports field suitable for soccer, hockey and rugby; 

 Multi-use courts to accommodate basketball, netball and tennis.  4 tennis, 4                   
 netball/basketball 

 A club room/ social space and a set of change rooms for all sports; 

 Lighting of the courts and the rectangular field; 

 Passive recreation and facilities 
 

Future Stage, sometime in the future will include; 

 AFL oval, cricket and a multi – use function centre 

The Shire of Toodyay has received federal funding through the Building Better Regions Fund (BBRF) 
State Government DLGSC (CSRFF) and Lotterywest funding to assist with the development of a new 

sport and recreation facility.   

The year that will become important in the history of Toodyay with the final stages of planning for the 
new Sport & Recreation Precinct which includes the long awaited pool, finally becoming real. This 
would not have been possible without the hard work completed by staff for the application of grant 

applications via Federal, State and Lotterywest funds.  

 An eight lane 25 metre pool; 
 learn to swim and leisure pool; 
 Playground and associated facilities 
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Another wonderful year with exhibitions and engaging with a wide audience via various        

connections including – increasing articles on Toodyaypedia, building on our QR codes and the 

wonderful presentation to community and booklet on West Toodyay. A very interesting part of 

Toodyay’s history. During the year meetings were attended with the National Trust and the 

Heritage Council in the development of the re-roofing project for the Museum. Sincere thanks 

to Margie and the Museum Advisory Committee and Museum Volunteers.  

USE OF MUSEUM 
BUILDINGS On our 

two museum sites there are a   
number of heritage listed buildings 
which continue to be available for 
use by community groups for     

special events. 

 Museums  
   and Heritage 

POLICE STABLES SITE UPGRADE The Police Stables car park and surrounds were 

upgraded during the past year with a much safer pathway installed between the Stables and the 

Shearing Shed which is situated on a higher level.  

EXHIBITIONS A major temporary 

exhibition was launched this year in 

conjunction with the Benedictine Community of 

New Norcia and the Toodyay Naturalists’ Club. 

Titled “Taking up the Trail” it celebrated botanical 

journeys through Toodyay to New Norcia and on 

to Lesueur National Park near Jurien Bay. We 

were thrilled to be able to display a number of rare 

and valuable artefacts from the New Norcia               

heritage collections. Minor displays have                    

continued to be rolled out over the two museum 

sites including one about the Toodyay Race Club.  
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SCHOOL BUS CRASH MEMORIAL A garden and stone memorial 

were unveiled at the corner of Charcoal Lane and Piesse Street the site of a 

train and school bus crash in 1931 when five children lost their lives. 

COLLECTIONS A grant from the 

initiative “Digital Access to Collections” 

offered through the GLAM Peak group 

(representing galleries, libraries, archives &             

museums) has enabled the purchase of high 

quality photographic equipment. This will enable 

us to produce high resolution images for sharing 

online. 

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 
Online Teacher Resources directly linking 

to our museums and heritage collections have been 

produced. These are in the form of downloadable 

lessons and can be accessed from the Shire of 

Toodyay and Toodyay Visitors Centre websites. The 

lessons are divided into four themes – Being ‘Then’, 

Land of bread and honey, Cops and Robbers and 

Museum Excursion 

 Museums  

   and Heritage 
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TOODYAY CONVICT DEPOT 

WALK TRAIL Signs and markers for the 

new trail between Stirling Terrace and the Newcas-

tle Gaol have now been completed and are awaiting 

installation following the re-opening of the Duke 

Street footbridge over the railway line. 

TOODYAYPEDIA Stage 3 was 

officially launched with the creation of 

a new 12 page booklet about West Toodyay. 

A google enquiry on West Toodyay will now 

provide a wealth of information on the online 

encyclopaedia known as Wikipedia:https://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Toodyay All our 

more than 60  Toodyaypedia articles continue 

to be updated. Statistics held by Wikimedia 

Australia indicate that at least a million people 

per year are now viewing content relating to 

Toodyay. 

ROOF RE-SHINGLING A 

major funding grant by Lotterywest 

has enabled the replacement of the 

shingles on the gaol roof to proceed. 

This project which will be undertaken 

during the next financial year. 

 Museums  

   and Heritage 
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STATUTORY PLANNING The 

Shire of Toodyay is responsible for                
planning by ensuring appropriate planning controls 
exist for land use and development within the Shire. 
This is done under the “Local Planning Scheme” and 
“Local Planning Strategy”. Local governments are 
required to prepare a Local Planning Scheme (the  
Scheme) in accordance with the Planning &                      

Development Act 2005. 

The Scheme sets out the way land in the Shire is to 
be used and developed, areas classified for land use 
and includes provisions to coordinate infrastructure 
and development within the district. The Shire’s               
current Scheme is Shire of Toodyay Local Planning  
Scheme No.4 and was gazetted by the Western 
Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) on 13 
February 2008 to replace and update the former 

Shire of Toodyay Town Planning Scheme No.1. 

While the Scheme (and associated local planning 
policies) has operated satisfactorily over the 

2018/19 financial year, Council’s Local Planning 
Scheme No. 4 has now been in operation for eleven 
years and must be reviewed. The Scheme has so 
far been  subject to eleven amendments and has 
largely fulfilled its stated objectives. A review of the 
Shire’s Local Planning Strategy (adopted in circa 
2007) was undertaken, completed and endorsed by 

the WAPC on 22  June 2018. 

Given that the Scheme is over a decade old,               
Council’s 2018 Local Planning Strategy provides  
direction for the preparation of a new local planning 
scheme to ensure that scheme provisions are                 
contemporary and reflect changes to policy  and 

social and economic circumstances. 

The Shire has continued to  develop  the  Local 
Planning Scheme No. 5 (LPS5). The WAPC has 
examined LPS5 and on 21 May 2019 advised that  
it was suitable to be advertised subject to minor 
modifications. It is expected formal advertising of 
LPS5 will be undertaken in the 2019/20 financial 

year. 

SUBDIVISIONS During 

the 2018/2019 financial year, 
the Planning Services department responded 
to one subdivision referral from the WAPC and 

cleared conditions for 3 different subdivisions. 

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS 
The Shire’s Planning Services department 
determined a total of 91 development           

applications during the 2018/2019 financial year. The 

total value of planning works approved was $5,849,089. 

Planning 
   and Development 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING A review of the Shire’s Local Planning Strategy has now been                

completed and endorsed by the WAPC on 22 June 2018. The Shire’s Local Planning Strategy forms the interface 
between regional and local planning, and sets out the Shire’s long term planning direction and                               
objectives for future planning and development. 

The guiding principles for the Shire’s Local Planning Strategy are to: 

The Shire is implementing various strategic planning documents that were previously adopted by Council including: 
Toodyay Environmental Management Strategy, Toodyay Heritage Master Plan 2015, and Toodyay Heritage              
Strategy 2014. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH The Shire’s Environmental Health Officer (EHO) issues licences 

annually and conducts inspections of lodging houses, food businesses, offensive trades, caravan 
parks, stables, public buildings and events.  

Council’s EHOs activities also include responding to health complaints, mosquito monitoring and water                    
sampling of both pools and non-potable water supplies. Mosquito monitoring will continue during high mosquito 
activity, and the community will be alerted when results dictate. A water sampling regime will also be ongoing in 
relation to non-potable water supplies. 

For the 2018/2019 financial year there were 
42 food businesses (this is an increase of 
15 over the previous financial year)                    
registered in the Shire of Toodyay which 
are regularly inspected by the Shire’s EHO. 

The Shire’s EHO issued 18 approvals to 
install and 12 permits to use an apparatus 
for effluent  disposal under the Health 
(Treatment of Sewage and Disposal of   
Effluent and Liquid Waste) Regulations 
1974 in the 2018/2019 financial year. 10 of 
these were traditional septic systems and 
2 were anaerobic treatment units. 

 Provide a strategic plan that will plan for the 
future of the Shire in a responsible sustainable 
manner and reflects the aspirations of the Shire 
and its community, accommodates future needs 
and creates opportunities to enhance local         

attributes. 

 Provide a strategic plan that is consistent with 
state and regional planning policies, strategies, 
structure plans and strategic development                 

initiatives. 

 

 Provide a strategic plan that is clear,               
comprehensive, accessible, informative, logical 
and transparent that provides strategic planning 

direction for the next 10 to 15 years. 

 Provide a strategic plan that is a ‘leadership’ 
document that provides the  basis for the             

preparation of the Shire’s proposed LPS5. 
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BUILDING The Building section of the Development Services department is responsible for all 

matters relating to building control and construction, as well as the inspection of private swimming 

pools within the Shire. The objective is to ensure that all ratepayers work and live in a safe and healthy                        

environment by ensuring all buildings are constructed in accordance with relevant statutory requirements. 

BUILDING PERMITS During the 2018/2019 financial year, 150 Building Permits were issued 

within the Shire. There were a number of categories under which these permits were issued,                     

including: outbuildings (40), Patios(19),  water tanks (8) and single dwellings (20). The total value of works                   

approved was $9,472,611.00 which is $6,605,549 less than the 2017/2018 financial year total value of 

$16,078,160. 

Building Permits Issued 2018/2019 

Building 
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Construction jobs performed by Outside Crew during 2018/2019: 

LOCATION SLK DESCRIPTION 
GRANT 

FUNDING 

COUNCIL 

FUNDING 

TOTAL 

COST 

Julimar Road (Regional Roads Group) 15.96 - 17.64 Drainage/Widen/Seal $132,265 $66,132 $198,397 

Julimar Road (Regional Roads Group) 0.00 - 1.78 Drainage/Widen/Seal $132,265 $66,346 $199,038 

Julimar Road (Regional Roads Group) 8.00 - 10.60 Black Spot $186,318   $186,318 

Bejoording Road (Regional Roads 

Group) 
12.53 - 13.25 Rehabilitation and Seal $79,396 $39,698 $119,094 

Fowler Road (Roads to Recovery) 0.00 - 0.31 Construct and Seal $38,386   $38,386 

Alan Twine Road (Roads to Recovery) 0.00 - 0.28 Construct and Seal $42,965   $42,965 

Donegan View 0.00 - 0.75 Construct and Seal $74,108     

McIntosh Road 0.00 - 0.60 Construct and Seal   $36,758   

Ferguson Road 0.00 - 1.35 Construct and Seal   $45,845   

Church Gully Road 1.00 - 3.70 Reseal Defect and Drainage   $96,569   

Howard Road 0.00 - 2.98 Reseal   $70,944   

Bejoording Road/Sheen Road Intersection  Intersection Upgrade   $45,006   

Nunile Road 1.56 - 4.46 Construct and Seal   $220,788   

Visitors Centre Carpark and Gardens N/A     $25,000   

Old Gaol Carpark N/A     $30,000   

Toodyay Racecourse N/A Seal Undercover Area   $20,000   

Marri Road 0.00 - 0.50 Construct and Seal   $60,000   

Newcastle Park N/A Construction   $15,000   

 Works and  
   Technical Services  
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MAINTENANCE staff are   

responsible for many duties as well 

as random duties like weather event clean up; 

road patching; culvert cleaning; verge spraying; 

verge tree lopping; road signs; cemetery graves, 

guide posts, footpaths; fire mitigation works. 

 The Shire office and depot; 

 Anzac Park; 

 Youth Park; 

 Toodyay Showgrounds; 

 Old Gaol and Police Stables; 

 Federation Square; 

 Duidgee Park and Stirling Park; 

 Newcastle Park; 

 Railway Station; 

 Community Centre 

 Medical Centre. 

PARKS AND GARDENS staff continue to perform maintenance duties including   

mowing, raking, street sweeping, weed spraying and the general upkeep of lawns,                  

gardens and street verges within the Toodyay District. These locations include:  

 Works and  
   Technical Services  
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The Toodyay Friends of the River, DFES, Shire Reserve Management and Fire Mitigation Services Pty 

Ltd. have worked closely together to achieve some outstanding results in the high risk river and riparian 

zone. The benefit of the work will really come into play during the fire season whereby previously inaccessible            

sections can now be available for slashing. It will also provide a better and safer walking track surface. Unfortunately, 

Reserve Management is kept busy attending to the results of inappropriate activities in reserves such as dumping 

and vandalism but  fortunately these incidents seem to be trending downwards. Environmental issues, especially 

invasive weeds and of course bush fire require ongoing vigilance and response in order to control.   

Community Emergency Services and Reserve                                  

Management have been working closely with DFES to 

facilitate bushfire mitigation works in the river around the 

town site. These works are on DFES managed                        

Unallocated Crown Land and aim to reduce fuel levels 

and the impact of bush fire on surrounding assets. 

The Shire’s Bush Fire Risk Management coordinator is 

in the final stages of finalising the Shire’s Bush Fire Risk 

Management plan, which will unlock Mitigation Activity 

Funding in the 2019/2020 financial year and beyond. 

Reserve Management has enjoyed another successful 

year with significant fire mitigation results and amenity 

additions to Shire managed reserve land. Although no 

hazard reduction burning was carried last year the 

2019/2020 burning program  is in place. Regeneration 

of vegetation post previous burns has been closely 

monitored and recorded delivering exciting results.                

Other forms of  fuel reduction occurred across large areas 

of strategically important land especially adjoining subdi-

visions. This work includes chemical, mechanical  and 

grazing methods and has seen the creation and                   

expansion of buffer zones. Continual improvement of 

fire breaks and access through installation of erosion 

control measures, vegetation control and exclusion of 

unauthorised vehicle entry is yielding good results. 

 Reserve  
   Management 

Reserve Management has actively engaged with community groups over the past year with activities 

such as tree planting and presentations. This has seen an increase of interest from the public about 

Toodyay Reserves in general. More people are taking advantage of newly installed picnic facilities, interpretive                

signage and track marking in many of our 

reserves. The Visitors Centre has been busy 

producing information brochures and                   

answering enquiries about wildflowers, walk 

tracks and Flora Roads. The world class 

Bilya Walk Track continues to gain popularity 

and marked trails are being installed at 

Sandplain, Ray Paynter, Dawn Atwell and 

Wallaby Reserves. Pelham Lookout with its 

recently upgraded walk trails, new picnic                          

tables and interpretive signage etc. is a great 

example of value adding to our reserves. 
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EMERGENCT FIRE WATER 

SUPPLIES In addition to the afore 

mentioned emergency fire water facilities (totalling 

94,000ltrs) at the new Coondle-Nunile Fire Station 

site, an easement has been secured for additional fire 

emergency water facilities in the Gidge Springs               

subdivision in Morangup. This site is envisaged to be 

developed to operational status in the 2019/2020            

financial year. The Shire’s fire emergency water tank 

network has now surpassed 1.5 million litres                       

combined capacity. In addition to the above the Shire 

and DFES have worked closely with Water                              

Corporation for the installation of 31 new fire hydrants 

in and around the Toodyay town site. 

EMERGENCT SERVICES 

VOLUNTEERS Volunteer numbers 

have held steady with good brigade turnout to                    

incidents throughout the year. Toodyay also hosted 

the Regional Rural Urban Interface exercise. This                

exercise was the largest of its type undertaken with in 

the region included over 30 appliances from Toodyay 

and beyond with crews practicing for the defence of 

the Toodyay  Townsite.  

EMERGENCY SERVICES 

FLEET The Coondle-Nunile Volunteer 

Bush Fire Brigade received their long awaited                       

replacement for their heavy tanker. The new vehicle is 

a 3.4 Urban appliance with both increased structural 

and bush firefighting capability compared to the                   

appliance it replaced. The appliance provided under 

the Local Government Grant Scheme represents the 

flagship appliance available to bush fire service                   

brigades at a value of $596,000. 

The Shire also funded upgrades to the Fire Support 

Vehicle used for incident control function (with thanks 

to Rowan Hunter for provision of volunteered in-kind 

labour). Volunteer at-incident welfare has also          

improved via provision of a portable toilet facility. 

The 2018/2019 financial year saw some significant announcements and progress for volunteer emergency 

services facilities. Design for the new Coondle-Nunile Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade Station was completed 

and construction tender awarded. Additional Local Government Grant Scheme funding commitment from 

DFES was also approved. Combined with the final stage of the Watering WA Program to provide fire                

emergency water tanks, pump and backup power to the site sees a total investment in this project (across 

all funding streams) value over $500,000. Completion of this project is expected late October 2019. Tender 

for the design and construction of the upgrades to the Morangup Bush Fire Brigade Station (to be known 

thereafter as the Morangup Co-location Facility) was awarded. Additional Local Government Grant Scheme 

funding and a commitment from DFES was also approved, bringing the total project value to over $400,000. 

This project is expected to be completed prior to the end of the 2019/2020 financial year with benefits to 

both Morangup Bush Fire Brigade, and Toodyay State Emergency Service volunteers. 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION The Shire supported DFES’s                  

5-Minute Fire Chat initiative by way of inclusion of a flyer in as part of the rates mail out, backed up by a 

fire safety focused Shire stall at the Farmers Market. 

The Toodyay Central bush fire Brigade, in conjunction with the Bendio Bank, provided an electronic fire danger 

sign to the Shire, now situated on the entrance to town. 

The CESM was also successful with a $15,000 AWARE grant for bushfire brigade focused community education 

‘street meets’. This project will be executed in the 19/20 financial year. 

MANAGING RISK The Shire’s local 

level contribution to the State Risk Project 

was finalised submitted and endorsed with assistance 

from a $4,000 AWARE grant from DFES. This                   

document could support potential future grant funding 

applications. 

An additional $5,000 AWARE grant was secured for 

provision of WALGA emergency management training 

for Staff and Local Emergency Management Committee 

personnel. This project will be executed in the 

2019/2020 financial year. 

PERMITS AND COMPLIANCE 
The diligence to conditioning of                      

requirements for fire permits during both the spring 

and autumn restricted burning season ensured no  

significant incidents occurred. Further, this year was 

the second of a new on-line fire permit system, which 

will stream line the process eliminating inaccuracy and 

reducing significantly the amount of staff time required 

to issue permits. 

Throughout 2017/2018 the CESM and RMO continued 

to work closely with and support Shire Rangers on             

compliance issues especially relating to fire. 
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 Rangers 
The Shire Rangers are responsible for undertaking Council’s statutory requirements including: dog, cat 
and stock control, animal welfare, parking control, illegal camping, litter control, fire prevention and               
public education and customer service. Rangers also focus heavily on firebreak compliance and                    
conduct inspections to remain vigilant in the Fire Season. Rangers are responsible for enforcing a                
number of Acts and Regulations for Council.  
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MISC RANGER DUTIES TOTAL DOG CONTROL TOTAL STOCK CONTROL TOTAL 

Public Safety (Trees on road etc) 21 Customer Contact / Advice 35 Customer Contact / Advice 12 

Rural Street Numbering 11 Dog Attacks/Suspected Dog Attack 32 Stock on Road / Trespass  

(incidents not total of animals) 

60 

Noise Complaints 4 Barking Issues 8 Stock Impounded 14 

Illegal Camping 1 Dogs WAL 51 Verbal Advice / Caution 0 

Abandoned Vehicles 13 Dogs Surrendered 5 Written Advice / Caution 0 

Ranger Assistance 32 Dogs Impounded 33 Infringements Issued 15 

Wildlife Contact/Issues 24 Verbal Advice / Caution 5 Infringements Withdrawn 6 

PARKING CONTROL TOTAL Written Advice / Caution 4 Other Shire Contact / Assistance 2 

Customer Contact / Advice 3 Infringements Issued 33 ANIMAL WELFARE TOTAL 

Verbal Advice / Caution 0 Infringements Withdrawn 2 Customer Contact / Advice 20 

Written Advice / Caution 0 Other Shire Contact / Assistance 1 RSPCA Assistance / Involvement 3 

Infringements Issued 29 CAT CONTROL TOTAL Rehoming Assistance 15 

Infringements Withdrawn 11 Customer Contact / Advice 10 Other Shire Contact / Assistance 3 

LITTER CONTROL TOTAL Cats Trapped 19 FIRE BREAK CONTROL TOTAL 

Customer Contact / Advice 2 Cats Surrendered 0 Customer Contact / Advice 12 

Litter Clean ups 0 Cats Impounded 21 Variations Approved 6 

Verbal Advice / Caution 0 Verbal Advice / Caution 0 Inspections 194 

Written Advice / Caution 0 Written Advice / Caution 0 Extra Works Letters 63 

Infringements Issued 0 Infringements Issued 5 Infringements Issued 48 

Infringements Withdrawn 0 Infringements Withdrawn 0 Infringements Withdrawn 7 

Other Shire Contact / Assistance 0 Other Shire Contact / Assistance 3 FIRE CONTROL TOTAL 

Illegal Dumping 1 MEETINGS ATTENDED/OTHER  TOTAL Customer Contact / Advice 1 

  3-6 Dog application checks 3 Verbal Advice / Caution 0 

    Written Advice / Caution 0 

    Infringements Issued 4 

    Infringements Withdrawn 0 

ACTS AND REGULATIONS  

The Rangers are also responsible for enforcing the following   

Acts and Regulations for Council: 

   Dog Act 1976 and Regulations; 

   Cat Act 2011 and Regulations 

   Bush Fires Act 1954 and Regulations; 

   Animal Welfare Act 2002 and Regulations; 

   Local Government Act 1995 and Regulations; 

   Local Government Act (Miscellaneous Provisions) 1960; 

   Interpretation Act 1984; 

   Young Offenders Act 1994 and Regulations 

   Caravan Parks and Camping Grounds Act 1995 and Regulations; 

   Control of Vehicles (off-road areas) Act 1979; 

   Litter Act 1979 and Regulations; 

   Emergency Management Act 2005; and 

   Local Laws – Parking, Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares. 



 

 

FAIR VALUATION OF ASSETS 
On the 26 June 2018 the                        

government gazetted changes to fair value                          

accounting. These changes to the Local Government 

(Financial Management) Regulations 1996 requires a 

local government to revalue an asset within a period 

of 3 years but no more than 5 years after the day on 

which the asset was last valued. Due to these                

changes, no assets were required to be revalued in 

the 2018/19 financial year.  

 Corporate  
   Services 

The Shire continues its commitment to the community with the commencement of the multi-purpose 

recreation precinct as well as the construction of the Coondle Nunile Fire Shed. Work commenced on 

the upgrade of the CCTV in the Shire and is scheduled to be handed over to the Shire in the 19/20 

financial year. 

Other significant projects included drainage works at Butterly House, renewal works at the Memorial 

Hall, additions to change rooms at the Showgrounds Pavilion and the construction of a new                  

Cemetery niche wall. 

Extensive work was done in the 18/19 financial year to meet statutory reporting document                            

requirements. These documents were the Strategic Community Plan and Asset Management Plans 

and the Long Term Financial Plan 18/19 to 27/28. The Long Term Financial Plan is currently being 

reviewed. 

RESERVE FUNDS have increased 

by $438,936 to a closing balance on 30 
June 2019 of $3,759,390. The most significant 
movement in the funds held in reserves was the 
transfer of $331,633 to the Morangup Community 

Centre Reserve. 

(See Note 4 Annual Financial Report) 

LOANS No new loans were raised during 

2018/2019. 

EMPLOYEEE REMUNERATION The Local Government Act 1995 requires Council to                 

disclose information regarding the number of employees entitled to an annual salary of $100,000 or 

more and to identify this in increments of $10,000. For the period under review, the Shire of Toodyay had six               

employees whose salary exceeded $100,000 as follows: 

  two had a salary between $100,000 and $110,000 

  Two had a salary between $110,000 and $120,000 

  One had a salary between $120,000 and $130,000 

  One had a salary between $180,000 and $190,000 
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REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE Revenue for the 18/19 financial year is higher than budget 

predominantly due to an advance of the 19/20 Federal Financial Assistance Grant. 

The most significant expenditure for the 18/19 financial year relates to the commencement of construction for the 

multi-purpose recreation facility. 

 Corporate  
   Services 
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REVIEW The Record Keeping Plan is               

constantly being reviewed to ensure the Shire 

of Toodyay remains compliant, addresses requirements 

stemming from technological changes and makes                  

improvements to record keeping practices where                  

necessary. The Records Officer monitors outstanding 

records on a fortnightly basis and addresses any issues 

with relevant staff or management.  

The Shire of Toodyay is committed 

to the reliable and systematic               

management of government records 

in accordance with legislative requirements and 

best practice standards. In accordance with Sec-

tion 19 (Part 3 Record Keeping Plans for Govern-

ment Organisations) of the State Records Act 

2000 the Shire of Toodyay must have a Record 

Keeping Plan. 

TRAINING When new staff 

commence, they are provided with 

records keeping training and given record              

keeping procedures as part of their induction. 

This training is recorded on their personnel files 

and is designed to address employee record 

keeping roles and responsibilities. Each staff 

member signs to acknowledge they have                  

received the documentation and understands 

their record keeping requirements. The Records 

Officer provides ongoing training to all staff on a 

regular and as needs basis. Elected Members 

are provided with an information sheet                     

regarding record keeping requirements upon 

commencement of appointment. 

After the 2018 Record Keeping Audit was performed by the Auditor General, areas of                      
non-compliance have been addressed and an Action Plan was submitted to both the Auditor General 
and the Department of Local Government. 

The Shire of Toodyay’s Record Keeping Plan was submitted to State Records for review on 8 July 
2019 and will be presented to the State Records Commission on 6 December 2019 for approval. This 
will replace the 2014 Record Keeping Plan which was valid for a period of five years.  

The Shire of Toodyay is compliant with the State Records Act 2000 and is governed by the Principles 
and Standards produced by the State Records Commission as per Section 61 of the Act. The                  
General Disposal Authority for Local Government Records DA 2015-001 is used as standard proce-
dure in relation to its records management practices. 
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Under Part 5 of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (“FOI Act”), the Shire of Toodyay is required to 

prepare and publish an annual Information Statement.  

This document has been created to comply with that requirement, and is correct as at 1 November 

2019.  

This document can be provided in alternative formats upon request, and a copy of the Statement can 

be accessed via the Shire of Toodyay’s website at:  

http://www.toodyay.wa.gov.au/Council/Shire-Documents/Freedom-of-Information  
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Information Statements at intervals of not more than 12 months, each agency is required to ensure 

that an up-to-date Information Statement about the agency is published (section 96).  

An agency’s Information Statement should inform the public of the structure and functions of the agency,                 

outline the types of documents held by the agency, and explain how the agency’s documents can be accessed 

by the public (section 94). 

A good Information Statement can be a very useful resource for both agencies and members of the public. 

As part of their annual review of Information Statements, agencies should periodically review what information 

they routinely make available to the public outside the FOI process. 

Agencies have the option of publishing their Information Statements as stand-alone documents or incorporated 

in their Annual Reports. 

Where an Information Statement is produced as a stand-alone document, reference to its existence and                      

details of how it can be inspected or purchased should be contained in the agency's Annual Report. 

An agency must also provide a copy of its statement to the Information Commissioner as soon as practicable 

after the statement is published or a new edition produced (section 97). If the Information Statement is not 

changed between editions, the agency need only notify the Information Commissioner that the statement has 

been reviewed and is still current. Where minor amendments are made to an existing statement, copies of the 

amended pages may be forwarded in lieu of the entire document, if feasible.  

 Freedom 
  Of Information 



Section 5.121 

(1) The complaints officer for each local government is required to maintain a register of complaints which records

all complaints that result in action under section 5.110(6)(b) or (c).

(2) The register of complaints is to include, for each recorded complaint:

(a) the name of the council member about whom the complaint is made;

(b) the name of the person who makes the complaint;

(c) a description of the minor breach that the standards panel finds has occurred; and

(d) details of the action taken under section 5.110(6)(b) or (c).

This section is stated below: 

(6) The breach is to be dealt with by:

(a) dismissing the complaint; or

(b) ordering that:

(i) the person against whom the complaint was made be publicly censured as specified in the order; or

(ii) the person against whom the complaint was made apologise publicly as specified in the order; or

(iii) the person against whom the complaint was made undertake training as specified in the order;

Or

(c) ordering 2 or more of the sanctions described in paragraph (b).

In accordance with Section 5.53 (2)(hb) of the Local Government Act 1995  the Annual Report for 
the Shire of Toodyay must contain the details of entries made under Section 5.121 during the financial 

year in the Complaints Register of certain complaints of minor breaches. 

During the 2017/2018 financial year there were 12 complaints made to the Standards Panel. 
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Complainee Complainant Standards Panel Findings Action Ordered 

Cr Bell Shire CEO Cr Bell published a Facebook post and comments relating to the Shire’s CEO and Acting CEO on 

2 June 2018. Cr Bell made improper use of his office as Councillor with the intention of damaging 

the Shire’s CEO and Acting CEO and in doing so’ failed to meet the standards of conduct        

expected of a Councillor 

 Cr Bell to publicly apologise to the CEO and

Acting CEO.

Cr Bell Shire CEO Cr Bell  published a series of Facebook posts relating to  the Shire’s CEO between 26 and 27 

June 2018. The Panel found that Cr Bell made improper use of his office as Councillor with the 

intention of damaging the CEO and in doing so’ failed to meet the standards of conduct expected 

of a Councillor 

 Cr Bell to publicly apologise to the CEO.

Cr Bell Shire CEO Cr Bell published a Facebook post on 24 July 2018 relating to rate rises and Mr Stan Scott, the 

Shire’s CEO. Cr Bell made improper use of his office as a council member and in doing so’ failed 

to meet the standards of conduct expected of a Councillor 

 Cr Bell be publicly censured.

 Cr Bell to publicly apologise to the CEO,

council staff, fellow councillors and the Shire.

Cr Bell Shire CEO Cr  Bell published various Facebook posts on 26 August 2018 relating to the actions of Mr Stan 

Scott in relation to answering Cr Bell’s questions and the Shire’s budget. Cr Bell made improper 

use of his office as a council member and in doing so’ failed to meet the standards of conduct  

expected of a Councillor 

 Cr Bell be publicly censured.

 Cr Bell to publicly apologise to the CEO and

Council.

 Cr Bell to under take training.

Cr Bell Shire CEO Cr Bell published a Facebook post on 30 September 2018 relating to the allegation of Mr Stan 

Scott commencing legal actions on behalf of the  Shire. Cr Bell made improper use of his office as 

a council member and in doing so, failed to meet the standards of conduct  expected of a Council-

lor 

 Cr Bell be publicly censured.

 Cr Bell to publicly apologise to the CEO.

Conduct 

of Officials 



Complainee Complainant Standards Panel Findings Action Ordered 

Cr Bell Shire CEO Cr Bell published a Facebook post on 18 May 2018 relating to the inclusion of questions in an  Ordinary 
Council Meeting and Mr Stan Scott and one of Cr Bell’s fellow Councillors. Cr Bell made improper use of 
his office as a council member and in doing so’ failed to meet the standards of conduct expected of a 

Councillor 

 Cr Bell be publicly censured.

Cr Bell Cr Greenway Referred the complaint to the Director General in  accordance with Section 5.111 of the Act. TBA 

Cr Bell Cr Greenway Referred the complaint to the Director General in accordance with Section 5.111 of the Act. TBA 

Cr Bell Cr Greenway Referred the complaint to the Director General in accordance with Section 5.111 of the Act. TBA 

Cr Bell Cr Greenway Cr Bell wrote an article that was published in the December 2018 edition of the Toodyay Herald newspaper 

with negative allegations that:  

a) implied that the Shire of Toodyay had not acted in accordance with proper process;

b) alluded to something underhand taking place within Council; and

c) were recklessly made using language that would arouse suspicion and uncertainty.

Cr Bell caused damage to the reputation of the local government and did not treat others with  respect and

fairness.

 Cr Bell to publicly apologise to
fellow Councillors and the Shire of

Toodyay.

Cr Chitty Mr Larry Graham 
(Toodyay Progress 

Association) 

The Panel refused to deal with a complaint that Councillor Therese Chitty had confirmed there had been a 
breach of the Shire’s Code of Conduct by the Shire President and the CEO. An apology was          

therefore, NOT made to the Toodyay Progress Association by those parties. 

 The complaint was found to be
without substance with no basis of

truth - No action required.

Cr Rayner Mr Geoffrey Appleby That Cr Rayner made offensive responses during an April Council Meeting and that Cr Rayner approved 
the statement in the column written by the Shire's CEO and allowed its publication in the Community 

Newsletter. 

 The Panel found the complainee
did not breach any regulations  -

No action required.
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Earlier this year the Shire begun a review on the Disability and Access Inclusion Plan. The plan has 

been sent off to the Department on Disability Services to review and make comment. Once Council has 

adopted the plan a full copy will have available on the Shire website and in hard copy on request.  

Disability Access 

and Inclusion Plan 

DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

Outcome 1: People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to access the services of, and any event organised by, the Shire of Toodyay 

1.1. Strategy - Ensure all policies, procedures and practices written and implemented by the Shire of Toodyay support equitable access and 

inclusion by people with disability. 

 Achievements 

Complete review of HR policies New          

Strategic Community Plan and Corporate 

Business Plans adopted 

 Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

1.1.1. Ensure that the proforma for written proposals to Council includes ‘Access and Equity Implications’- does the proposal contain 

any implications for people with disability and their families, people from Culturally & Linguistically Diverse (CALD) backgrounds and 

indigenous people? Will the proposal support equitable access for people with disability? 

1.1.2. Review the Access and Inclusion policy statement to ensure that it reflects legislative requirements (including relevant disability 

access standards and codes), communicate to staff and ensure that there is a mechanism to ensure the policy is actively enforced 

1.1.3. Ensure that the Disability Access and Inclusion plan is linked to all relevant planning documents, including the Shire of       

Toodyay’s Strategic Plan, to ensure that inclusive practices are carried out holistically across all Shire of Toodyay operations. Note: 

the Shire’s strategic plan will be reviewed in late 2015. 

1.2. Strategy - Ensure all events held by the Shire of Toodyay support equitable access and are inclusive of people with disability   Achievements 

Implemented inclusive holiday program 

New accessible toilet and changing place in 

CBD  

1.2.1. Develop an accessible event checklists and ensure that they are utilised when developing (at funding stage) and carrying out 

events 

1.2.2. Identify accessible locations for events and ensure that key recurrent events (for example, local government elections, Food 

Festival) is held at an accessible location in accordance with the checklist 
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DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

1.2.3. Promote accessible events checklist to staff organising events and ensure they have access to training Venue for most events Improved  

Access to Shire administration improved 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED  

1.2.4. Update the Application for Public Events policy and ensure that access requirements are outlined and information to assist event 

organisers is included with the policy 

1.2.5. Make the accessible events checklist available on the Shire public website and intranet 

1.2.6. Carry out a ‘gap access and inclusion audit’ of all Shire services, identify where people with disability may have difficulty     

accessing services and address identified gaps through remedial action into works schedules and planning processes. 

1.2.7. Investigate current library technology to ensure accessibility and consult with library users to identify hardware and software needs 

1.3. Strategy - Ensure that all staff, agents and contractors are aware of the relevant requirements of the Disability Access and Inclusion Plan 

and relevant legislation and implement processes to ensure they are fulfilled 

 Achievements 

New website developed and implemented 
including meeting online accessibility        

guidelines. 

 Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

1.3.1. Develop information clause and insert into contract and tender documents 

1.3.2. Ensure that the Disability Access and Inclusion Plan is readily available on the Shire of Toodyay website 

1.3.3. Develop brochure for contractors which informs them of their responsibilities under the DAIP. Note: this will be done in                    

consultation with the Disability Commission who are also developing similar documentation. 

1.3.4. Identify key members of staff who are directly responsible for iterations of the DAIP, ensure that they attend quarterly DAIP Steer-

ing Group meetings and embed DAIP KPIs within their operational reporting 

1.4. Strategy - Provide recreation and school holiday programs that are inclusive of people with disability  Achievements 

Inclusive school holiday program devel-

oped in association with Inclusion WA. 

Aged Friendly Community Plan adopted. 

Engagement with Alzheimer’s WA for

development of Memory Café. 

 Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

1.4.1. Form partnerships with community organisations (including disability specific organisations such as Regional Home Care                   

Services, Ability Focus, Inclusion WA and Essential Personnel/Essential Choices) and investigate ways to include and support people 

with disability 

1.4.2. Liaise with seniors and disability organisations, community groups and other interested parties about supporting an annual ‘Have a 

Go Day’ event 

1.4.3. Review current programs and activities to ensure inclusiveness and seek feedback from people with disability about access and 

inclusion 

1.4.4. Ensure that funding applications for programs are written to reflect a need for access and inclusion (including an accessible      

venue) 
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DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

Outcome 2 - People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to access the buildings and other facilities of the Shire of Toodyay 

2.1. Strategy - Identify gaps in access and improve access to buildings and facilities Achievements 

Annual audit of Council buildings including 

council tour. 

New accessible toilet and changing place in 

the CBD. 

Improvements to Accessibility of parks and 

reserves. 

 Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

2.1.1. Conduct an access audit of all Shire buildings and facilities (including emergency egress and signage) 

2.1.2. Consult with people with disability and tourists to identified ‘required services’ (there is currently no fully accessible toilet in  

Toodyay townsite) 

2.1.3. Set aside funds in annual budget for improvement to access and remedial works. Note: this would include reserve access 

2.1.4. Include as a component of the Long Term Financial Plan a component which includes asset management planning for       

improvements to access to buildings and facilities. Note: This will include lobbying for a set percentage of the building capital and 

maintenance budget for this purpose. 

2.1.5. Ensure parks, reserves, playgrounds and footpaths/cycle paths comply with relevant standards and best practice in universal 

access. Note: This will include lobbying for other buildings and facilities to be included in a ten year plan. 

2.2. Strategy - ensure new developments are accessible and comply with best practice and access standards Achievements 

Design for new Sport and Recreation   
precinct fully accessible and dementia 

friendly. 

New accessible toilet and changing place in 

the CBD. 

 Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

2.2.1. Ensure that people with disability are consulted when planning and designing any major public facilities 

2.2.2. Ensure that a qualified access consultant is consulted about the development or refurbishment of public facilities 

2.2.3. Ensure that expert advice, including advice from people with disability living in Toodyay, is obtained 

2.3. Strategy - Provide accessible play opportunities, parks and recreation areas  Achievements 

Design for new Sport and Recreation   
precinct fully accessible and dementia 

friendly. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

2.3.1. Conduct an access audit of the Shire of Toodyay’s existing parks and play spaces, including parking and toilets 

2.3.2. Identify gaps and schedule and implement improvements 
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DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

Outcome 3 - People with disability receive information from the Shire of Toodyay in a format that will enable them to access the information as readily as other people are able 

to access it. 

3.1. Strategy - Ensure printed and written information is accessible to people with disability and provided in a variety of formats Achievements 

Newsletter available in hard copy, pdf and 

email formats. 

New website meets accessibility guidelines 

 Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

3.1.1. Investigate how information is disseminated from Council and whether it is accessible (including Council Minutes and other       

documents for councillors) 

3.1.2. Ensure print media is replicated on the Shire of Toodyay’s website and that people are aware that it is there 

3.1.3. Develop or update the Shire of Toodyay’s Style Guide and ensure that it meets best practice for accessible information 

3.2. Strategy - Ensure people who are Deaf or hearing impaired are able to access information  Achievements 

Investigated FM loop for chambers – cost 

prohibitive. 

Overall Assessment: 

NOT ACHIEVED 

3.2.1. Ensure that an audio loop is available at key events, including events in the Memorial Hall. Note: The feasibility of a portable 

system will be investigated. 

3.2.2. Promote the use of ‘better hearing cards’ in the community and install in Shire buildings 

3.3. Strategy - Ensure web based information is accessible Achievements 

Newsletter available in hard copy, pdf and 

email formats. 

New website meets accessibility guidelines. 

Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

3.3.1. Review the website/intranet and ensure it complies with the W3C Accessibility Guidelines, including offering alternatives to 

PDFs. 

3.4. Strategy - Ensure library services have enough resources to provide members of the public with alternative format resources Achievements 

Increased stock of talking books from State 

Library. 

Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

3.4.1. Make provision for alternative format resources (large print and talking books) to meet community demand and promote  

availability to the public 
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DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

Outcome 4 - People with disability receive the same level and quality of service from the staff of the Shire of Toodyay 

4.1. Strategy - Ensure all staff and elected members receive training on disability access and inclusion  Achievements 

Training provided in aged friendly and         

dementia friendly strategies. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

4.1.1. Ensure induction includes access and inclusion training for all staff and elected members. Note: this would include casual staff – 

as part of the induction checklist under an access and equity heading. 

4.1.2. Investigate ways to embed professional learning into regular staff meetings and council meetings – for example, training on way 

finding, barriers, customer service and signage 

4.2. Strategy - Ensure that staff are easily able to access resources to fulfil their DAIP obligations  Achievements 

Resources on shared drive. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

4.2.1. Ensure that resources are available on the intranet, including access guidelines, engagement tools and lists of access                    

consultants. Note: this would include casual staff 

4.3. Strategy - Ensure that people with disability are able to access good customer service in the same way as other members of the public Achievements 

Physical access to Shire administration and 

chambers improved. 

Access friendly reception desk. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

4.3.1. Update the Shire’s Customer Service Charter to reflect a willingness to address the needs of people with disability and create a 

culture that is focused on access and inclusion 

4.3.2. Include a key target around access and inclusion 

Outcome 5 - People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to make complaints to the Shire of Toodyay 

5.1. Strategy Ensure staff are trained to address complaints by people with disability  Achievements 

Improved access to complaints and service 

requests through website improvements. 

Monthly attendance at Farmers Markets, 6 

community information sessions per year. 

Overall Assessment: 

NOT ACHIEVED 

5.1.1. Train staff to ensure that complaints by people with disability are received, understood, addressed and an outcome                              

communicated within a timely manner and in an accessible format 

5.1.2. Review the current complaints mechanism and seek feedback about how it is working, including how accessible the complaints 

process is 

5.1.3. Clearly outline the complaints process on the Customer Service feedback form 
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DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

Outcome 6  - People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to participate in any public consultation held by the Shire of Toodyay 

6.1. Strategy - Offer a range of different ways that people with disability and other community members can advise the Shire of Toodyay on 
access and inclusion 

 Achievements 

Improved access to complaints and service 

requests through website improvements. 

Monthly attendance at Farmers Markets, 6 

community information sessions per year. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

6.1.1. Develop and support an access and inclusion advisory group who can advise Council about upcoming developments,     
applications, and ongoing access and inclusion issues 

6.1.2. Ensure that public consultations (i.e. town meetings) are not the only way a public consultation is held 

6.1.3. Develop a Community Engagement Strategy which is inclusive of people with disability and use it to inform consultations 

6.2. Strategy - Ensure that people with disability can take part in Council meetings and consultations  Achievements 

Improved physical access to Shire        

chambers. 

Notice papers on website and in hard copy. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

6.2.1. Identify ways to ensure that people with disability are not excluded from the public gallery at Council meetings 

6.2.2. Ensure that agendas, papers and minutes are accessible and available to people with disability 

6.2.3. Ensure that the Accessible Events checklist is followed when planning and running all consultations, including venue access 

Outcome 7 - People with disability have the same opportunities as other people to obtain and maintain employment with the Shire of Toodyay 

7.1. Strategy - Develop a strategy to ensure that people with disability can equitably access employment with the Shire of Toodyay  Achievements 

All duty statements reviewed. 

HR policies reviewed 

Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

7.1.1. Ensure that all information, including Position Descriptions and duty statements, is accessible 

7.1.2. Review HR policies and procedures to ensure that they do not discriminate against people with disability 

7.2. Strategy - Ensure workplaces are accessible  Achievements 

Improved physical access to Shire        
administration and meeting room.        
Accommodated access needs of staff with 

emerging needs. 

Overall Assessment: 

PARTLY ACHIEVED 

7.2.1. Carry out an access audit of workplaces to ensure that they do not discriminate against people with disability 

7.2.2. Ensure meetings are held in accessible rooms 

7.2.3. Undertake remedial works to ensure employees with disability can access workplaces easily 
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DAIP 2015-2018 Review 

7.3. Strategy - Improve recruitment practices to ensure people with disability are able to access employment  Achievements 

Engaged with LG Processionals Lighthouse 
project including training and meeting with 

service provider. 

All advertising non-discriminatory. 

Overall Assessment: 

ACHIEVED 

7.3.1. Develop service agreements and advertise positions with local Disability Service providers Services 

7.3.2. When advertising for jobs, ensure that the Shire of Toodyay advertises that they are an equal opportunity employer who supports 

diversity and that applicants with disability, women, indigenous people and people from Culturally & Linguistically Diverse backgrounds 

are able to apply 
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Strategic plan 

At a glance 
Vision: We are a vibrant rural community that respects our environment, celebrates our past and embraces a sustainable future 

Social: 

Our community wellbeing and             
connection  

Economic: 

Business and jobs in the           
community  

Natural environment:  

Protecting where we live 

Built environment: 

Our buildings, roads and 
transport  

Governance: 

The way the Shire leads and
operates  

Strategic outcomes 

Toodyay is a safe, cohesive and 

healthy community  

We will attract, develop and maintain 

business in Toodyay.  

Toodyay is a proud, rural lifestyle 
community with many natural assets 
including ecosystems that are 
maintained and protected for future 

generations.  

Our community can live, work and 
play through planned development 

and maintenance.  

A Council that engages with the 
community and provides good
governance on behalf of the    

community.  

Objectives 

O 1: Maintain and develop services 
that meet the requirements of our 

diverse community.  

O 2: Facilitate community safety and 

wellbeing.  

O 3: Support the development of 
places and spaces for recreation, 

learning, art and culture.  

O 1: Encourage and support       
investment into new and existing                   

businesses in Toodyay.  

O 2: Promote Toodyay as a tourism 

destination.  

O 3: Encourage economic       

diversification.  

O 1: Preserve and protect our natu-

ral assets for future generations.  

O 2: Ensure sustainable operating 

practices.  

O 1: Ensure safe and sustainable 

transport options.  

O 2: Ensure our built environment 

meets community needs.  

O 3: Improve processes to support 

the built environment.  

O 1: Provide accountable and 
transparent leadership for the 

community.  

O 2: Consistently improve our 

governance practices.  

O 3: Ensure rigorous organisational 

systems.  

Measures to be assessed and reported to Council and the community 

 Level of community satisfaction
with services offered, through re-
peat surveys of established base-

lines.

 Satisfaction with business support

services offered by the Shire.

 Growth in local employment.

 Growth in tourism visits.

 Annual reporting on the quality of

Shire controlled nature reserves.

 Annual reporting on the   
implementation of the           
Environmental Management              

Strategy.

 Condition of Shire assets.

 Community satisfaction with public

spaces. 

 Condition of Shire controlled

heritage assets.

 Community satisfaction with the

Shire’s responsiveness.

 Improving Net Promoter Scores for

the Shire.

 DLGSCI financial health indicator.



Corporate Business Plan 

2019 - 2022
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Key Toodyay Statistics 

 Area = 1,693 Km2 

 Distance From Perth CBD = 85 Kms

 Population = 4,507

 Electors = 3,270

 Median Age = 51

 Total Employment = 2,228

 Dwellings = 2,354

 FTE’s = 54.66

The Shire of Toodyay 

The ‘Old Courthouse’ 

15 Fiennes Street (PO Box 96) 

TOODYAY  WA  6566 

Administration: (08) 9574 9300  

Works and Services Depot: (08) 9574 9360 

Community Development: (08) 9574 9390 

Rangers: (08) 9574 9370 

Toodyay Public Library: (08) 9574 2323 

Toodyay Visitor Centre: (08) 9574 9380 

Email: records@toodyay.wa.gov.au 

Web: http://www.toodyay.wa.gov.au 

Visitor Centre web: www.toodyay.com 
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Section 1 – Introduction Key Requirements

Understanding community needs and aspirations then integrating these 
with real tangible Plans - a Corporate Business Plan, is critical to the 
Shire of Toodyay because it provides us a sense of direction and outlines 
measurable goals that we can be held accountable to. 

The Corporate Business Plan is a management tool that guides day-to-
day decisions and also serves the purpose of helping us do a better job 
because a plan focuses the energy, resources, and time of everyone in 
the Shire in the same direction. 

Our Council have adopted a ten (10) Year Strategic Community Plan 
after engaging our community. It takes into account current and future 
drivers for us to be cognizant of. These drivers can be external including, 
but not limited to, our community demographic trends, changing 
community needs and service expectations, legislative requirements, 
industry and global trends, and the economic climate in the State. 
Likewise the drivers may be internal like, our cost and organisational 
structures, skills and competencies, culture, systems and processes. 

To help us finalise the Corporate Business Plan we needed to 
understand the drivers of change, what are our strengths, opportunities, 
threats and challenges.  

The Plan helps us align, coordinate our activities and allocate resources 
and is consistent with the Department of Local Government’s integrated 
planning framework, which is…“A framework for establishing community 
priorities and linking this information into different parts of a local 

government’s functions” (Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework 
and Guidelines).  Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural 
Industries (October 2010). 

To implement and achieve the required performance and outcomes 
which are reported in our Annual Report to the community.
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Section 2 - Forward from the Chief Executive Officer 

I am pleased to present the Shire of Toodyay’s Corporate Business Plan for the next 4 years (2019 – 2022).  The Corporate 
Business Plan revision began in 2017 and progressed as shown in the diagram below. The integrated planning process adopted 
by the Shire has three distinct phases from engaging the community what they want and desire and formulating the dialogue 
with each other into a Strategic Community Plan that clearly links the community’s aspirations with the Council’s vision and long 
term strategy for Toodyay – Phase 1.  

Phase 2 - is the development of a Corporate Business Plan that integrates resources with specific council plans to act as a 
guide to Administration to work towards and achieve the long term strategy for the Shire 

Phase 3 – The Corporate Business Plan is underpinned by a series of informing strategies and plans. 

The Shire of Toodyay has a number of unique challenges to deal with and resolve. We have low overall growth in the shire 
with a decrease in some 200 people since 2013, coupled with the median age of the Shire being 51 years brings with it many challenges as our 
population is aging faster than the Western Australian population. 

On the economic front we’re doing better with unemployment below the regional average and some 2,228 local jobs and the Gross Regional Product 
(GRP) for the Shire at $141 million, a 3.7% increase since 2013.  Via the Strategic Community Plan, the Corporate Business Plan will keep us focused 
for the years ahead. 

February-March 
2017 

Councillors and 
Senior Staff 

begin process of 
review of 

Community 
Strategic Plan 

December 
2017 

May-July 
2018 

August-Sept 
2018 

October 
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January – March 
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Adopt Corporate 

Business Plan 

and deploy 

Community and 

staff consultation 

on needs and 

aspirations 

Community 

consultation from 

workshops 

surveys 

interviews 

Initial drafting of 

Plan elicit public 

feedback and 

submissions 

Incorporate 

feedback from 

community and 

redraft 

Community Plan 

Public 

presentation and 

Council adoption 

of Community 

Strategic Plan 

Strategic review 

of current 

Corporate 

Business Plan 

March-May 
2018 
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Section 3 – Our Service Offering to the Community 
The Shire of Toodyay provides an extensive range of services to our community which fall into the following programs as prescribed under the Local 
Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996. 

GOVERNANCE 

GENERAL PURPOSE FUNDING 

LAW, ORDER AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

Objective: To provide a decision making process for the efficient allocation of scarce resources. 

Activities: Administration and operation of facilities and services to members of the Council. Other costs that relate to the assisting 
of elected members and ratepayers on matters which do not relate to specific Council services. The creation and 
implementation and ongoing development of policies, procedures, strategic and other long term plans including financial. 

Objective: To collect revenue to allow for the provision of services. 

Activities: Rates, general purpose government grants and interest revenue. 

Objective: To provide services to help ensure a safer community. 

Activities: Supervision of various by-laws, fire prevention, emergency services and animal control. 
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Section 3 - Our Service Offering to the Community continued…. 

HEALTH 

EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

HOUSING 

COMMUNITY AMENITIES 

Objective: To provide an operational framework for good community health.  

Activities: Food quality and control, pest control and operation of the Medical Centre. 

Objective: Ensure adequate housing. 

Activities: Maintenance of staff housing and other Shire owned rental properties. 

Objective: To provide services required by the community. 

Activities: Rubbish collection services, operation of the waste transfer station, environmental protection, administration of the local 

planning scheme, community sponsorship and maintenance of cemeteries. 

No allowance for income and expenditure has been made for this program. 
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Section 3 - Our Service Offering to the Community continued… 

RECREATION AND CULTURE 

TRANSPORT 

ECONOMIC SERVICES 

OTHER PROPERTY AND SERVICES.

Objective: To establish and manage efficiently, infrastructure and resources which will help the social wellbeing of the community. 
Activities: Maintenance of halls, recreation facilities and reserves, operation of library/s, heritage facilities and cultural activities. 

Objective: To provide effective and efficient transport infrastructure and services to the community. 
Activities: Construction and maintenance of roads, bridges, street lighting and depot maintenance. 

Objective: To promote the Shire and improve its economic wellbeing. 
Activities: The regulation and provision of tourism, area promotion, economic development, building control, weed control and water 

standpipes. 

Objective: To monitor and control Council’s overheads operating accounts and unclassified works/services. 
Activities: Private works, public works overheads, plant operation costs. 
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Section 4 – Plan on a Page – Toodyay Vision 2022 

OUR 
PURPOSE 

Social 

Toodyay is a safe 

cohesive and 

healthy community 

“Local Government and 

community working 

together to obtain the 

best possible social, 

economic and 

environmental outcomes 

for the people of 

Toodyay”

“We are a vibrant rural 

community that 

celebrates our past 

and embraces a 

sustainable future”. 

Built Environment 

Our Community can 

live, work and play 

through planned 

development and 

maintenance 

INTEGRITY 

COMMITMENT 

INCLUSIVENESS 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

OUR 

VALUES 

OUR 

VISION 

Governance 

A Council that 

engages with the 

community and 

provides good 

governance on behalf 

of the community 

ECONOMIC 

We will attract and 

maintain business 

in Toodyay 

Natural 

Environment 

Toodyay is a proud 

rural lifestyle 

community 
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Section 5 – Shire of Toodyay Purpose 

“We are a vibrant rural community that celebrates our past and embraces a sustainable future”. 

“Local Government and community working together to obtain the best possible 

social, economic and environmental outcomes for the people of Toodyay”. 

Integrity: “We behave honestly to the highest ethical standards”. 

Accountability: “We are transparent in our actions and accountable to the community” 

Inclusiveness: “We are responsive to the community and we encourage involvement by all people”. 

Commitment: “We translate our plans into actions and demonstrate the persistence that produces results”. 
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Section 6 – What we found by asking 

The Corporate Business Planning process directs the Shire to achieve the requirements of the Local Government Act 1995 (as Amended).  Section 1.3 
“In carrying out its functions a local government is to use its best endeavours to meet the needs of current and future generations through an integration 
of environmental protection, social advancement and economic prosperity”.  This is commonly known as the triple bottom line and with governance the 
quadruple bottom line. 

This was undertaken by engaging the Toodyay Community to understand their wishes, needs and desires now and into the future.  We have called these 
the Community Goals. 

From the broad goals we can then distil the most important things into community Themes. From these themes we can develop our strategies and tactics 
to respond in a timely way to our community thereby “creating a safe, cohesive and healthy community”. 

Economic Governance Social Natural Environment Built Environment 

Help protect rural lifestyles 

and local jobs 

Restricted revenue base 

and increasing customer 

demands impacts on rates 

Sense of community and 

community engagement 
Protect our unique 

environment 

Our buildings, roads and 

transport 

 Support local businesses

 Support local employment

 Improve Avon Link

 Remove red tape

 Seek tourism potential

 Transparency and

openness

 Community cohesion

 Compliance

 Elected member

leadership

 Build recreation

 Build swimming pool

facilities

 Support local events

 Engage youth and aging

 Create inclusion plan

 Improve building designs

 Protect Shire environment

 Create sense of peace

 Ensure safe roads

 Protect town heritage

 Improve waste

management

 Upgrade footpaths

 Encourage ‘Avon Link’

 Develop public transport

for youth/aged access

 Build recreational facility

 Improve access to river

 Advocate for internet

coverage

Quadruple 

Bottom Line 

Community 

Themes 

Community 

Goals 
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Section 7 – Strategic Community Plan at a glance – Shire of Toodyay 

Vision: We are a vibrant rural community that respects our environment, celebrates our past and embraces a sustainable future. 

Social 
Our community wellbeing and 
connection 

Economic 
Business and jobs in the 
community 

Natural environment 

Protecting where we live 

Built environment 
Our buildings, roads and 
transport 

Governance 
The way the Shire leads and 
operates 

Strategic outcomes 

Toodyay is a safe, cohesive and 
healthy community. 

We will attract, develop and 
maintain business in Toodyay. 

Toodyay is a proud, rural lifestyle 
community with many natural 
assets including ecosystems that 
are maintained and protected for 
future generations. 

Our community can live, work and 
play through planned development 
and maintenance. 

A Council that engages with the 
community and provides good 
governance on behalf of the 
community. 

Objectives 

O 1: Maintain and develop services 
that meet the requirements of our 
diverse community. 

O 1: Encourage and support 
investment into new and existing 
businesses in Toodyay. 

O 1: Preserve and protect our 
natural assets for future generations. 

O 1: Ensure safe and sustainable 
transport options. 

O 1: Provide accountable and 
transparent leadership for the 
community. 

O 2: Facilitate community safety 
and wellbeing. 

O 2: Promote Toodyay as a tourism 
destination. 

O 2: Ensure sustainable operating 
practices. 

O 2: Ensure our built environment 
meets community needs. 

O 2: Consistently improve our 
governance practices. 

O 3: Support the development of 
places and spaces for recreation, 
learning, art and culture. 

O 3: Encourage economic 
diversification. 

O 3: Improve processes to support 
the built environment. 

O 3: Ensure rigorous organisational 
systems. 

Measures to be assessed and reported to Council and the community 

– Level of community
satisfaction with services
offered, through repeat
surveys of established
baselines.

– Satisfaction with business
support services offered by
the Shire.

– Growth in local employment.

– Growth in tourism visits.

– Annual reporting on the
quality of Shire controlled
nature reserves.

– Annual reporting on the
implementation of the
Environmental Management
Strategy.

– Condition of Shire assets.

– Community satisfaction with
public spaces.

– Condition of Shire controlled
heritage assets.

– Community satisfaction with
the Shire’s responsiveness.

– Improving Net Promoter
Scores for the Shire.

– DLGSCI financial health
indicator.
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Section 8 – Key Performance Indicators 
To ensure progress against the Community Strategic Plan, adopted by Council, we have developed this Corporate Business Plan to drive and align the Administration 
of the Shire towards achievement of the community and Council’s needs, wants and aspirations.  It also focusses us on the parameters that will trend our 
improvement efforts and results.   

To further assist administration measure our achievements, a suite of qualitative and quantitate key performance indicators have been developed to track and trend 
our progress over time. The purpose of metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) is to measure the performance of the solutions, ‘Strategies,’ we have identified 
to meet the expressed needs and wishes outlined by the Community in the Community Strategic Plan. 

We use key metrics to measure different aspects of business activity at a specific point in time.   KPIs embody strategic objectives and measure performance against 
a specific target. These targets are defined in strategic planning or budget sessions and have a range of performance indicators. KPIs are the detailed specifications 
that are used to track business objectives. 

We have set ‘Leading’ indicators that may help us predict the outcome of our process and our eventual achievement of our vision: 

We also have cascaded our metrics with ‘Lagging’ indicators that present our success, or outline our opportunities for improvement. 

Key Efficiency and Effectiveness Indicators for Toodyay have also been identified through this process being: 

• Social – the Community Wellbeing Index, Employment
• Economic – The Employment Self Sufficiency Index.
• Natural Environment – Environmental Management Strategy (achievement of Environmental Management Strategy).
• Built Environment –Asset Rankings.
• Governance – the Financial Health Score.

A Cause and Effect chart of performance indicators is graphically shown in the next slide. The chart shows that there is a direct link between the lagging indicator 
with the lead outcome indicator – poor performance at one level will lead to potentially not achieving the outcome (lead Indicator) at another level. Causation therefore, 
or cause and effect is simply an action with a reaction. When an event or result occurs, its effect impacts the course of the organisational performance, often changing 
the character or later performance dramatically. 

“We are a vibrant rural community that celebrates our past and embraces a sustainable future”. 
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Section 8.1 – Key Performance Indicator Cause and Effect Chart

Vision 

“We are a 

vibrant 

community 

that 

celebrates 

our past and 

embraces a 

sustainable 

future”. 

Community 

Wellbeing 

Index 

Councillor 

Assessment 

Index (AICD 

My Council 

Health Score 

(FHS) 

Natural 

Environment Key 

Performance 

Indicators

Built Environment 

Key Performance 

Indicators

Governance Key 

Performance 

Indicators 

Economic Key 

Performance 

Indicators 

Social Key 

Performance 

Indicators 

Unqualified Audit 

Reports 

Value for Money 

Index 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Index 

Lead 

Effectiveness 

Indicators 

Lead 

Efficiency 

Indicators 

Outcome 

Indicators 

Sport Precinct Implementation Status. 
Value for money Index 
Overall Customer Satisfaction Index. 

Lag 

Performance 

Indicators 

• Asset Consumption Ratio.
• Asset Sustainability Ratio.
• Asset Renewal ratio.
• Roads/Building Budget vs Actual.
• Building Application turnaround time (Certified and uncertified).
• Planning Application Turnaround Time.
• Customer Satisfaction Index with Public Places. 

• Number of Business Start-Ups
• Number of Business Development Applications.
• Number of jobs in Toodyay.
• Number of Visitors to Visitor’s Centre.
• Customer Satisfaction with economic development.

• Organisational Energy Consumption in kWh.
• Annual Reporting achievements vs Target Shire Controlled Reserves.

• Waste Management – waste generated vs waste recycled.

• Financial Sustainability ratios. 
• Positive Net Promoter Scores.
• Culture and employee experience (HR Metrics).
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Section 9 – How we will respond 
9.1 Goal – Social “Our Community Wellbeing and Connection” 

Strategic Outcome – “Toodyay is a safe, cohesive and healthy Community”. 

Objective 1 – “Maintain and develop services that meet the requirements of our diverse community” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S1.1: Develop the Sport and Recreation Precinct, including aquatic facilities. CEO • Continue advocacy for grant funding; develop project
implementation plan and implement as part of the Stage 1 Sport
and Recreation Precinct Plan.

S1.2: Support development of community groups and sponsorships. MCD • Continue annual community sponsorship process.

• Develop, through engagement, a Reconciliation Action Plan.

S1.3: Build partnerships that strengthen our community wellbeing. MCD 

MPD 

• Develop ‘Wellbeing Survey’ process to identify wellbeing metrics
which can be benchmarked with other local Governments, identify
gaps with a view to close identified gaps in community wellbeing.

• Develop and implement Public Health Plan.

S1.4: Continue services and facilities to support senior residents. MCD • Review, update and implement ‘Age Friendly’ Plan.

• Assist with the Development of walk trail plan.

S1.5: Build services and facilities to support our younger residents. MCD • Implement Youth Plan.

• Assist with development of walk and mountain bike trails.

Objective 2 – “Facilitate Community safety and wellbeing” 

S2.1: Implement, or lobby, for safety initiatives in the community. MCD • Adopt and implement ‘Safe Toodyay Plan’.

• Implement ‘Choose Respect Campaign’.

S2.2: Partner with health, medical and aged care service provided by others. MCD • Develop and implement Dementia Friendly Plan.

S2.3: Collaborate with fire and emergency services, law and order programs 
and other volunteer services. 

MWS 

MWS 

MWS 

MCS 

MCS 

MPD 

• Develop and implement ‘Bushfire Risk Management Plan’.

• Complete the Coondle-Nunile Volunteer Bushfire Brigade fire
shed relocation and upgrade.

• Complete the Morangup co-located Incident Control Centre.

• Continue budgetary funding supporting emergency volunteer
services

• Upgrade Shire CCTV.

• Maintain Shire CCTV.
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9.1 Goal – Social “Our Community Wellbeing and Connection” 

Strategic Outcome – “Toodyay is a safe, cohesive and healthy Community”. 

Objective 3 – “Support the development of places and spaces for recreation, learning, art and culture”. 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S3.1: Continue to support community focused facilities and services. MPD 

CEO 

• Expand Morangup Community Centre.

• Continue construction of Sport and Recreation Precinct Project
into Stage 2.

S3.2: Support and encourage growth in events that utilise the talents of the 
community. 

MCD • Continue with Shires ‘Events Calendar’.

S3.3: Utilise the river spaces more effectively as a natural recreation facility. MWS 

MWS 

• Develop, fund and implement the ‘Riverwalk Way Plan’.

• Develop walk and mountain bike trails and integrate with the
Riverwalk Way Plan.

S3.4: Maintain open space for recreation and connection. MWS 

MWS 

MCD 

• Create a Parks and Reserves Master Plan for Key Shire spaces.

• Complete Management Plans for every Shire controlled reserve
and implement.

• Develop a Public Art Policy for the Shire.

9.1.1 Goal – Social Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

The following KPIs have been identified to monitor progress against the Goals 

Goal Area - Efficiency and Effectiveness Indicator • Community Satisfaction and Wellbeing Index (as measured by regular survey).

Goal Area monitoring and accountability KPIs 

• Overall Customer Satisfaction Index.

• Value for money Index.

• Sport and Recreation Precinct Project Status.
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9.2 Goal – Economic “Protect rural lifestyles and local jobs” 

Strategic Outcome – “We attract, develop and maintain business in Toodyay”. 

Objective 1 – “Encourage and support Investment into new and existing businesses in Toodyay” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S1.1: Promote environmentally sustainable development that is consistent 
with our rural setting. 

MPD • Complete the Shire’s Local Planning Scheme No 5 and ensure
relevant   Policies support that.

S1.2: Work collaboratively with business stakeholders to minimise 
impediments. 

CEO • Review Local Law on extractive industries.

S1.3: Encourage new businesses and new business sectors to come to 
Toodyay. 

CEO • Review and update the Toodyay Economic Development Plan

S1.4: Seek to maximise local purchasing and local content into shire works 
and projects. 

CEO 
CEO 

• Create and maintain Local Suppliers Register.

• Support and promote #Toodyay First – Buy Local Campaign.

Objective 2 – “Promote Toodyay as a Tourism destination” 

S2.1: Develop successful and collaborative partnerships that support the 
Tourism Strategy. 

MCD • Implement Tourism Strategy.

S2.2: Support focus on boosting overnight experiential tourism. CPD 
MCD 

• Improve overflow camping facilities at the sportsground.

• Develop a Tourism Stakeholder Reference Group Plan.

S2.3: Advocate for infrastructure to support tourism. CEO • Lobby for investment in tourism infrastructure

S2.4: Support development of arts, culture, heritage and environmental 
tourism. 

MPD 

MPD 

MPD 
MCD 
MCD 

• Review the Heritage Strategy and implement findings.

• Review and update the Clinton Street Heritage Precinct Plan.

• Replace the Newcastle Gaol Museum Roof.

• Support the involvement of arts in Tourism.

• Develop the Convict Depot Walk.
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9.2 Goal – Economic “Protect rural lifestyles and local jobs” 

Strategic Outcome – “We attract, develop and maintain business in Toodyay”. 

Objective 3 – “Encourage economic diversification” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S3.1: Advocate for increased opportunities for premium food production. CEO • Support the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TCCI) ‘Food
Trail Strategy’.

S3.2: Engage with local manufacturing, building and construction sectors. CEO • Facilitate engagement with key stakeholders.

S3.3: Facilitate participation in digital Economy and knowledge intensive 
enterprises. 

CEO • Develop Social Media Policy and Guidelines which includes
continued use of social media and digital platforms.

9.2.1 Goal – Economic Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

The following KPIs have been identified to monitor progress against the Goals 

Goal Area - Efficiency and Effectiveness Indicator • Percentage of local jobs filled by local people.

Goal Area monitoring and accountability KPIs 

• Number of Visitors to the Visitor’s Centre.

• Number of jobs in Toodyay

• Number of Business Start-ups.

• Number of Business Development Applications.

• Customer Satisfaction with Economic Development (as determined by survey).
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9.3 Goal – Natural Environment “Protecting where we live” 

Strategic Outcome – “Toodyay is a proud, rural lifestyle community with many natural assets including ecosystems that are maintained and protected for future generations”. 

Objective 1 – “Preserve and protect our natural assets for future generations” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S1.1: Help protect and enhance the river ecosystem including the riparian 
vegetation. 

MPD 

CEO 

• Review and Implement the Environmental Management Strategy.

• Continue to lobby relevant government agencies.

S1.2: Support the mitigation of adverse environmental impact to biodiversity 
and natural ecosystems throughout the Shire. 

MPD • Continue with Planning Controls and Policy development.

S1.3: Enhance and protect biodiversity and natural ecosystems in Shire 
controlled reserves. 

MWS 

MPD 

• Implement Reserve Management Plans.

• Develop a Biodiversity Strategy to protect flora and fauna within
the district.

S1.4: Reduce the extreme weather impacts through emergency management 
planning. 

CEO 

CEO 

• Continue support for the Local Emergency Management
Committee and Bush Fire Advisory Committee and continue
funding for the Community Emergency Services Manager.

• Implement Local Emergency Management Arrangements.

S1.5: Develop strategies to interpret and utilise the natural environment for 
recreation, eco-tourism and land conservation. 

MWS 
MWS 

• Initiate improvements to Pelham Reserve.

• Construct the River-walk way.

Objective 2 – “Ensure sustainable operating practices” 

S2.1: Embed environmental awareness into operational decisions to better 
understand and minimise impacts on natural ecosystems, erosion and 
sediment inflows to waterways. 

MWS • Mitigate environmental impacts through design and infrastructure
projects.

S2.2: Continue to implement Environmental Management Strategy. MPD • Continue as planned.

S2.3: Support resources and opportunities that minimise waste and improve 
recycling. 

CEO • Continue implementation of Regional Waste Minimisation Plan.

S2.4: Introduce targeted initiatives to reduce our carbon footprint. MPD • Continue to investigate options to reduce the Shire’s carbon
footprint.

S2.5: Support conservation protection covenants and Policies. MPD • Continue review of Policies to ensure they remain relevant to
invite natural environment outcomes.
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9.3.1 Goal – Natural Environment Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

The following KPIs have been identified to monitor progress against the Goals 

Goal Area - Efficiency and Effectiveness Indicator • Achievements in line with Environmental Management Strategy and other guiding
documents.

Goal Area monitoring and accountability KPIs 

• Waste Management – Waste Generated vs Waste Recycled.

• Organisation Energy Consumption in kWh.

• Annual Reporting on achievement vs targeted activities on Shire controlled reserves.
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9.4 Goal – Built Environment “Protecting where we live” 

Strategic Outcome – “Our community can live, work and play through planned development and maintenance”. 

Objective 1 – “Ensure safe and sustainable transport options” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S1.1: Apply metrics to local road upgrades and maintenance to ensure best 
practice value expenditure. 

MWS • Integrate metrics and service standards to capital and
maintenance planning.

S1.2: Continue to invest in local road infrastructure MWS 

MCS 

MWS 

• Continue implement Capital and Maintenance Plans as per LTFP.

• Monitor the financial sustainability ratios (Health Score Asset
Metrics).

• Update Road Preservation Plan

S1.3: Continue advocacy for investment in State road systems. CEO • Advocate and lobby as required.

S1.4: Improve footpaths and streetscapes. MWS 
MWS 
MWS 

• Develop Streetscape Plan.

• Update Shared Path Plan.

• Develop walk and mountain bike trails.

S1.5: Advocate for improved public transport options for residents. CEO • Continue advocacy as required

Objective 2 – “Ensure our built environment meets community needs” 

S2.1: Encourage diverse housing and development options. MPD • Complete the Shire Local Planning Scheme No 5 and relevant
Policies.

S2.1: Upgrade local infrastructure to cater for seniors. CEO 

MWS 

• Advocate for improvements to Pedestrian Railway crossings in
Toodyay.

• Implement infrastructure requirements in the ‘Age Friendly’ Plan.

S2.3: Ensure appropriate facilities to engage and retain young people. MCD 

MCD 

• Collaborate with the Community Resource Centre in respect to
youth engagement.

• Continue to advocate for age appropriate facilities for young
people.

S2.4 Reinforce our heritage vision in local planning scheme review. MPD • Implement the Heritage Strategy and integrate with the review of
the Shire Local Planning Scheme No 5 and relevant Policies.

S2.5: Enhance and maintain our parks, gardens and public greens. MWS • Create and implement Maintenance Plans for specific spaces.
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9.4 Goal – Built Environment “Protecting where we live” 

Strategic Outcome – “Our community can live, work and play through planned development and maintenance”. 

Objective 3 – “Improve processes to support the built environment” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S3.1: Adjust regulatory processes to be more enabling and accessible. MPD • Upgrade and build disability access to identified public toilets and
public buildings as specified in the Disability Access and Inclusion
Plan (DAIP).

S3.2: Implement asset rationalisation and consolidation. CEO • Continue with the rationalisation of Council built assets.

9.4.1 Goal – Built Environment Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

The following KPIs have been identified to monitor progress against the Goals 

Goal Area - Efficiency and Effectiveness Indicator As per Asset Management Plan: 

• Infrastructure Asset Rating.

• Building Asset Rating.

• Plant and Equipment Asset Rating.

Goal Area monitoring and accountability KPIs 

• Asset Consumption Ratio.

• Asset Sustainability Ratio

• Asset Renewal Funding Ratio.

• Roads Budget vs Actual.

• Buildings Budget vs Actual.

• Building Applications turnaround time (Certified and uncertified).

• Planning Applications turnaround time.

• Customer Satisfaction Index with Public Places.
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9.5 Goal – Governance “Responsible and responsive civic leadership” 

Strategic Outcome – “A Council that engages with the community and provides good governance on behalf of the community” 

Objective 1 – “Provide accountable and transparent leadership for the community” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S1.1: Use Strategic Community Plan as a blueprint for Council policy 
development and decisions. 

CEO • Adopt and implement the Corporate Business Plan.

• Implement and review informing strategies.

S1.2: Complete the development of a new Local Planning Scheme No. 5 
and related Policies. 

MPD • Complete the Shire Local Planning Scheme No 5 and relevant
Policies.

S1.3: Provide clear and engaged leadership on behalf of the community. CEO 

CEO 

• Finalise the Community Engagement Strategy.

• Ongoing monitoring and update of the Risk Register.

S1.4 Increase communication on advocacy undertaken for services and 
initiatives that benefit. 

CEO • Continue to lobby Government agencies to support the Shire.

Objective 2 – “Consistently improve our governance practices” 

S2.1: Build a positive culture of engagement between the Shire and its 
community. 

CEO • Implement the Community Engagement Strategy.

S2.2: Improve internal and external communication to maximise 
transparency. 

CEO 

CEO 

• Continue organisational team briefings for staff.

• Complete Communication Plan.

S2.3: Ensure appropriate induction and skills for all elected members. CEO 

CEO 

CEO 

• Review and improve Councillor induction program with
facilitation and legal practitioners input.

• Review Councillor Information Bulletin for adequacy and
appropriate content.

• Participate in the Australian Institute of Company Directors Best
Practice Review.
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9.5 Goal – Governance “Responsible and responsive civic leadership” 

Strategic Outcome – “A Council that engages with the community and provides good governance on behalf of the community” 

Objective 3 – “Ensure rigorous organisational system” 

Council Adopted Strategies to achieve Objective RO Shires response to make it happen 2019 2020 2021 2022 

S3.1: Maintain long term financial (LTFP) and resourcing plans. MCS • Continue to test assumptions and update the current LTFP.

• Continue to review and update Asset Management Plans and
other informing strategies.

S3.2: Operate to best practice management in all areas. CEO 

CEO 

CEO 

• Implement and monitor the HR Operational Plan to ensure a
well resourced, skilled and effective workforce.

• Continue routine Policy and procedures review.

• Continue to review and update governance practices via
the shire’s compliance calendar.

S3.3: Ongoing review of customer service and satisfaction. CEO • Undertake a regular Customer Satisfaction and Wellbeing
survey against Shire products and service offerings on a
periodic basis to set targets and actions.

S3.4: Embed innovation in information and communication technologies. CEO 

CEO 
MCS 

• Continue implementation of ICT upgrades and review
document Information management.

• Review dedicated Councillor Extranet system.

• Develop and Implement the ICT Strategy.

9.5.1 Goal – Governance Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

The following KPIs have been identified to monitor progress against the Goals 

Goal Area - Efficiency and Effectiveness Indicator • MyCouncil Financial Health Score (FHS).

• Results of Compliance Audit Return/s.

• Unqualified Financial Audit Reports.

• Councillor self-assessment through AICD Index.

Goal Area monitoring and accountability KPIs 

• Financial Sustainability Ratios

• Positive Net Promoter Scores

• Culture and Employee experience (HR Metrics)
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Section 10 – Revenue by Program 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget 

$ $ $ $ $ 

Revenue 

Governance 59,500 60,809 62,147 63,514 64,911 

General purpose funding 7,437,013 8,231,795 8,430,841 8,634,894 8,843,939 

Law, order, public safety 373,358 381,044 389,427 397,994 406,750 

Health 64,500 65,919 67,369 68,851 70,366 

Housing 10,500 10,731 10,967 11,208 11,455 

Community amenities 720,900 736,760 752,969 769,534 786,464 

Recreation and culture 125,000 127,024 129,093 231,207 133,367 

Transport 175,128 175,128 178,981 182,918 186,943 

Economic services 197,000 201,334 205,763 210,290 214,917 

Other property and services 115,500 118,041 120,638 123,292 126,004 

Total 9,278,399 10,108,584 10,348,194 10,693,703 10,845,115 
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Section 11 – Expenditure by Program 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget 

EXPENSES EXCLUDING FINANCE COSTS $ $ $ $ $ 

Governance (813,077) (863,131) (856,339) (868,500) (863,048) 

General purpose funding (440,623) (333,675) (339,916) (329,342) (336,128) 

Law, order, public safety (1,239,420) (1,144,678) (1,165,077) (1,175,435) (1,196,774) 

Health (295,939) (289,340) (294,650) (296,533) (302,135) 

Education and welfare (64,034) (63,876) (65,210) (64,674) (66,097) 

Housing (39,307) (46,160) (46,470) (46,787) (47,112) 

Community amenities (1,300,252) (1,296,849) (1,324,800) (1,341,850) (1,370,819) 

Recreation and culture (1,465,415) (1,667,573) (1,784,885) (1,883,897) (1,916,456) 

Transport (4,481,610) (4,174,562) (4,355,522) (4,373,891) (4,462,256) 

Economic services (1,183,766) (1,156,906) (1,180,782) (1,187,393) (1,211,906) 

Other property and services (323,411) (378,094) (386,145) (385,213) (393,785) 

Total (11,646,854) (11,414,844) (11,799,795) (11,953,514) (12,166,516) 

FINANCE COSTS  

Recreation and culture (136,422) (175,855) (221,059) (208,937) (196,989) 

Transport (34,040) (31,701) (29,040) (26,509) (24,654) 

Economic services (3,603) (2,362) (1,043) 0 0 

Other property and services (3,973) (1,054) (876) 0 0 

Total (178,038) (210,972) (252,018) (235,446) (221,642) 

OPERATING ACTIVITIES 

(profit) on asset disposal (101,685) (1,760) 0 (33,141) (115,058) 

Loss on asset disposal 194,752 0 47,137 0 0 

Depreciation on assets 3,706,700 3,584,114 3,666,836 3,628,898 3,646,677 

Grand Total (8,025,125) (8,043,462) (8,337,840) (8,593,203) (8,856,540) 
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Shire of Toodyay Corporate Business Plan Page 24 of 26 

Section 12 – Capital, Asset Improvement and Major Projects 

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget 

$ $ $ $ $ 

Governance 58,000 75,500 25,500 251,500 20,500 

Law, Order, Public Safety 773,308 48,180 385,911 409,841 32,880 

Health 0 21,000 6,000 8,000 30,000 

Education & Welfare Services 20,000 0 0 0 0 

Housing 0 19,000 39,000 14,000 44,000 

Community Amenities 48,000 0 0 0 112,000 

Recreation And Culture 9,133,021 4,401,987 176,000 290,500 178,500 

Transport 2,803,026 2,601,599 2,582,983 2,637,989 2,795,654 

Economic Services 22,900 8,000 10,000 0 10,000 

Other Property And Services 700,000 73,500 70,000 80,000 80,000 

Finance & Borrowing 301,176 336,609 342,730 288,328 301,576 

Total 13,859,431 7,585,375 3,638,124 3,980,158 3,605,110 
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Section 13 – Rates Setting Statement Summary 
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RATE SETTING STATEMENT SUMMARY
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Section 14 – Resourcing and Informing Plans 

• Disability Access and Inclusion Plan.
• Youth Strategy.
• Integrated Age Friendly Community Plan.
• Local Emergency Management Arrangements.

Social 

Natural 

Environment 

Built 

Environment 

Governance 

Economic 

• Economic Development Plan.
• Visitor Centre Business Plan.
• Tourism Strategy.
• Local Planning Scheme No. 5 and Local Planning Strategy.

• Environmental Management Plan.
• Recreation Precinct Management Plan.
• Strategic Waste Minimisation Plan.
• Strategic Bushfire Plan.
• Local Planning Scheme No. 5.
• Local Planning Strategy.
• Local Biodiversity Strategy.
• Reserve Management Plan.

• Asset Management Plans for land and buildings, infrastructure, ICT and plant and equipment.
• Heritage Master Plan, Strategy and Municipal Inventory.
• Local Planning Strategy and Local Planning Scheme No. 5.
• Shared Path Plan.
• Bridge Maintenance Plan and Road Preservation Plan.

• Strategic Community Plan.
• Council Administration Procedures and Policies.
• Workforce Plan.
• Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP).
• Risk Management Plan.
• Community Engagement Strategy.

• Communications Framework.
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COMMUNITY VISION

We are a vibrant rural community that respects our environment, celebrates our past and

embarces a sustainable future.  Local Government and Community working together to

obtain the best possible social, economic and enviromental outcomes for the people of

Toodyay.

Principal place of business:

15 Fiennes Street

Toodyay  WA  6566

SHIRE OF TOODYAY

FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

BY NATURE OR TYPE

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2019 2019 2018

NOTE Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Revenue

Rates 22(a) 6,401,667 6,381,727 6,194,796

Operating grants, subsidies and contributions 2(a) 3,349,662 1,433,572 2,098,949

Fees and charges 2(a) 1,272,979 1,258,100 1,234,052

Interest earnings 2(a) 173,625 185,000 181,060

Other revenue 2(a) 19,725 20,000 3,719,967

11,217,658 9,278,399 13,428,824

Expenses

Employee costs (4,485,833) (4,537,774) (4,179,392)

Materials and contracts (2,728,069) (2,791,750) (6,060,715)

Utility charges (272,637) (237,723) (237,777)

Depreciation on non-current assets 11(d) (4,214,625) (3,706,700) (4,060,534)

Interest expenses 2(b) (110,038) (178,038) (116,796)

Insurance expenses (274,141) (256,750) (255,850)

Other expenditure (97,136) (116,157) (89,676)

(12,182,479) (11,824,892) (15,000,740)

(964,821) (2,546,493) (1,571,916)

Non-operating grants, subsidies and contributions 2(a) 595,291 4,964,252 833,983

Profit on asset disposals 11(a) 48,326 101,685 2,544

(Loss) on asset disposals 11(a) (38,007) (194,752) (20,108)

Fair value adjustments to financial assets at fair value 

through profit or loss 8
46,400

0
0

Assets written off 9,10 (18,989) 0 0

(Loss) on revaluation of Parks & Ovals 10(a) 0 0 (767,717)

633,021 4,871,185 48,702

Net result for the period (331,800) 2,324,692 (1,523,214)

Other comprehensive income

Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss

Changes in asset revaluation surplus 12 0 0 (922,766)

Total other comprehensive income for the period 0 0 (922,766)

Total comprehensive income for the period (331,800) 2,324,692 (2,445,980)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

BY PROGRAM

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE2019

2019 2019 2018

NOTE Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Revenue 2(a) 

Governance 31,394 59,500 69,310

General purpose funding 8,197,515 7,437,013 7,926,279

Law, order, public safety 802,397 373,358 812,792

Health 55,278 64,500 59,129

Education and welfare 0 0 15,240

Housing 10,714 10,500 6,519

Community amenities 697,940 720,900 732,273

Recreation and culture 344,923 125,000 121,624

Transport 588,878 175,128 181,117

Economic services 250,539 197,000 210,050

Other property and services 238,080 115,500 3,294,491

11,217,658 9,278,399 13,428,824

Expenses 2(b) 

Governance (791,792) (813,077) (878,304)

General purpose funding (411,426) (440,623) (388,397)

Law, order, public safety (1,274,547) (1,239,420) (998,526)

Health (301,743) (295,939) (285,465)

Education and welfare (65,797) (64,034) (61,892)

Housing (34,195) (39,307) (38,474)

Community amenities (1,258,925) (1,300,252) (1,245,727)

Recreation and culture (1,440,176) (1,465,415) (1,383,753)

Transport (4,731,484) (4,481,610) (4,424,402)

Economic services (1,249,671) (1,183,766) (1,106,429)

Other property and services (512,685) (323,411) (4,072,575)

(12,072,441) (11,646,854) (14,883,944)

Finance Costs 2(b) 

Recreation and culture (66,482) (136,422) (70,965)

Transport (36,352) (34,040) (36,289)

Economic services (3,600) (3,603) (4,547)

Other property and services (3,604) (3,973) (4,995)

(110,038) (178,038) (116,796)

(964,821) (2,546,493) (1,571,916)

Non-operating grant, subsidies and contributions 2(a) 595,291 4,964,252 833,983

Profit on disposal of assets 11(a) 48,326 101,685 2,544

(Loss) on disposal of assets 11(a) (38,007) (194,752) (20,108)
Fair value adjustments to financial assets at fair value 

through profit or loss 8 46,400 0 0

Assets Written off 9,10 (18,989) 0 0

(Loss) on revaluation of Parks & Ovals 10(a) 0 0 (767,717)

633,021 4,871,185 48,702

Net result for the period (331,800) 2,324,692 (1,523,214)

Other comprehensive income

Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Changes in asset revaluation surplus 12 0 0 (922,766)

Total other comprehensive income for the period 0 0 (922,766)

Total comprehensive income for the period (331,800) 2,324,692 (2,445,980)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

AS AT 30TH JUNE 2019

NOTE 2019 2018

$ $

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents 3 2,291,510 5,245,342

Trade receivables 5 1,018,435 1,310,428

Other financial assets 8 3,759,390 0

Inventories 6 73,576 61,366

Other current assets 7 172 2,016

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 7,143,083 6,619,152

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Trade receivables 5 265,109 230,161

Other financial assets 8(b) 46,400 0

Property, plant and equipment 9 31,556,256 31,649,814

Infrastructure 10 116,204,096 116,920,918

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 148,071,861 148,800,893

TOTAL ASSETS 155,214,944 155,420,045

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade and other payables 13 774,537 423,369

Borrowings 14 238,849 240,977

Employee related provisions 15 696,800 677,907

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 1,710,186 1,342,253

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Borrowings 14 1,585,052 1,818,124

Employee related provisions 15 74,747 82,909

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 1,659,799 1,901,033

TOTAL LIABILITIES 3,369,985 3,243,286

NET ASSETS 151,844,959 152,176,759

EQUITY

Retained surplus 61,205,316 61,976,052

Reserves - cash backed 4 3,759,390 3,320,454

Revaluation surplus 12 86,880,253 86,880,253

TOTAL EQUITY 151,844,959 152,176,759

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

RESERVES

RETAINED CASH REVALUATION TOTAL

NOTE SURPLUS BACKED SURPLUS EQUITY

$ $ $ $

Balance as at 1 July 2017 63,667,423 3,152,297 87,803,019 154,622,739

Comprehensive income

Net result for the period (1,523,214) 0 0 (1,523,214)

Other comprehensive income 12 0 0 (922,766) (922,766)

Total comprehensive income (1,523,214) 0 (922,766) (2,445,980)

Transfers from/(to) reserves (168,157) 168,157 0 0

Balance as at 30 June 2018 61,976,052 3,320,454 86,880,253 152,176,759

Comprehensive income

Net result for the period (331,800) 0 0 (331,800)

Total comprehensive income (331,800) 0 0 (331,800)

Transfers from/(to) reserves (438,936) 438,936 0 0

Balance as at 30 June 2019 61,205,316 3,759,390 86,880,253 151,844,959

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2019 2019 2018

NOTE Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts

Rates 6,285,265 6,381,727 6,117,240

Operating grants, subsidies and contributions 3,675,382 1,433,572 1,658,724

Fees and charges 1,272,979 1,258,100 1,234,052

Interest received 173,625 185,000 181,060

Goods and services tax received 208,582 0 784,383

Other revenue 19,725 20,000 3,719,967

11,635,558 9,278,399 13,695,426

Payments

Employee costs (4,427,872) (4,537,774) (4,157,976)

Materials and contracts (2,432,915) (2,791,750) (5,940,214)

Utility charges (272,637) (237,723) (237,777)

Interest expenses (111,620) (178,038) (118,300)

Insurance paid (274,141) (256,750) (255,850)

Goods and services tax paid (160,855) 0 (848,093)

Other expenditure (97,136) (116,157) (89,676)

(7,777,176) (8,118,192) (11,647,886)

Net cash provided by (used in)

 operating activities 16 3,858,382 1,160,207 2,047,540

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Payments for purchase of 

property, plant & equipment 9(a) (1,176,057) (4,323,974) (830,500)

Payments for construction of infrastructure 10(a) (2,627,146) (7,994,931) (1,941,404)

Net proceeds from financial assets 8 (3,759,390) 0 0

Non-operating grants,

 subsidies and contributions 2(a) 595,291 4,964,252 833,983

Proceeds from sale of property, plant & equipment 11(a) 390,288 850,000 181,999

Net cash provided by (used in)

investment activities (6,577,014) (6,504,653) (1,755,922)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Repayment of borrowings 14(b) (235,200) (301,174) (228,745)

Proceeds from new borrowings 14(b) 0 1,800,000 0

Net cash provided by (used In)

financing activities (235,200) 1,498,826 (228,745)

Net increase (decrease) in cash held (2,953,832) (3,845,620) 62,873

Cash at beginning of year 5,245,342 5,245,342 5,182,469

Cash and cash equivalents

at the end of the year 16 2,291,510 1,399,722 5,245,342

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

RATE SETTING STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2019 2019 2018

NOTE Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net current assets at start of financial year - surplus/(deficit) 23 (b) 2,441,160 2,447,596 2,062,822

2,441,160 2,447,596 2,062,822

Revenue from operating activities (excluding rates)

Governance 77,794 59,500 69,310

General purpose funding 1,830,729 1,055,286 1,696,377

Law, order, public safety 802,397 373,358 812,792

Health 55,278 64,500 59,129

Education and welfare 0 0 15,240

Housing 10,714 10,500 6,519

Community amenities 697,940 720,900 732,273

Recreation and culture 344,923 125,000 121,624

Transport 637,204 175,128 181,117

Economic services 250,539 263,959 210,050

Other property and services 238,080 150,226 3,297,035

4,945,598 2,998,357 7,201,466

Expenditure from operating activities

Governance (791,792) (813,077) (878,304)

General purpose funding (411,426) (440,623) (388,397)

Law, order, public safety (1,274,547) (1,239,420) (998,526)

Health (301,743) (295,939) (285,465)

Education and welfare (65,797) (64,034) (61,892)

Housing (34,195) (39,307) (38,474)

Community amenities (1,258,925) (1,300,252) (1,245,727)

Recreation and culture (1,512,365) (1,601,837) (1,454,718)

Transport (4,811,970) (4,515,650) (4,460,691)

Economic services (1,253,271) (1,269,502) (1,110,976)

Other property and services (523,444) (440,003) (4,865,395)

(12,239,475) (12,019,644) (15,788,565)

Non-cash amounts excluded from operating activities 23 (a) 4,136,993 3,799,767 4,888,359

Amount attributable to operating activities (715,724) (2,773,924) (1,635,918)

INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Non-operating grants, subsidies and contributions 2(a) 595,291 4,964,252 833,983

Proceeds from disposal of assets 11(a) 390,288 850,000 181,999

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 9(a) (1,176,057) (4,323,974) (830,500)

Purchase and construction of infrastructure 10 (a) (2,627,146) (7,994,931) (1,941,404)

Amount attributable to investing activities (2,817,624) (6,504,653) (1,755,922)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Repayment of borrowings 14(b) (235,200) (301,174) (228,745)
Proceeds from borrowings 14(c) 0 1,800,000 0
Transfers to reserves (restricted assets) 4 (766,936) (1,239,350) (395,654)
Transfers from reserves (restricted assets) 4 328,000 2,864,603 227,497
Amount attributable to financing activities (674,136) 3,124,079 (396,902)

Surplus/(deficit) before imposition of general rates (4,207,484) (6,154,498) (3,788,742)
Total amount raised from general rates 22 6,366,786 6,381,727 6,229,902
Surplus/(deficit) after imposition of general rates 23 (b) 2,159,302 227,229 2,441,160

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

1. BASIS OF PREPARATION

The financial report comprises general purpose financial CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES

statements which have been prepared in accordance with The preparation of a financial report in conformity with 

Australian Accounting Standards (as they apply to local Australian Accounting Standards requires management to 

governments and not-for-profit entities) and Interpretations make judgements, estimates and assumptions that effect the 

of the Australian Accounting Standards Board, and the Local application of policies and reported amounts of assets and 

Government Act 1995  and accompanying regulations. liabilities, income and expenses.

The Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations The estimates and associated assumptions are based on 

1996  take precedence over Australian Accounting Standards. historical experience and various other factors that are 

Regulation 16 prohibits a local government from recognising believed to be reasonable under the circumstances; the 

as assets Crown land that is a public thoroughfare, such as results of which form the basis of making the judgements 

land under roads, and land not owned by but under the about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not 

control or management of the local government, unless it is a readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ 

golf course, showground, racecourse or recreational facility from these estimates.

of State or regional significance.  Consequently, some assets, 

including land under roads acquired on or after 1 July 2008, THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT REPORTING ENTITY

have not been recognised in this financial report.  This is not All funds through which the Shire controls resources to carry 

in accordance with the requirements of AASB 1051 Land on its functions have been included in the financial statements

Under Roads  paragraph 15  and AASB 116 Property, Plant forming part of this financial report.

and Equipment paragraph 7.

In the process of reporting on the local government as a single 

Accounting policies which have been adopted in the unit, all transactions and balances between those funds (for 

preparation of this financial report have been consistently example, loans and transfers between funds) have been 

applied unless stated otherwise.  Except for cash flow and eliminated.

rate setting information, the report has been prepared on 

the accrual basis and is based on historical costs, modified, All monies held in the Trust Fund are excluded from the 

where  applicable, by the measurement at fair value of financial statements. A separate statement of those monies 

selected non-current assets, financial assets and liabilities. appears at Note 25 to these financial statements.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2. REVENUE AND EXPENSES

(a) Revenue

Grant Revenue

Grants, subsidies and contributions are included as both operating and non-operating revenues in the Statement of 

Comprehensive Income:

2019 2019 2018

Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Operating grants, subsidies and contributions

Governance 30,241 59,500 1,475,488

General purpose funding 1,579,371 819,286 0

Law, order, public safety 721,175 291,658 487,123

Health 0 500 0

Education and welfare 0 0 15,240

Housing 1,354 500 0

Community amenities 909 5,000 0

Recreation and culture 268,020 48,000 35,829

Transport 637,203 175,128 73,628

Economic services 4,609 6,000 11,641

Other property and services 106,780 28,000 0

3,349,662 1,433,572 2,098,949

Non-operating grants, subsidies and contributions

Law, order, public safety 0 632,458 10,000

Recreation and culture 0 3,634,772 50,455

Transport 595,291 697,022 773,528

595,291 4,964,252 833,983

Total grants, subsidies and contributions 3,944,953 6,397,824 2,932,932

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Grants, donations and other contributions Grants, donations and other contributions (Continued)

Grants, donations and other contributions are a particular period, and those conditions were undischarged 

recognised as revenues when the local government as at the reporting date, the nature of and amounts pertaining 

obtains control over the assets comprising the contributions. to those undischarged conditions are disclosed in Note 21 

That note also discloses the amount of contributions 

Where contributions recognised as revenues during the recognised as revenues in a previous reporting period which 

reporting period were obtained on the condition that they were obtained in respect of the local government's 

be expended in a particular manner or used over operations for the current reporting period.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2. REVENUE AND EXPENSES (Continued)

2019 2019 2018

(a) Revenue (Continued) Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Other revenue

Reimbursements and recoveries 0 0 3,700,707

Other 19,725 20,000 19,260

19,725 20,000 3,719,967

Fees and Charges

Governance 1,152 0 1,472

General purpose funding 23,129 31,000 27,383

Law, order, public safety 81,222 81,700 80,230

Health 55,278 64,000 59,129

Housing 9,360 10,000 6,226

Community amenities 697,031 715,900 715,147

Recreation and culture 76,903 77,000 75,388

Economic services 245,930 191,000 192,781

Other property and services 82,974 87,500 76,296

1,272,979 1,258,100 1,234,052

There were no changes during the year to the amount of the fees or charges detailed in the original budget.

Interest earnings

Reserve accounts interest 85,582 70,000 72,562

Rates instalment and penalty interest (refer Note 22(b)) 56,507 75,000 76,344

Other interest earnings 31,536 40,000 32,154

173,625 185,000 181,060
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2. REVENUE AND EXPENSES (Continued)

2019 2019 2018

(b) Expenses Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Auditors remuneration

- Audit of the Annual Financial Report 29,005 25,000 16,250

- Other services 14,772 12,000 31,775

43,777 37,000 48,025

Interest expenses (finance costs)

Borrowings (refer Note 14(b)) 110,038 178,038 116,796

110,038 178,038 116,796
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

3. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS NOTE 2019 2018

$ $

Cash at bank and on hand 1,480,172 1,924,883

Term deposits 811,338 3,320,459

2,291,510 5,245,342

Financial assets at amortised cost - term deposit 8 3,759,390 0

6,050,900 5,245,342

Comprises: 

- Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents 1,730,636 1,876,962

- Restricted cash and cash equivalents 4,320,264 3,368,380

6,050,900 5,245,342

The following restrictions have been imposed by

regulations or other externally imposed requirements:

Reserve accounts

Employee Entitlement Reserve 4 246,946 243,738

Asset Development Reserve 4 242,991 159,676

CCTV Monitoring and Maintenance Reserve 4 26,629 16,179

Emergency Management Reserve 4 74,000 72,159

Newcastle Footbridge & Pedestrian Overpass Reserve 4 37,805 36,864

Heritage Asset Reserve 4 10,966 10,693

Information Technology Reserve 4 22,174 21,622

Plant Replacement Reserve 4 149,282 145,568

Recreation Development Reserve 4 1,701,552 1,844,990

Refuse Reserve 4 113,312 110,493

Road Contribution Reserve 4 377,283 328,391

Swimming Pool Reserve 4 110,691 107,937

Strategic Access & Egress Reserve 4 200,567 146,637

Morangup Community Centre Reserve 4 346,981 15,348

Community Bus Reserve 4 88,173 60,159

Asset Replacement Reserve 4 10,038 0

3,759,390 3,320,454

Other restricted cash and cash equivalents

Unspent grants/contributions 21 517,659 47,926

Bonds and Deposits Held 25 43,215 0

Total restricted cash and cash equivalents 4,320,264 3,368,380

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Cash and cash equivalents Cash and cash equivalents (Continued)

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, cash at bank, and which are subject to an insignificant risk of 

deposits available on demand with banks and other short term changes in value and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts 

highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months are reported as short term borrowings in current 

or less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash liabilities in the statement of financial position.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2018 2018 2018 2018

Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Actual Actual Actual Actual

Opening Transfer Transfer Closing Opening Transfer Transfer Closing Opening Transfer Transfer Closing 

4. RESERVES - CASH BACKED Balance to (from) Balance Balance to (from) Balance Balance to (from) Balance

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

(b) Employee Entitlement Reserve 243,738 56,208 (53,000) 246,946 243,740 55,000 (40,000) 258,740 219,235 67,187 (42,684) 243,738

(c) Anzac 100th Anniversary Reserve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 87,418 1,325 (88,743) 0

(d) Asset Development Reserve 159,676 83,315 0 242,991 159,676 650,000 (809,676) 0 175,752 3,924 (20,000) 159,676

(e) CCTV Monitoring and Maintenance Reserve 16,179 10,450 0 26,629 16,180 10,350 0 26,530 15,812 367 0 16,179

(f) Emergency Management Reserve 72,159 1,841 0 74,000 72,159 2,500 0 74,659 70,521 1,638 0 72,159

(g) Newcastle Footbridge & Pedestrian Overpass Reserve 36,864 941 0 37,805 36,864 500 0 37,364 26,176 10,688 0 36,864

(h) Heritage Asset Reserve 10,693 273 0 10,966 10,693 500 0 11,193 10,450 243 0 10,693

(i) Information Technology Reserve 21,622 552 0 22,174 21,621 500 0 22,121 21,131 491 0 21,622

(j) Plant Replacement Reserve 145,568 3,714 0 149,282 145,568 4,000 0 149,568 181,355 4,213 (40,000) 145,568

(k) Recreation Development Reserve 1,844,990 106,562 (250,000) 1,701,552 1,844,990 35,000 (1,879,990) 0 1,803,099 41,891 0 1,844,990

(l) Refuse Reserve 110,493 2,819 0 113,312 110,493 2,000 0 112,493 107,984 2,509 0 110,493

(m) Road Contribution Reserve 328,391 73,892 (25,000) 377,283 328,391 64,500 (25,000) 367,891 262,413 102,048 (36,070) 328,391

(n) Swimming Pool Reserve 107,937 2,754 0 110,691 107,937 2,000 (109,937) 0 105,486 2,451 0 107,937

(o) Strategic Access & Egress Reserve 146,637 53,930 0 200,567 146,638 53,000 0 199,638 50,465 96,172 0 146,637

(p) Morangup Community Centre Reserve 15,348 331,633 0 346,981 15,348 330,500 0 345,848 15,000 348 0 15,348

(q) Community Bus Reserve 60,159 28,014 0 88,173 60,159 29,000 0 89,159 0 60,159 0 60,159

(r) Asset Replacement Reserve 0 10,038 0 10,038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3,320,454 766,936 (328,000) 3,759,390 3,320,457 1,239,350 (2,864,603) 1,695,204 3,152,297 395,654 (227,497) 3,320,454

All of the reserve accounts are supported by money held in financial institutions and match the amount shown as restricted cash in Note 3 to this financial report.

In accordance with Council resolutions in relation to each reserve account, the purpose for which the reserves are set aside and their anticipated date of use are as follows:

Name of Reserve

Anticipated 

date of use Purpose of the reserve

(b) Employee Entitlement Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside to provide for payment of Employment Entitlement Reserve

(c) Anzac 100th Anniversary Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the celebration and commemoration of the 100th Anzac Anniversary

(d) Asset Development Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside to provide for the future purchase and/or development of assets

(e) CCTV Monitoring and Maintenance Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside to provide for replacement, expansion and maintenance of CCTV within the Shire of Toodyay

(f) Emergency Management Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside to assist in emergency management and recovery

(g) Newcastle Footbridge & Pedestrian Overpass Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the maintenance and upkeep of Newcastle Footbridge and Pedestrian Overpass

(h) Heritage Asset Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the preservation and/or purchase of Build Hertiage assets if significance within the Shire of Toodyay

(i) Information Technology Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the replacement and maintenance if computer hardware

(j) Plant Replacement Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the ongoing upgrade and replacement of Council owned plant

(k) Recreation Development Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the development of recreation facilities within the Recreation precinct located adjacent to the District High School

(l) Refuse Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the development and maintenance of the Shire of Toodyay Waste Transfer Station

(m) Road Contribution Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside from contributions given towards roads to assist in the ongoing maintenance and preservation of those roads

(n) Swimming Pool Reserve Ongoing Use Funds collected by way of a voluntary levy in 1996/1997 for a swimming pool

(o) Strategic Access & Egress Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the implementation and maintenance of strategic access and egress tracks

(p) Morangup Community Centre Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the development of the Morangup Community Centre

(q) Community Bus Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the repalcement of the Shire of Toodyay Community Bus

(r) Asset Replacement Reserve Ongoing Use Funds set aside for the replacement of playing fields at the Recreation precinct
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

5. TRADE RECEIVABLES 2019 2018

$ $

Current

Rates receivable 619,146 537,692

Sundry receivables 322,264 647,984

GST receivable 77,025 124,752

1,018,435 1,310,428

Non-current

Pensioner's rates and ESL deferred 265,109 230,161

265,109 230,161

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Trade and other receivables Classification and subsequent measurement 

Trade and other receivables include amounts due from Receivables expected to be collected within 12 months 

ratepayers for unpaid rates and service charges and of the end of the reporting period are classified as 

other amounts due from third parties for goods sold and current assets. All other receivables are classified as 

services performed in the ordinary course of business. non-current assets.

Trade receivables are recognised at original invoice Trade receivables are held with the objective to collect 

amount less any allowances for uncollectible amounts the contractual cashflows and therefore measures them

(i.e. impairment). The carrying amount of net trade subsequently at amortised cost using the effective 

receivables is equivalent to fair value as it is due for interest rate method.

settlement within 30 days.

Due to the short term nature of current receivables, their 

Impairment and risk exposure carrying amount is considered to be the same as their

Information about the impairment of trade receivables fair value. Non-current receivables are indexed to 

and their exposure to credit risk and interest rate risk inflation, any difference between the face value and fair 

can be found in Note 24. value is considered immaterial.

Previous accounting policy: Impairment of trade

receivables

In the prior year, the impairment of trade receivables was 

assessed based on the incurred loss model. Individual

receivables which were known to be uncollectible were 

written off by reducing the carrying amount directly. The 

other receivables were assessed collectively to determine 

whether there was objective evidence that an impairment

had been incurred but not yet identified. For these 

receivables the estimated impairment losses were 

recognised in a separate provision for impairment.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

6. INVENTORIES 2019 2018

$ $

Current

Stock on Hand 73,576 61,366

73,576 61,366

The following movements in inventories occurred during the year:

Carrying amount at 1 July 61,366 48,220

Expensed to Inventory (221,067) (188,936)

Additions to inventory 233,277 202,082

Carrying amount at 30 June 73,576 61,366

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

General

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net 

realisable value.

Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the 

ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of 

completion and the estimated costs necessary to make 

the sale.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

7. OTHER ASSETS
2019 2018

$ $

Other current assets

Accrued Income 172 2,016

172 2,016

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Other current assets

Other non-financial assets include accrued income which

represent expenditure that has been incurred for which

the related revenue has not yet been receipted.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

8. OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS 2019 2018

$ $

(a) Current assets

Other financial assets at amortised cost 3,759,390 0

3,759,390 0

Other financial assets at amortised cost 

- Financial assets at amortised cost - term deposits 3,759,390 0

3,759,390 0

(b) Non-current assets

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss 46,400 0

46,400 0

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss - Units 

in Local Government House Trust 46,400 0

46,400 0

During the year, the following gains/(losses) were recognised in profit and loss:

Fair value gains/(losses) on equity investments at fair value through profit 

and loss are recognised in other gains/(losses) and classified as other 

property and services 46,400 0

46,400 0

Units in Local Government House were recognised at their fair value as at 30 June 2018.  Changes in fair value of units in Local Government House recognized as

non-current financial assets at fair value through profit and loss have not been recognised nor considered as they are unlikely to be material and unable to be

reliably determined at the time of preparation of these statements.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Other financial assets at amortised cost Previous accounting policy: available for sale financial assets

The Shire classifies financial assets at amortised cost if both of the Available-for-sale financial assets were non-derivative financial assets 

following criteria are met: that were either not suitable to be classified as other categories of 

- the asset is held within a business model whose objective is to collect financial assets due to their nature, or they are designated as such by 

the contractual cashflows, and management. They comprise investments in the equity of other entities 

- the contractual terms give rise to cash flows that are solely payments where there is neither a fixed maturity nor fixed or determinable 

of principal and interest. payments.

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

The Shire classifies the following financial assets at fair value through profit

and loss:

- debt investments which do not qualify for measurement at either

 amortised cost or fair value through other comprehensive income.

- equity investments which the Shire has not elected to recognise

fair value gains and losses through other comprehensive income.

Impairment and risk

Information regarding impairment and exposure to risk can be found at 

Note 24.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

9. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

(a) Movements in Carrying Amounts

Movement in the carrying amounts of each class of property, plant and equipment between the beginning and the end of the current financial year.

Land - 

freehold 

land Total land

Buildings - 

non-

specialised

Buildings - 

specialised

Buildings - 

Heritage

Total 

buildings

Total land 

and 

buildings

Furniture 

and 

equipment

Plant and 

equipment Computers

Total 

property, 

plant and 

equipment

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Balance at 1 July 2017 11,222,000 11,222,000 511,859 9,579,733 6,313,853 16,405,445 27,627,445 521,892 3,706,677 53,678 31,909,692

Additions 0 0 0 63,265 154,626 217,891 217,891 0 626,176 (13,567) 830,500

(Disposals) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (199,563) 0 (199,563)

Depreciation (expense) 0 0 (10,268) (166,443) (105,381) (282,092) (282,092) (86,803) (508,550) (13,370) (890,815)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2018 11,222,000 11,222,000 501,591 9,476,555 6,363,098 16,341,244 27,563,244 435,089 3,624,740 26,741 31,649,814

Comprises:

Gross carrying amount at 30 June 2018 11,222,000 11,222,000 531,880 11,461,445 7,227,771 19,221,096 30,443,096 608,694 4,507,244 53,480 35,612,514

Accumulated depreciation at 30 June 2018 0 0 (30,289) (1,984,890) (864,673) (2,879,852) (2,879,852) (173,605) (882,504) (26,739) (3,962,700)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2018 11,222,000 11,222,000 501,591 9,476,555 6,363,098 16,341,244 27,563,244 435,089 3,624,740 26,741 31,649,814

Additions 0 0 0 348,287 66,920 415,207 415,207 8,912 751,938 0 1,176,057

(Disposals) (90,000) (90,000) 0 0 0 0 (90,000) 0 (289,969) 0 (379,969)

Assets written off 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (8,637) (4,645) 0 (13,282)

Depreciation (expense) 0 0 (10,269) (167,161) (107,933) (285,363) (285,363) (86,802) (490,829) (13,370) (876,364)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2019 11,132,000 11,132,000 491,322 9,657,681 6,322,085 16,471,088 27,603,088 348,562 3,591,235 13,371 31,556,256

Comprises:

Gross carrying amount at 30 June 2019 11,132,000 11,132,000 531,880 11,809,732 7,294,691 19,636,303 30,768,303 603,971 4,705,234 53,480 36,130,988

Accumulated depreciation at 30 June 2019 0 0 (40,558) (2,152,051) (972,606) (3,165,215) (3,165,215) (255,409) (1,113,999) (40,109) (4,574,732)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2019 11,132,000 11,132,000 491,322 9,657,681 6,322,085 16,471,088 27,603,088 348,562 3,591,235 13,371 31,556,256
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

9. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)

(b) Fair Value Measurements

Asset Class

Fair Value 

Hierarchy Valuation Technique

Basis of 

Valuation

Date of Last 

Valuation Inputs Used

Land and buildings

Land - freehold Level 2/3

Market apporach using observable 

open market values of similar assets, 

adjusted for condition and 

camparability, at their highest and best 

use

Independent 

registered 

valuer & 

Management 

Valuation

June 2017
Observable or estimated open market values/price 

per hectare

Buildings - non specialised Level 2/3

Market apporach using observable 

open market values of similar assets, 

adjusted for condition and 

camparability, at their highest and best 

use

Independent 

registered 

valuer & 

Management 

Valuation

June 2017

Utilising both observable and unobservable inputs 

being construction costs based on recent contract 

prices, current condition (Level 2 inputs), residual 

values and remaining useful life assessments (Level 

3 Inputs)

Buildings - Specialised Level 3
Cost approach using depreciated 

replacement cost

Independent 

registered 

valuer & 

Management 

Valuation

June 2017

Utilising both observable and unobservable inputs 

being construction costs based on recent contract 

prices, current condition (Level 2 inputs), residual 

values and remaining useful life assessments (Level 

3 Inputs)

Buildings - Heritage Level 3
Cost approach using depreciated 

replacement cost

Independent 

registered 

valuer & 

Management 

Valuation

June 2017

Takes into consideration the materials required in 

order to replicate where possible the origional 

construction specifications uncluding allowances for 

specialised trades and professionals

Plant and Equipment Level 2
Market approach using recent 

observable data for similar plant items

Independent 

registered 

valuer 

June 2016 Available Market Information

Plant and Equipment Level 3
Market approach using recent 

observable data for similar plant items

Independent 

registered 

valuer & 

Management 

Valuation

June 2016
Plant associated with all DFES operations - Level 3 

inputs due to disposal restrictions
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019
9 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)

(b) Fair Value Measurements

Asset Class

Fair Value 

Hierarchy Valuation Technique

Basis of 

Valuation

Date of Last 

Valuation Inputs Used

Furniture and Equipment Level 3
A mix of adjusted market cost and 

approaches

Management 

Valuation
June 2016

Utilising both observable and unobservable inputs 

being construction costs based on recent contract 

prices, current condition (Level 2 inputs), residual 

values and remaining useful life assessments (Level 

3 Inputs)

Computers Level 3
Cost approach using depreciated 

replacement cost

Management 

Valuation
June 2016

Residual Values and remaining useful life 

assessments

Level 3 inputs are based on assumptions with regards to future values and patterns of consumption utilising current information. If the basis of these assumptions were varied, 

they have the potential to result in a significantly higher or lower fair value measurement.

During the period there were no changes in the valuation techniques used by the local government to determine the fair value of property, plant and equipment using either 

level 2 or level 3 inputs.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

10. INFRASTRUCTURE

(a) Movements in Carrying Amounts

Movement in the carrying amounts of each class of infrastructure between the beginning and the end of the current financial year.

Infrastructure - 

Roads Footpaths Bridges Parks & Ovals

Other 

Infrastructure Drainage Total Infrastructure

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

Balance at 1 July 2017 93,134,044 841,477 23,029,235 1,765,662 1,069,297 0 119,839,715

Additions 1,522,402 95,741 0 198,705 88,701 0 1,905,549

Revaluation increments / (decrements) transferred to revaluation 

surplus (7,388,833) (98,121) 6,113,634 0 703,260 (252,707) (922,767)

Additions After Revaluation 0 0 0 0 35,855 0 35,855

Revaluation (loss) / reversals transferred to profit or loss 0 0 0 (767,717) 0 0 (767,717)

Depreciation (expense) (2,165,229) (33,418) (812,796) (45,890) (47,819) (64,566) (3,169,718)

Transfers (2,220,026) 0 (1,215,473) 0 0 3,435,499 0

Carrying amount at 30 June 2018 82,882,358 805,679 27,114,600 1,150,760 1,849,295 3,118,226 116,920,918

Comprises:

Gross carrying amount at 30 June 2018 145,364,917 1,866,254 40,492,000 1,792,100 2,505,888 5,292,818 197,313,977

Accumulated depreciation at 30 June 2018 (62,482,559) (1,060,575) (13,377,400) (641,340) (656,593) (2,174,592) (80,393,059)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2018 82,882,358 805,679 27,114,600 1,150,760 1,849,295 3,118,226 116,920,918

Additions 1,744,197 13,272 0 660,491 209,186 0 2,627,146

Assets written off 0 0 0 (3,040) (2,667) 0 (5,707)

Depreciation (expense) (2,381,793) (31,103) (653,966) (73,091) (121,608) (76,700) (3,338,261)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2019 82,244,762 787,848 26,460,634 1,735,120 1,934,206 3,041,526 116,204,096

Comprises:

Gross carrying amount at 30 June 2019 147,109,114 1,879,526 40,492,000 2,447,491 2,711,074 5,292,818 199,932,023

Accumulated depreciation at 30 June 2019 (64,864,352) (1,091,678) (14,031,366) (712,371) (776,868) (2,251,292) (83,727,927)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2019 82,244,762 787,848 26,460,634 1,735,120 1,934,206 3,041,526 116,204,096
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FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

10. INFRASTRUCTURE (Continued)

(b) Fair Value Measurements

Asset Class

Fair Value 

Hierarchy Valuation Technique Basis of Valuation

Date of Last 

Valuation Inputs Used

Infrastructure - Roads Level 3
Cost approach using depreciation 

replacement cost
Management Valuations June 2018

Construction cost and current condition (Level 2), 

residual value and remaining useful life assessments 

(Level 3) inputs.

Footpaths Level 3
Cost approach using depreciation 

replacement cost
Management Valuations June 2018

Construction cost and current condition (Level 2), 

residual value and remaining useful life assessments 

(Level 3) inputs.

Bridges Level 3
Cost approach using depreciation 

replacement cost
Management Valuations June 2018

Construction cost and current condition (Level 2), 

residual value and remaining useful life assessments 

(Level 3) inputs.

Parks & Ovals Level 3
Cost approach using depreciation 

replacement cost
Management Valuations June 2018

Construction cost and current condition (Level 2), 

residual value and remaining useful life assessments 

(Level 3) inputs.

Other Infrastructure Level 3
Cost approach using depreciation 

replacement cost
Management Valuations June 2018

Construction cost and current condition (Level 2), 

residual value and remaining useful life assessments 

(Level 3) inputs.

Drainage Level 3
Cost approach using depreciation 

replacement cost
Management Valuations June 2018

Construction cost and current condition (Level 2), 

residual value and remaining useful life assessments 

(Level 3) inputs.

Level 3 inputs are based on assumptions with regards to future values and patterns of consumption utilising current information. If the basis of these assumptions were varied, they

have the potential to result in a significantly higher or lower fair value measurement.

During the period there were no changes in the valuation techniques used to determine the fair value of infrastructure using level 3 inputs.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

11 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING INFRASTRUCTURE)

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Fixed assets AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS - INCONSISTENCY

Each class of fixed assets within either plant and equipment or Land under control

infrastructure, is carried at cost or fair value as indicated less, In accordance with Local Government (Financial Management) 

where applicable, any accumulated depreciation and impairment Regulation 16(a)(ii), the Shire was required to include as an asset 

losses. (by 30 June 2013), Crown Land operated by the local government 

as a golf course, showground, racecourse or other sporting or 

Initial recognition and measurement between recreational facility of State or Regional significance.

mandatory revaluation dates

All assets  are initially recognised at cost  where the fair value of the Upon initial recognition, these assets were recorded at cost in 

asset at date of acquisition is equal to or above $5,000. All assets accordance with AASB 116. They were then classified as Land 

are subsequently revalued in accordance with the mandatory and revalued along with other land in accordance with the other 

measurement framework. policies detailed in this Note.

In relation to this initial measurement, cost is determined as the fair Land under roads

value of the assets given as consideration plus costs incidental to In Western Australia, all land under roads is Crown Land, the 

the acquisition. For assets acquired at no cost or for nominal responsibility for managing which, is vested in the local government.

consideration, cost is determined as fair value at the date of 

acquisition. The cost of non-current assets constructed by the Effective as at 1 July 2008, Council elected not to recognise any 

Shire includes the cost of all materials used in construction, direct value for land under roads acquired on or before 30 June 2008. 

labour on the project and an appropriate proportion of variable and This accords with the treatment available in Australian Accounting 

fixed overheads. Standard AASB 1051 Land Under Roads  and the fact Local 

Government (Financial Management) Regulation 16(a)(i) prohibits 

Individual assets acquired between initial recognition and the next local governments from recognising such land as an asset.

revaluation of the asset class in accordance with the mandatory 

measurement framework, are recognised at cost and disclosed as In respect of land under roads acquired on or after 1 July 2008, as 

being at fair value as management believes cost approximates detailed above, Local Government (Financial Management) 

fair value. They are subject to subsequent revaluation at the Regulation 16(a)(i)  prohibits local governments from recognising 

next anniversary date in accordance with the mandatory such land as an asset.

measurement framework.

Whilst such treatment is inconsistent with the requirements of 

Revaluation AASB 1051, Local Government (Financial Management) 

The fair value of fixed assets is determined at least every three Regulation 4(2)  provides, in the event of such an inconsistency, 

years and no more than five years in accordance with the the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations prevail.

regulatory framework. At the end of each period the valuation is 

reviewed and where appropriate the fair value is updated to reflect Consequently, any land under roads acquired on or after 1 July 

current market conditions. This process is considered to be in 2008 is not included as an asset of the Shire.

accordance with Local Government (Financial Management) 

Regulation 17A (2)  which requires property, plant and equipment 

to be shown at fair value.

Increases in the carrying amount arising on revaluation of assets 

are credited to a revaluation surplus in equity. Decreases that offset 

previous increases of the same class of asset are recognised 

against revaluation surplus directly in equity. All other decreases 

are recognised in profit or loss.
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FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

11. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING INFRASTRUCTURE) (Continued)

(a) Disposals of Assets

2019 2019 2019 2019 2018 2018

Actual Actual 2019 2019 Budget Budget 2019 2019 Actual Actual 2018 2018

Net Book Sale Actual Actual Net Book Sale Budget Budget Net Book Sale Actual Actual

Value Proceeds Profit Loss Value Proceeds Profit Loss Value Proceeds Profit Loss

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Land - freehold land 90,000 79,241 0 (10,759) 343,000 320,000 0 (35,000) 0 0 0 0

Buildings - non-specialised 0 0 0 0 180,041 240,000 66,959 0 0 0 0 0

Plant and equipment 289,969 311,047 48,326 (27,248) 282,893 205,000 34,726 (112,619) 199,563 181,999 2,544 (20,108)

Buildings - Heritage 0 0 0 0 137,133 85,000 0 (47,133) 0 0 0 0

379,969 390,288 48,326 (38,007) 943,067 850,000 101,685 (194,752) 199,563 181,999 2,544 (20,108)

The following assets were disposed of during the year.

2019 2019

Actual Actual 2019 2019

Net Book Sale Actual Actual

Plant and Equipment Value Proceeds Profit Loss

$ $ $ $

Transport

PL054 - Mustang Skid Steere 26,345 18,213 0 (8,132)

TR009 - UD Nissan Truck 66,764 80,000 13,236 0

TR013 - Hino 300 Series Crew Tray Top 55,017 54,545 0 (472)

PL055 - Kubota Tractor Mower 11,921 7,784 0 (4,137)

PL047 - Bandit Chipper 25,583 21,890 0 (3,693)

MV146 - Holden Commodore Sedan 10,987 11,769 782 0

MV152 - Toyota Hilux Ute 17,479 14,223 0 (3,256)

MV138 - Mitsubishi Triton Dual Cab 8,723 13,587 4,864 0

MV145 - Holden Colorado 13,944 15,359 1,415 0

MV139 - Holden Triton Ute 8,723 15,455 6,732 0

MV148 - Mitsubishi Triton Ute 10,783 14,545 3,762 0

MV150 - Community Bus 13,962 6,404 0 (7,558)

MV160 - Mitsubishi Pajero Sport 19,738 37,273 17,535 0

289,969 311,047 48,326 (27,248)

Land

Other Property and Services

L002 - Toodyay Street - Land 90,000 79,241 0 (10,759)

90,000 79,241 0 (10,759)

379,969 390,288 48,326 (38,007)

(b) Fully Depreciated Assets in Use

The Shire of Toodyay did not have any fully depreciated assets in use at 30 June 2019.

(c) Temporarily Idle Assets

The Shire of Toodyay did not have any idle assets at 30 June 2019.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

11. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING INFRASTRUCTURE) (Continued)

(d) Depreciation 2019 2019 2018

Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Buildings - non-specialised 10,269 13,287 10,268

Buildings - specialised 167,161 177,545 166,443

Furniture and equipment 86,802 142,814 86,803

Plant and equipment 490,829 385,893 508,550

Buildings - Heritage 107,933 115,725 105,381

Computers 13,370 0 13,370

Infrastructure - Roads 2,381,793 1,841,021 2,165,229

Footpaths 31,103 36,532 33,418

Bridges 653,966 889,163 812,796

Parks & Ovals 73,091 47,932 45,890

Other Infrastructure 121,608 56,788 47,819

Drainage 76,700 0 64,566

4,214,625 3,706,700 4,060,533

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Depreciation Depreciation (Continued)

The depreciable amount of all fixed assets including buildings When an item of property, plant and equipment is 

but excluding freehold land and vested land, are depreciated revalued, any accumulated depreciation at the date of 

on a straight-line basis over the individual asset’s useful life the revaluation is treated in one of the following ways:

from the time the asset is held ready for use. Leasehold (a) The gross carrying amount is adjusted in a manner

improvements are depreciated over the shorter of either the that is consistent with the revaluation of the carrying

unexpired period of the lease or the estimated useful life of amount of the asset. For example, the gross carrying

the improvements. amount may be restated by reference to observable

market data or it may be restated proportionately to the

The assets residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and change in the carrying amount. The accumulated

adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting period. depreciation at the date of the revaluation is adjusted

to equal the difference between the gross carrying

An asset's carrying amount is written down immediately to its amount and the carrying amount of the asset after

recoverable amount if the asset's carrying amount is greater taking into account accumulated impairment losses; or

than its estimated recoverable amount. (b) Eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the

asset and the net amount restated to the revalued

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by amount of the asset.

comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These 

gains and losses are included in the statement of 

comprehensive income in the period in which they arise.

Depreciation rates

Typical estimated useful lives for the different asset classes 

for the current and prior years are included in the table below:

Asset Class Useful life

Buildings 30 to 100 years

Furniture and equipment 4 to 10 years

Plant and equipment 5 to 15 years

Sealed roads and streets

formation not depreciated

pavement 50 - 150 years

seal

- bituminous seals 20 years

- asphalt surfaces 25 - 50 years

Gravel roads

formation not depreciated

pavement 50 years

Formed Roads (Unsealed)

formation not depreciated

pavement 20 -50 years

Footpaths - slab 20 years

Sewerage piping 100 years

Water supply piping and drainage 

systems 75 years

Bridges 20 - 60 years  | 26
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

12 REVALUATION SURPLUS

2019 2019 2019 Total 2019 2018 2018 2018 Total 2018

Opening Revaluation Revaluation Movement on Closing Opening Revaluation Revaluation Movement on Closing

Balance Increment (Decrement) Revaluation Balance Balance Increment (Decrement) Revaluation Balance

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Revaluation surplus - Land - freehold land 6,622,729 0 0 0 6,622,729 6,622,729 0 0 0 6,622,729

Revaluation surplus - Buildings - non-specialised 8,614,705 0 0 0 8,614,705 8,614,705 0 0 0 8,614,705

Revaluation surplus - Furniture and equipment 630,872 0 0 0 630,872 630,872 0 0 0 630,872

Revaluation surplus - Plant and equipment 714,412 0 0 0 714,412 714,412 0 0 0 714,412

Revaluation surplus - Infrastructure - Roads 36,616,377 0 0 0 36,616,377 44,005,210 0 (7,388,833) (7,388,833) 36,616,377

Revaluation surplus - Footpaths 629,537 0 0 0 629,537 727,658 0 (98,121) (98,121) 629,537

Revaluation surplus - Bridges 29,653,922 0 0 0 29,653,922 23,540,288 6,113,634 0 6,113,634 29,653,922

Revaluation surplus - Other Infrastructure 833,275 0 0 0 833,275 130,015 703,260 0 703,260 833,275

Revaluation surplus - Drainage 2,564,424 0 0 0 2,564,424 2,817,131 0 (252,707) (252,707) 2,564,424

86,880,253 0 0 0 86,880,253 87,803,020 6,816,894 (7,739,661) (922,767) 86,880,253

Movements on revaluation of property, plant and equipment (including infrastructure) are not able to be reliably attributed to a program as the assets were revalued by class as provided for by AASB 116 Aus 40.1.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

13. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES 2019 2018

$ $

Current

Sundry creditors 180,485 348,308

Accrued Interest 7,167 8,749

Accrued salaries and wages 38,778 0

ATO liabilities 74,764 66,312

Bonds and Deposits Held  (refer to Note 25) 43,215 0

Accrued Expense 430,128 0

774,537 423,369

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Trade and other payables Trade and other payables (Continued)

Trade and other payables represent liabilities for goods of the purchase of these goods and services. The amounts 

and services provided to the Shire prior to the end of the are unsecured, are recognised as a current liability and are 

financial year that are unpaid and arise when the Shire normally paid within 30 days of recognition.

becomes obliged to make future payments in respect 
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

14 INFORMATION ON BORROWINGS

(a) Borrowings 2019 2018

$ $

Current 238,849 240,977

Non-current 1,585,052 1,818,124

1,823,901 2,059,101

(b) Repayments - Borrowings

30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2019 30 June 2018 30 June 2018 30 June 2018 30 June 2018

Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual

Loan Interest Principal New Principal Interest Principal Principal New Principal Interest Principal Principal New Principal Interest Principal

Number Institution Rate 1 July 
2018 Loans repayments repayments outstanding 1 July 
2018 Loans repayments repayments outstanding 1 July 
2017 Loans repayments repayments outstanding

Particulars $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Recreation and culture

Community Centre 65 WATC 6.92% 36,537 0 5,583 1,516 30,954 36,537 0 11,361 2,447 25,176 47,151 0 10,614 3,200 36,537

Library Upgrade 67 WATC 6.60% 259,204 0 36,502 18,347 222,702 259,204 0 36,502 17,482 222,702 293,412 0 34,208 19,782 259,204

Library Upgrade 69 WATC 6.26% 68,061 0 32,982 4,115 35,079 68,061 0 32,982 4,068 35,079 99,071 0 31,010 5,879 68,061

Land - Recreation Precinct 72 WATC 4.45% 825,608 0 39,725 41,690 785,883 825,608 0 39,725 39,095 785,883 863,622 0 38,014 40,732 825,608

Multi Use Courts 73 WATC 3.18% 30,089 0 19,901 814 10,188 30,089 0 19,901 926 10,188 49,372 0 19,283 1,372 30,089

Recreation Precinct 75 WATC 4.00% 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,800,000 60,197 72,404 1,739,803 0 0 0 0 0

Transport

Newcastle Footbridge 70 WATC 5.66% 45,110 0 14,200 2,596 30,910 45,110 0 14,200 2,439 30,910 58,534 0 13,424 3,230 45,110

Depot Stage 2 71 WATC 4.52% 657,789 0 32,972 33,756 624,817 657,789 0 32,972 31,601 624,817 689,320 0 31,531 33,059 657,789

Economic services

Visitors Centre 64 WATC 6.54% 56,130 0 17,502 3,600 38,628 56,130 0 17,502 3,603 38,628 72,525 0 16,395 4,547 56,130

Other property and services

Bendigo Bank 63 WATC 6.28% 50,103 0 15,680 2,780 34,423 50,103 0 15,680 3,036 34,423 64,842 0 14,739 3,605 50,103

Refurbish Bank Building 74 WATC 3.18% 30,470 0 20,153 824 10,317 30,471 0 20,152 937 10,319 49,997 0 19,527 1,390 30,470

2,059,101 0 235,200 110,038 1,823,901 2,059,102 1,800,000 301,174 178,038 3,557,928 2,287,846 0 228,745 116,796 2,059,101

* WA Treasury Corporation

All loan repayments were financed by general purpose revenue.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

14 INFORMATION ON BORROWINGS (Continued)

(c) New Borrowings - 2018/19

Total Actual

Loan Term Interest 2019 2019 2019 2019 Interest & Balance

Institution Type Years Rate Actual Budget Actual Budget Charges Unspent

Particulars/Purpose % $ $ $ $ $ $

Recreation Precinct WATC 20 4.00% 0 1,800,000 0 1,800,000 0 0

0 1,800,000 0 1,800,000 0 0

2019 2018

(d) Undrawn Borrowing Facilities $ $

Credit Standby Arrangements

Bank overdraft limit 400,000 400,000

Bank overdraft at balance date 0 0

Credit card limit 32,000 32,000

Credit card balance at balance date (6,828) (4,924)

Total amount of credit unused 425,172 427,076

Loan facilities

Loan facilities - current 238,849 240,977

Loan facilities - non-current 1,585,052 1,818,124

Total facilities in use at balance date 1,823,901 2,059,101

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Financial liabilities Borrowing costs

Financial liabilities are recognised at fair value when the Shire becomes Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense when incurred except 

a party to the contractual provisions to the instrument. where they are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or 

production of a qualifying asset. Where this is the case, they are 

Non-derivative financial liabilities (excluding financial guarantees) are capitalised as part of the cost of the particular asset until such time 

subsequently measured at amortised cost. Gains or losses are as the asset is substantially ready for its intended use or sale.

recognised in profit or loss.

Risk

Financial liabilities are derecognised where the related obligations are Information regarding exposure to risk can be found at Note 24.

discharged, cancelled or expired. The difference between the carrying 

amount of the financial liability extinguished or transferred to another 

party and the fair value of the consideration paid, including the transfer 

of non-cash assets or liabilities assumed, is recognised in profit or loss.

Amount Borrowed Amount (Used)
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

15. EMPLOYEE RELATED PROVISIONS

Employee Related Provisions Provision for Provision for

Annual Long Service

Leave Leave Total

$ $ $

Opening balance at 1 July 2018

Current provisions 348,422 329,485 677,907

Non-current provisions 0 82,909 82,909

348,422 412,394 760,816

Additional provision 260,688 44,796 305,484

Amounts used (230,711) (64,042) (294,753)

Balance at 30 June 2019 378,399 393,148 771,547

Comprises

Current 378,399 318,401 696,800

Non-current 0 74,747 74,747

378,399 393,148 771,547

2019 2018

Amounts are expected to be settled on the following basis: $ $

Less than 12 months after the reporting date 469,002 400,234

More than 12 months from reporting date 302,545 360,582

771,547 760,816

Timing of the payment of current leave liabilities is difficult to determine as it is dependent on future decisions of employees.

Expected settlement timings are based on information obtained from employees and historical leave trends and assumes no 

events will occur to impact on these historical trends.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Employee benefits

Short-term employee benefits Other long-term employee benefits (Continued)

Provision is made for the Shire’s obligations for short-term rates determined by reference to market yields at the end 

employee benefits. Short-term employee benefits are of the reporting period on government bonds that have 

benefits (other than termination benefits) that are expected maturity dates that approximate the terms of the obligations. 

to be settled wholly before 12 months after the end of the Any remeasurements for changes in assumptions of 

annual reporting period in which the employees render the obligations for other long-term employee benefits are 

related service, including wages, salaries and sick leave. recognised in profit or loss in the periods in which the 

Short-term employee benefits are measured at the changes occur.

(undiscounted) amounts expected to be paid when the 

obligation is settled. The Shire’s obligations for long-term employee benefits are 

presented as non-current provisions in its statement of 

The Shire’s obligations for short-term employee benefits financial position, except where the Shire does not have an 

such as wages, salaries and sick leave are recognised as unconditional right to defer settlement for at least 12 months 

a part of current trade and other payables in the statement after the end of the reporting period, in which case the 

of financial position. obligations are presented as current provisions.

Other long-term employee benefits Provisions

The Shire’s obligations for employees’ annual leave and long Provisions are recognised when the Shire has a present 

service leave entitlements are recognised as provisions legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past events, 

in the statement of financial position. for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits 

will result and that outflow can be reliably measured.

Long-term employee benefits are measured at the present 

value of the expected future payments to be made to Provisions are measured using the best estimate of the 

employees. Expected future payments incorporate amounts required to settle the obligation at the end of the 

anticipated future wage and salary levels, durations of reporting period.

service and employee departures and are discounted at  | 31
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

16. NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Reconciliation of Cash

For the purposes of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash includes cash and cash equivalents,

net of outstanding bank overdrafts. Cash at the end of the reporting period is reconciled to the

related items in the Statement of Financial Position as follows:

2019 2019 2018

Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Cash and cash equivalents 2,291,510 1,399,722 5,245,342

Reconciliation of Net Cash Provided By

Operating Activities to Net Result

Net result (331,800) 2,324,692 (1,523,214)

Non-cash flows in Net result:

Adjustments to fair value of financial assets (46,400) 0 0

Depreciation 4,214,625 3,706,700 4,060,534

(Profit)/loss on sale of asset (10,319) 93,067 17,564

Loss on revaluation of fixed assets 0 0 767,717

Assets written off 18,989 0 0

Changes in assets and liabilities:

(Increase)/decrease in receivables 257,045 0 (581,491)

(Increase)/decrease in other assets 1,844 0 0

(Increase)/decrease in inventories (12,210) 0 (13,146)

Increase/(decrease) in payables 351,168 0 95,459

Increase/(decrease) in provisions 10,731 0 58,100

Grants contributions for

the development of assets (595,291) (4,964,252) (833,983)

Net cash from operating activities 3,858,382 1,160,207 2,047,540
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

17. TOTAL ASSETS CLASSIFIED BY FUNCTION AND ACTIVITY

2019 2018

$ $

Governance 941,410 10,866,170

General purpose funding 10,839,467 1,185,676

Law, order, public safety 3,245,806 3,209,225

Health 1,278,445 1,313,842

Housing 1,075,031 1,081,262

Community amenities 409,514 416,888

Recreation and culture 9,483,913 9,517,709

Transport 115,194,389 116,752,987

Economic services 1,331,427 1,343,328

Other property and services 2,403,820 2,127,007

Unallocated 9,011,722 7,605,951

155,214,944 155,420,045

18. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

The Shire of Toodyay has no contingent liabilities as at 30 June 2019.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

19. CAPITAL AND LEASING COMMITMENTS

2019 2018

$ $

(a) Capital Expenditure Commitments

Contracted for:

- capital expenditure projects 14,084,413 0

14,084,413 0

Payable:

- not later than one year 14,084,413 0

The capital expenditure project outstanding at the end of the reporting period represents the construction

Coondle Fire Shed, Morangup Co Location Centre and Toodyay Sport and Recreation Precinct.

(b) Operating Lease Commitments

Non-cancellable operating leases contracted for but

not capitalised in the accounts.

2019 2018

Payable: $ $

- not later than one year 101,110 51,861

- later than one year but not later than five years 243,949 54,847

345,059 106,708

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Leases Leases (Continued)

Leases of fixed assets where substantially all the Leased assets are depreciated on a straight 

risks and benefits incidental to the ownership of line basis over the shorter of their estimated 

the asset, but not legal ownership, are transferred useful lives or the lease term.

to the Shire, are classified as finance leases.

Lease payments for operating leases, where 

Finance leases are capitalised recording an asset substantially all the risks and benefits remain 

and a liability at the lower of the fair value of the with the lessor, are charged as expenses on a

leased property or the present value of the straight line basis over the lease term.

minimum lease payments, including any 

guaranteed residual values. Lease payments Lease incentives under operating leases are 

are allocated between the reduction of the lease recognised as a liability and amortised on a 

liability and the lease interest expense for the straight line basis over the life of the lease term.

period.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

20. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Elected Members Remuneration

2019 2019 2018

The following fees, expenses and allowances were Actual Budget Actual

paid to council members and/or the President. $ $ $

Meeting Fees 125,634 123,784 111,284

Mayor/Presidents Allowance 20,887 29,273 29,352

Deputy Mayor/Presidents Allowance 5,222 7,318 7,318

Travelling Expense 406 9,000 223

Telecommunications Allowance 11,881 18,000 15,486

164,030 187,375 163,663

Key Management Personnel (KMP) Compensation Disclosure

2019 2018

The total of remuneration paid to KMP of the Actual Actual

Shire during the year are as follows: $ $

Short-term employee benefits 702,047 664,548

Post-employment benefits 62,669 80,906

Other long-term benefits 22,901 10,178

787,617 755,632

Short-term employee benefits

These amounts include all salary, fringe benefits and cash bonuses awarded to KMP except 

for details in respect to fees and benefits paid to elected members which may be found above.

Post-employment benefits

These amounts are the current-year's estimated cost of providing for the Shire's superannuation 

contributions made during the year.

Other long-term benefits

These amounts represent long service benefits accruing during the year.

Termination benefits

These amounts represent termination benefits paid to KMP (Note: may or may not be

applicable in any given year).
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

20. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)

Transactions with related parties

Transactions between related parties and the Shire are on normal commercial terms and conditions, 

no more favourable than those available to other parties, unless otherwise stated.

No outstanding balances or provisions for doubtful debts or guaranties exist in relation to related parties at year end.

2019 2018

The following transactions occurred with related parties: Actual Actual

$ $

Purchase of goods and services 230,023 184,908

Related Parties

The Shire's main related parties are as follows:

i. Key management personnel

Any person(s) having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities

of the entity, directly or indirectly, including any elected member, are considered key management 

personnel.

ii. Other Related Parties

The associate person of KMP was employed by the Shire under normal employement terms

and conditions.

iii. Entities subject to significant influence by the Shire

An entity that has the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of an

entity, but does not have control over those policies, is an entity which holds significant influence.

Significant influence may be gained by share ownership, statute or agreement.
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21 CONDITIONS OVER GRANTS/CONTRIBUTIONS

Opening Closing Closing

Balance 
(1)

Received 
(2)

Balance 
(1)

Received 
(2)

Expended
 (3)

Balance

Grant/Contribution 1/07/17 2017/18 30/06/18 2018/19 2018/19 30/06/19

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

Law, order, public safety

SEMC - Aware Grant 727 0 0 727 25,000 0 25,727

Department of Water - Fire Tanks 0 25,000 (25,000) 0 0 0 0

Watering WA Grant 0 0 0 0 39,058 (39,058) 0

Safer Communities CCTV Grant 0 0 0 0 140,044 (140,044) 0

Education and welfare

WALGA - Changing Places 0 15,240 (15,240) 0 0 0 0

Housing

CLGF - AROC Aged Housing 453,053 6,296 (459,349) 0 0 0 0

Recreation and culture

Inclusion WA 9,063 0 0 9,063 0 0 9,063

DSR - Kids Sport 0 3,206 (3,206) 0 0 0 0

EMRC - IFF/Avon Descent 30,000 30,000 (30,000) 30,000 30,000 (30,000) 30,000

RSL - Anzac Park 4,200 0 (4,200) 0 0 0 0

WDC - Anzac Park 0 50,000 (50,000) 0 0 0 0

Museums Australia - Glam Tech 0 0 0 0 770 (770) 0

Meerinlinga - Childrens Week 0 0 0 0 970 (970) 0

Transport

Roads to Recovery 0 520,141 (520,141) 0 166,372 (166,372) 0

MRWA Bridge Grant 1,098 0 0 1,098 444,733 0 445,831

Mountain Park Subdivision 7,038 0 0 7,038 0 0 7,038

Dept of Transport - Drummond Street 0 47,871 (47,871) 0 0 0 0

Economic services

Wheatbelt NRM - Electric Charging Station 0 11,641 (11,641) 0 0 0 0

Total 505,179 709,395 (1,166,648) 47,926 846,947 (377,214) 517,659

Notes:

(1) - Grants/contributions recognised as revenue in a previous reporting period which were not expended at the close of the previous reporting period.

(2) - New grants/contributions which were recognised as revenues during the reporting period and which had not yet been fully expended in the manner specified by the contributor.

(3) - Grants/contributions which had been recognised as revenues in a previous reporting period or received in the current reporting period and which were expended in the

current reporting period in the manner specified by the contributor.

2017/18

Expended
 (3)
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22. RATING INFORMATION

(a) Rates

2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2018/19 2017/18

Number Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Budget Budget Budget Actual

RATE TYPE Rate in of Rateable Rate Interim Back Total Rate Interim Back Total Total

$ Properties Value Revenue Rates Rates Revenue Revenue Rate Rate Revenue Revenue

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

0.12335 512 7,372,164 909,356 (2,242) (671) 906,443 909,356 0 0 909,356 883,995

0.15606 31 1,211,846 189,121 (2,958) 0 186,163 189,121 0 0 189,121 182,155

0.12335 19 403,036 49,714 0 0 49,714 49,715 0 0 49,715 48,646

0.11395 99 1,446,380 164,815 0 0 164,815 164,815 0 0 164,815 159,956

0.11395 878 12,365,080 1,409,001 3,358 (104) 1,412,255 1,409,001 0 0 1,409,001 1,382,549

Unimproved valuations

0.01088 451 99,581,000 1,083,441 (17,196) (95) 1,066,150 1,083,441 0 0 1,083,441 1,055,369

0.008928 179 152,203,000 1,358,868 3,228 0 1,362,096 1,357,243 0 0 1,357,243 1,323,982

Sub-Total 2,169 274,582,506 5,164,316 (15,810) (870) 5,147,636 5,162,692 0 0 5,162,692 5,036,652

Minimum

$

1,318 220 1,305,480 289,960 0 0 289,960 288,642 0 0 288,642 285,090

1,318 4 22,655 5,272 0 0 5,272 5,272 0 0 5,272 5,160

1,318 11 55,350 14,498 0 0 14,498 14,498 0 0 14,498 14,190

1,318 44 408,158 57,992 0 0 57,992 57,992 0 0 57,992 58,050

1,318 532 3,718,397 701,176 0 0 701,176 701,176 0 0 701,176 682,410

Unimproved valuations

1,318 114 7,499,758 150,252 0 0 150,252 150,252 0 0 150,252 148,350

1,318 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sub-Total 925 13,009,798 1,219,150 0 0 1,219,150 1,217,832 0 0 1,217,832 1,193,250

3,094 287,592,304 6,383,466 (15,810) (870) 6,366,786 6,380,524 0 0 6,380,524 6,229,902

6,366,786 6,380,524 6,229,902

1,186 1,100 1,163

Rates paid in advance 33,695 0 (36,269)

Totals 6,401,667 6,381,624 6,194,796

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Rates

Control over assets acquired from rates is obtained at the 

commencement of the rating period or, where earlier, upon 

receipt of the rates.

Differential general rate / general rate

Gross rental valuations

Minimum payment

Gross rental valuations

GRV Rural Residential

UV General

UV Rural

GRV Residential

Total amount raised from general rate

Ex-gratia rates

GRV Residential

GRV Commercial

GRV Industrial

GRV Rural

GRV Rural Residential

GRV Commercial

GRV Industrial

GRV Rural

UV General

UV Rural
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22 RATING INFORMATION (Continued)

(b) Interest Charges & Instalments

Instalment Instalment Unpaid Rates

Date Plan Plan Interest

Instalment Options Due Admin Charge Interest Rate Rate

$ % %

Option One 15 Oct 2018 0 0.00% 11.00%

Option Two 15 Oct 2018 0.00 5.50% 11.00%

17 Dec 2018 7.50 5.50% 11.00%

18 Feb 2019 7.50 5.50% 11.00%

22 Apr 2019 7.50 5.50% 11.00%

2019 2019 2018

Actual Budget Actual

$ $ $

Interest on unpaid rates 41,541 50,000 49,419

Interest on instalment plan 14,966 25,000 26,925

Charges on instalment plan 1,146 4,500 19,260

57,653 79,500 95,604
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23. RATE SETTING STATEMENT INFORMATION

2018/19

2018/19 Budget 2018/19

(30 June 2019 (30 June 2019 (1 July 2018

Carried Carried Brought

Note Forward) Forward) Forward)

$ $ $

(a) Non-cash amounts excluded from operating activities

The following non-cash revenue or expenditure has been excluded 

from amounts attributable to operating activities within the Rate Setting

Statement in accordance with Financial Management Regulation 32.

Adjustments to operating activities

Less: Profit on asset disposals 11(a) (48,326) (101,685) (2,544)

Movement in pensioner deferred rates (non-current) (34,948) 0 (5,390)

Movement in employee entitlement reserve 3,208 0 24,501

Movement in employee benefit provisions (non-current) (8,162) 0 23,433

Add: Loss on disposal of assets 11(a) 38,007 194,752 20,108

Add: Loss on revaluation of fixed assets 10(a) 0 0 767,717

Add: Assets written off 9,10 18,989 0 0

Add: Depreciation on assets 11(d) 4,214,625 3,706,700 4,060,534

Less: Fair value adjustment to financial assets 8 (46,400) 0 0

Non cash amounts excluded from operating activities 4,136,993 3,799,767 4,888,359

(b) Surplus/(deficit) after imposition of general rates

The following current assets and liabilities have been excluded

from the net current assets used in the Rate Setting Statement

in accordance with Financial Management Regulation 32 to 

agree to the surplus/(deficit) after imposition of general rates.

Adjustments to net current assets

Less: Reserves - restricted cash 3 (3,759,390) (1,695,204) (3,320,454)

Add: Borrowings 14(a) 238,849 240,977 240,977

Add: Employee Entitlement Reserve 246,946 243,740 243,738

Total adjustments to net current assets (3,273,595) (1,210,487) (2,835,739)

Net current assets used in the Rate Setting Statement

Total current assets 7,143,083 2,766,022 6,619,152

Less: Total current liabilities (1,710,186) (1,328,306) (1,342,253)

Less: Total adjustments to net current assets (3,273,595) (1,210,487) (2,835,739)

Net current assets used in the Rate Setting Statement 2,159,302 227,229 2,441,160
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24. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

This note explains the Shire’s exposure to financial risks and how these risks could affect the Shire’s future financial

performance.

Risk Measurement

Market risk - interest rate
Sensitivity 

analysis

Credit risk
Aging analysis

Credit analysis

Liquidity risk
Rolling cash flow 

forecasts

The Shire does not engage in transactions expressed in foreign currencies and is therefore not subject to foreign currency risk.

Financial risk management is carried out by the finance area under policies approved by the Council. The finance

area identifies, evaluates and manages financial risks in close co-operation with the operating divisions. Council have 

approved the overall risk management policy and provide policies on specific areas such as investment policy.

(a) Interest rate risk

Cash and cash equivalents

The Shire's main interest rate risk arises from cash and cash equivalents with variable interest rates, which exposes the

Shire to cash flow interest rate risk. Short term overdraft facilities also have variable interest rates however these are

repaid within 12 months, reducing the risk level to minimal.

Excess cash and cash equivalents are invested in fixed interest rate term deposits which do not expose the Shire to cash 

flow interest rate risk. Cash and cash equivalents required for working capital are held in variable interest rate accounts 

and non-interest bearing accounts. Carrying amounts of cash and cash equivalents at the 30 June and the weighted average 

interest rate across all cash and cash equivalents and term deposits held disclosed as financial assets at amortised cost 

are reflected in the table below.

Weighted

Average Carrying Fixed Variable Non Interest

Interest Rate Amounts Interest Rate Interest Rate Bearing

% $ $ $ $

2019

Cash and cash equivalents 1.29% 2,248,295 811,338 0 1,436,957
Financial assets at amortised cost - 

term deposits 2.10% 3,759,390 3,759,390 0 0

2018

Cash and cash equivalents 2.60% 5,245,342 3,320,459 0 1,924,883

Sensitivity

Profit or loss is sensitive to higher/lower interest income from cash and cash equivalents as a result of changes in 

interest rates. 2019 2018

$ $

Impact of a 1% movement in interest rates on profit and loss and equity* 22,483 52,453
* Holding all other variables constant

Borrowings

Borrowings are subject to interest rate risk - the risk that movements in interest rates could adversely affect funding costs. 

The Shire manages this risk by borrowing long term and fixing the interest rate to the situation considered the most 

advantageous at the time of negotiation. The Shire does not consider there to be any interest rate risk in relation to borrowings. 

Details of interest rates applicable to each borrowing may be found at Note 14(b).

Borrowings and other liabilities
Availablity of commited credit lines 

and borrowing facilities

Management

Long term borrowings at variable 

rates

Exposure arising from

Cash and cash equivalents, trade 

receivables, financial assets and 

Diversification of bank deposits, credit 

limits. Investment policy

Utilise fixed interest rate borrowings
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24. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (Continued)

(b) Credit risk

Trade Receivables

The Shire’s major receivables comprise rates annual charges and user fees and charges. The major risk associated 

with these receivables is credit risk – the risk that the debts may not be repaid. The Shire manages this risk by monitoring 

outstanding debt and employing debt recovery policies. It also encourages ratepayers to pay rates by the due date 

through incentives.

Credit risk on rates and annual charges is minimised by the ability of the Shire to recover these debts as a secured charge 

over the land, that is, the land can be sold to recover the debt. The Shire is also able to charge interest on overdue rates 

and annual charges at higher than market rates, which further encourages payment.

The level of outstanding receivables is reported to Council monthly and benchmarks are set and monitored for acceptable 

collection performance.

The Shire applies the AASB 9 simplified approach to measuring expected credit losses using a lifetime expected loss 

allowance for all trade receivables.  To measure the expected credit losses, rates receivable are separated from other 

trade receivables due to the difference in payment terms and security for rates receivable.

The expected loss rates are based on the payment profiles of rates and fees and charges over a period of 36 months 

before 1 July 2018 or 1 July 2019 respectively and the corresponding historical losses experienced within this period. 

Historical credit loss rates are adjusted to reflect current and forward-looking information on macroeconomic factors 

such as the ability of ratepayers and residents to settle the receivables. Housing prices and unemployment rates have been 

identified as the most relevant factor in repayment rates, and accordingly adjustments are made to the expected credit loss 

rate based on these factors. There are no material receivables that have been subject to a re-negotiation of repayment terms.

The loss allowance as at 30 June 2019 and 1 July 2018 (on adoption of AASB 9) was determined as follows for rates

receivable. No expected credit loss was forecast on 1 July 2018 or 30 June 2019 for rates receivable as penalty interest 

applies to unpaid rates and properties associated with unpaid rates may be disposed of to recover unpaid rates.

More than 1 More than 2 More than 3

Current year past due years past due years past due Total

30 June 2019

Rates receivable

Expected credit loss 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross carrying amount 4,629 278,028 137,404 464,194 884,255

Loss allowance 0 0 0 0 0

01 July 2018

Rates receivable

Expected credit loss 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross carrying amount 5,424 245,851 143,238 373,340 767,853

Loss allowance 0 0 0 0 0
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24 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (Continued)

(b) Credit risk

The loss allowance as at 30 June 2019 and 1 July 2018 (on adoption of AASB 9) was determined as follows for sundry

receivables.

More than 30 More than 60 More than 90

Current days past due days past due days past due Total

30 June 2019

Sundry Receivables

Expected credit loss 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross carrying amount 318,760 14 3,490 0 322,264

Loss allowance 0 0 0 0 0

01 July 2018

Sundry Receivables

Expected credit loss 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Gross carrying amount 647,334 34 346 270 647,984

Loss allowance 0 0 0 0 0
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24. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (Continued)

(c) Liquidity risk

Payables and borrowings

Payables and borrowings are both subject to liquidity risk – that is the risk that insufficient funds may be 

on hand to meet payment obligations as and when they fall due. The Shire manages this risk by monitoring 

its cash flow requirements and liquidity levels and maintaining an adequate cash buffer. Payment terms 

can be extended and overdraft facilities drawn upon if required and disclosed in Note 14(d).

The contractual undiscounted cash flows of the Shire’s payables and borrowings are set out in the 

liquidity table below. Balances due within 12 months equal their carrying balances, as the impact 

of discounting is not significant.

Due Due Due Total

within between after contractual Carrying

1 year 1 & 5 years 5 years cash flows values

2019 $ $ $ $ $

Payables 774,537 0 0 774,537 774,537

Borrowings 318,538 835,164 1,214,099 2,367,801 1,823,901

1,093,075 835,164 1,214,099 3,142,338 2,598,438

2018

Payables 423,369 0 0 423,369 423,369

Borrowings 339,324 1,153,702 1,531,048 3,024,074 2,059,101

762,693 1,153,702 1,531,048 3,447,443 2,482,470
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25. TRUST FUNDS

Funds held at balance date which are required to be held in trust and which are not included in the

financial statements are as follows:

1 July 2018

Amounts 

Received Amounts Paid

Reclassified 

to Restricted 

Cash 30 June 2019

$ $ $ $ $

Quarry Rehabilitation Bonds 1,464,816 150,716 0 0 1,615,532

Housing Bonds 13,525 1,000 0 (14,525) 0

Kerb Bonds 8,700 500 0 0 9,200

Key Bonds 6,161 550 (50) (6,661) 0

Venue Hire Bonds 8,900 8,500 (9,500) (7,900) 0

Crossover Bonds 56,340 0 (2,800) 0 53,540

BCITF 3,368 10,513 (11,175) (2,706) 0

Building Services 9,853 17,727 (16,631) (10,949) 0

Library Bonds 175 0 0 0 175

Standpipe Bonds 17,110 2,250 (2,250) 0 17,110

Road Construction Bonds 27,998 0 0 0 27,998

Other Bonds 5,644 0 (250) (474) 4,920

Planning Bonds 537 0 0 0 537

Swimming Pool Fund 119,007 2,397 0 0 121,404

1,742,134 194,153 (42,656) (43,215) 1,850,416
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26. INITIAL APPLICATION OF AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

During the current year, the Shire adopted all of the new and revised Australian Accounting Standards and

Interpretations which were compiled, became mandatory and which were applicable to its operations.

Whilst many reflected consequential changes associated with the amendment of existing standards, the only

new standard with material application is AASB 9 Financial Instruments .

AASB 9 Financial instruments

AASB 9 Financial  Instruments  replaces AASB 139 Financial Instruments: Recognition  and Measurement

for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, bringing together all three aspects

of the accounting for financial instruments: classification and measurement; impairment; and hedge

accounting.

The Shire applied AASB 9 prospectively, with an initial application date of 1 July 2018. The adoption of

AASB 9 has resulted in changes in accounting policies and adjustments to the amounts recognised in

the financial statements. In accordance with AASB 9.7.2.15, the Shire has not restated the comparative

information which continues to be reported under AASB 139. Differences arising from adoption have

been recognised directly in accumulated surplus/(deficit).

The effect of adopting AASB 9 as at 1 July 2018 was, as follows:

Adjustments 01 July 2018

 $

Assets

Trade receivables (a),(b) 0

Total Assets 0

Total adjustments on Equity

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)  (a),(b) 0

0

The nature of these adjustments are described below:

(a) Classification and measurement

Under AASB 9, financial assets are subsequently measured at amortised cost, fair value through other

comprehensive income (fair value through OCI) or fair value through profit or loss (fair value through

P/L). The classification is based on two criteria: the Shire’s business model for managing the assets; and

whether the assets’ contractual cash flows represent ‘solely payments of principal and interest’ on the

principal amount outstanding.

The assessment of the Shire’s business model was made as of the date of initial application, 1 July 2018.

The assessment of whether contractual cash flows on financial assets are solely comprised of principal

and interest was made based on the facts and circumstances as at the initial recognition of the assets.
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26. INITIAL APPLICATION OF AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (Continued)

The classification and measurement requirements of AASB 9 did not have a significant impact on the

Shire. The following are the changes in the classification of the Shire’s financial assets:

- Trade receivables and Loans and advances (i.e. Other debtors) classified as Loans and receivables as at

30 June 2018 are held to collect contractual cash flows and give rise to cash flows representing solely

payments of principal and interest. These are classified and measured as Financial assets at amortised

cost beginning 1 July 2018.

- The Shire did not designate any financial assets as at fair value through profit and loss.

In summary, upon the adoption of AASB 9, the Shire had the following required (or elected) reclassifications 

as at 1 July 2018:

AASB 9 category Fair value Fair value

amortised through through

AASB 139 value cost OCI P/L

AASB 139 category $ $ $ $

Loans and receivables

Trade receivables* 1,310,428 1,310,428 0 0

1,310,428 1,310,428 0 0

(b) Impairment

The adoption of AASB 9 has fundamentally changed the Shire’s accounting for impairment losses for

financial assets by replacing AASB 139’s incurred loss approach with a forward-looking expected credit

loss (ECL) approach. AASB 9 requires the Shire to recognise an allowance for ECLs for all financial assets

not held at fair value through P/L.  Upon adoption of AASB9, the shire has not recognised an additional

imparement on the Shire's Trade receivables.
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27. NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS FOR APPLICATION IN FUTURE YEARS

The AASB has issued a number of new and amended Accounting Standards and Interpretations that have mandatory application dates

for future reporting periods,some of which are relevant to the Shire.

This note explains management's assessment of the new and amended pronouncements that are relevant to the Shire, the impact of the

adoption of AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers , AASB 16 Leases and AASB 1058 Income for Not-for-Profit Entities .

These standards are applicable to future reporting periods and have not yet been adopted.

(a) Revenue from Contracts with Customers

The Shire will adopt AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers (issued December 2014) on 1 July 2019 resulting in changes in 

accounting policies. In accordance with the transition provisions AASB 15, the Shire will adopted the new rules retrospectively with the  

cumulative effect of initially applying these rules recognised on 1 July 2019. In summary the following adjustments are expected to be 

made to the amounts recognised in the balance sheet at the date of initial application (1 July 2019):

AASB 118 AASB 15 

carrying amount carrying amount

Note 30 June 2019 Reclassification 01 July 2019

$ $ $

Contract liabilities - current

Unspent grants, contributions and reimbursements 0 517,659 517,659

Adjustment to retained surplus from adoption of AASB 15 27(d) (517,659)

(b) Leases

The Shire adopted AASB 16 retrospectively from 1 July 2019 which resulted in changes in accounting policies. In accordance with

the transition provisions of AASB 16, the Shire has appplied this Standard to its leases retrospectively, with the cumulative effect of initially

applying AASB16 recognised on 1 July 2019. In applying the AASB 16 under the specific transition provisions chosen, the Shire will not

restate comparatives for prior reporting periods.

On adoption of AASB 16, the Shire will recognise lease liabilties in relation to leases which had previously been classified as an 'operating 

lease' applying AASB 117. These lease liabilities will be measured at the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted using 

the lessee's incremental borrowing rate on 1 July 2019. The weighted average lessee's incremental borrowing rate applied to the lease 

liabilities on 1 July 2019 is 4.30%.

Note 2019

$

Operating lease commitments disclosed as at 30 June 2019 345,059

Discounted using the Shire's incremental borrowing rate of 4.30% 27(d) 303,991

On adoption of AASB 16, the Shire will recognise a right-of-use asset in relation to a lease which had previously been classified as an 

'operating lease' applying AASB 117. This right-of-use asset is to be measured as if AASB 16 had been applied since its commencement 

date by the carrying amount but discounted using the lessee's incremental borrowing rate as on 1 July 2019. Property, plant and equipment 

increases by $303,991 on 1 July 2019 and the net impact on retained earnings on 1 July 2019 will be $nil.

On adoption of AASB 16 Leases (issued February 2016), for leases which had previously been classified as an 'operating lease' when 

applying AASB 117, the Shire is not required to make any adjustments on transition for leases for which the 

underlying asset is of low value. Assets for which the fair value as at the date of acquisition is under $5,000 are not recognised as an 

asset in accordance with Financial Management Regulation 17A (5). 

In applying AASB 16 for the first time, the Shire will use the following practical expedient permitted by the standard. 

- The exclusion of initial direct costs from the measurement of the right-of-use asset at the date of initial application.
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(c) Income For Not-For-Profit Entities

The Shire will adopt AASB 1058 Income for Not-for-Profit Entities  (issued December 2016) on 1 July 2019 which will result in changes

in accounting policies. In accordance with the transition provisions AASB 1058, the Shire will adopt the new rules retrospectively with the

cumulative effect of initially applying AASB 1058 recognised at 1 July 2019. Comparative information for prior reporting periods shall

not be restated in accordance with AASB 1058 transition requirements.

In applying AASB 1058 retrospectively with the cumulative effect of initially applying the Standard on 1 July 2019 changes will occur

to the following financial statement line items by application of AASB 1058 as compared to AASB 1004 Contributions before the change:

AASB 1004 AASB 1058 

carrying amount carrying amount

Note 30 June 2019 Reclassification 01 July 2019

$ $ $

Trade and other payables 774,537 120,082 894,619

Adjustment to retained surplus from adoption of AASB 1058 27(d) (120,082)

Prepaid rates are, until the taxable event for the rates has occurred, refundable at the request of the ratepayer. Therefore the rates

received in advance give rise to a financial liability that is within the scope of AASB 9. On 1 July 2019 the prepaid rates will be recognised 

as a financial asset and a related amount recognised as a financial liability and no income recognised by the Shire. When the taxable event 

occurs the financial liability will be extinguished and the Shire will recognise income for the prepaid rates that have not been refunded. 

Assets that were acquired for consideration, that were significantly less than fair value principally to enable the Shire to further its objectives, 

may have been measured on initial recognition under other Australian Accounting Standards at a cost that was significantly less than fair 

value. Such assets are not required to be remeasured at fair value. 

Volunteer Services in relation to Volunteer Fire Services will not be recognised in revenue and expenditure as the fair value of the 

services can not be reliably estimated. 

(d) Impact of changes to Retained Surplus

The impact on the Shire of the changes as at 1 July 2019 is as follows:

Note Adjustments 2019

$

Retained surplus - 30 June 2019 61,205,316

Adjustment to retained surplus from adoption of AASB 15 27(a) (517,659)

Adjustment to retained surplus from adoption of AASB 16 27(b) 0

Adjustment to retained surplus from adoption of AASB 1058 27(c) (120,082) (637,741)

Retained surplus - 01 July 2019 60,567,575
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28 OTHER SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
a) Goods and services tax (GST) h) Fair value hierarchy

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, AASB 13 requires the disclosure of fair value information by level of the fair

except where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the value hierarchy, which categorises fair value measurement into one of three

Australian Taxation Office (ATO). possible levels based on the lowest level that an input that is significant to the

measurement can be categorised into as follows:

Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of GST receivable or payable. 

The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included Level 1

with receivables or payables in the statement of financial position. Measurements based on quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for 

identical assets or liabilities that the entity can access at the measurement 

Cash flows are presented on a gross basis. The GST components of cash date.

flows arising from investing or financing activities which are recoverable from, 

or payable to, the ATO are presented as operating cash flows. Level 2

Measurements based on inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 

b) Current and non-current classification that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.

The asset or liability is classified as current if it is expected to be settled

within the next 12 months, being the Shire’s operational cycle. In the case of Level 3

liabilities where the Shire does not have the unconditional right to defer Measurements based on unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

settlement beyond 12 months, such as vested long service leave, the liability

is classified as current even if not expected to be settled within the next 12 The fair values of assets and liabilities that are not traded in an active market 

months. Inventories held for trading are classified as current or non-current are determined using one or more valuation techniques. These valuation 

based on the Shire's intentions to release for sale. techniques maximise, to the extent possible, the use of observable market 

data. If all significant inputs required to measure fair value are observable, the 

c) Rounding off figures asset or liability is included in Level 2. If one or more significant inputs are not 

All figures shown in this annual financial report, other than a rate in the dollar, based on observable market data, the asset or liability is included in Level 3.

are rounded to the nearest dollar. Amounts are presented in Australian Dollars.

Valuation techniques

d) Comparative figures The Shire selects a valuation technique that is appropriate in the circumstances 

Where required, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform with and for which sufficient data is available to measure fair value. The availability 

changes in presentation for the current financial year. of sufficient and relevant data primarily depends on the specific characteristics 

of the asset or liability being measured. The valuation techniques selected by 

When the Shire applies an accounting policy retrospectively, makes a the Shire are consistent with one or more of the following valuation approaches:

retrospective restatement or reclassifies items in its financial statements that 

has a material effect on the statement of financial position, an additional Market approach

(third) statement of financial position as at the beginning of the preceding Valuation techniques that use prices and other relevant information 

period in addition to the minimum comparative financial statements is generated by market transactions for identical or similar assets or liabilities.

presented.

Income approach

e) Budget comparative figures Valuation techniques that convert estimated future cash flows or income 

Unless otherwise stated, the budget comparative figures shown in this annual and expenses into a single discounted present value.

financial report relate to the original budget estimate for the relevant item of

disclosure. Cost approach

Valuation techniques that reflect the current replacement cost of the service

f) Superannuation capacity of an asset.

The Shire contributes to a number of Superannuation Funds on behalf of

employees. All funds to which the Shire contributes are defined contribution Each valuation technique requires inputs that reflect the assumptions that 

plans. buyers and sellers would use when pricing the asset or liability, including 

assumptions about risks. When selecting a valuation technique, the Shire 

g) Fair value of assets and liabilities gives priority to those techniques that maximise the use of observable inputs 

Fair value is the price that the Shire would receive to sell the asset or would and minimise the use of unobservable inputs. Inputs that are developed using 

have to pay to transfer a liability, in an orderly (i.e. unforced) transaction market data (such as publicly available information on actual transactions) and 

between independent, knowledgeable and willing market participants at the reflect the assumptions that buyers and sellers would generally use when 

measurement date. pricing the asset or liability are considered observable, whereas inputs for 

which market data is not available and therefore are developed using the best 

As fair value is a market-based measure, the closest equivalent observable information available about such assumptions are considered unobservable.

market pricing information is used to determine fair value. Adjustments to 

market values may be made having regard to the characteristics of the i) Impairment of assets

specific asset or liability. The fair values of assets that are not traded in an In accordance with Australian Accounting Standards the Shire's cash generating

active market are determined using one or more valuation techniques. These non-specialised assets, other than inventories, are assessed at each reporting

valuation techniques maximise, to the extent possible, the use of observable date to determine whether there is any indication they may be impaired.

market data.

Where such an indication exists, an impairment test is carried out on the 

To the extent possible, market information is extracted from either the asset by comparing the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of 

principal market for the asset or liability (i.e. the market with the greatest the asset's fair value less costs to sell and value in use, to the asset's 

volume and level of activity for the asset or liability) or, in the absence of carrying amount.

such a market, the most advantageous market available to the entity at the 

end of the reporting period (i.e. the market that maximises the receipts from Any excess of the asset's carrying amount over its recoverable amount is 

the sale of the asset after taking into account transaction costs and recognised immediately in profit or loss, unless the asset is carried at a 

transport costs). revalued amount in accordance with another Standard (e.g. AASB 116) 

whereby any impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a revaluation 

For non-financial assets, the fair value measurement also takes into account decrease in accordance with that other Standard.

a market participant’s ability to use the asset in its highest and best use or 

to sell it to another market participant that would use the asset in its highest For non-cash generating specialised assets that are measured under the 

and best use. revaluation model ,such as roads, drains, public buildings and the like, no 

annual assessment of impairment is required. Rather AASB 116.31 applies 

and revaluations need only be made with sufficient regularity to ensure the 

carrying value does not differ materially from that which would be determined 

using fair value at the end of the reporting period.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

29. ACTIVITIES/PROGRAMS

Shire operations as disclosed in these financial statements encompass the following service orientated activities/programs.

PROGRAM NAME AND OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

GOVERNANCE

To provide a decision making process for the Includes the activities of members of Council and the administrative support available to the

efficient allocation of scarce resources. Council for the provisions of governance in the district.

Other costs relate to the tasks of assiting elected members and ratepayers on matters

which do not concern specific council services.

GENERAL PURPOSE FUNDING

To collect revenue to allow for the provisions of Rates, general purpose Government grants and interest revenue.

services

LAW, ORDER, PUBLIC SAFETY

To provide services to help ensure a safer and Supervision and enforcement of various local laws relating to fire prevention, animal control

environmentally conscious community and other aspects of public safety including emergency services.

HEALTH

To provide an operational framework for Inspection of food outlets and their control, provisions of meat inspection services, noise

enviromental and community health. control and waste disposal compliance.

EDUCATION AND WELFARE

To provide services to disadvantaged persons, Maintenance of child minding centre, playgroup centre, senior citizen and aged care centre.

the elderly, children and youth Provisions and maintenance of home and community care programs and youth services.

HOUSING

To provide and maintain elderly residents Provisions and maintenance of elderly residents housing.

housing.

COMMUNITY AMENITIES

To provide services to the community. Rubbish collection services, operation of rubbish disposal sites, litter control, construction

and maintenance of urban storm water drains, protection of the environment and administration

of town planning schemes, cemetery and public conveiniences.

RECREATION AND CULTURE

To establish and effectively manage Maintenance of public halls, civic centres, beaches, recreation centres and various sporting

infrastructure and resources which will help the facilities.  Provision and maintenance of parks, gardens and playgrounds.  Operation of 

social being. library, museum and other cultural facilities.

TRANSPORT

To provide safe, effective and efficient transport Construstion and maintenance of roads, streets, footpaths, depots, cycle ways, parking

services to the community facilities and traffic control.  Cleaning of streets and maintenance of street trees and street

lighting etc.

ECONOMIC SERVICES

To help promote the Shire and its economic Tourism and area promotion including the maintenance of a caravan park.  Provissions of 

wellbeing. rural services including weed control, vermin control and standpipes.  Building control.

OTHER PROPERTY AND SERVICES

To monitor and control Shire overheads Private works operations, plant repair and operation costs and engineering operation costs.

operating account.
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SHIRE OF TOODYAY

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2019

30. FINANCIAL RATIOS 2019 2018 2017

Actual Actual Actual

Current ratio 1.99 2.96 2.37

Asset consumption ratio 0.63 0.64 0.76

Asset renewal funding ratio 1.06 0.91 0.53

Asset sustainability ratio 0.52 0.58 0.74

Debt service cover ratio 9.84 5.27 8.52

Operating surplus ratio (0.12) (0.21) (0.24)

Own source revenue coverage ratio 0.65 0.72 0.62

The above ratios are calculated as follows:

Current ratio current assets minus restricted assets

current liabilities minus liabilities associated

with restricted assets

Asset consumption ratio

Asset renewal funding ratio

Asset sustainability ratio

depreciation

Debt service cover ratio annual operating surplus before interest and depreciation

principal and interest

Operating surplus ratio operating revenue minus operating expenses

own source operating revenue

Own source revenue coverage ratio own source operating revenue

operating expense

depreciated replacement costs of depreciable assets

current replacement cost of depreciable assets

NPV of planned capital renewal over 10 years

NPV of required capital expenditure over 10 years

capital renewal and replacement expenditure
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MOORE STEPHENS

Cr B Manning
The Shire President
Shire of Toodyay
PO Box 96

TOODYAY WA 6566

Level 15, Exchange Tower,
2 The Esplanade, Perth, WA 6000

PO Box 5785, St Georges Terrace, WA 6831

www. moorestephens.com.a u

We are required under the Local Government Audit Regulations to report certain compliance matters in our

audit report. Other matters which arise during the course of our audit that we wish to bring to Council's

attention are raised in this management report.

It should be appreciated that our audit procedures are designed primarily to enable us to form an opinion on

the financial statements and therefore may not bring to light all weaknesses in systems and procedures which

may exist. However, we aim to use our knowledge of the Shire's organisation gained during our work to make

comments and suggestions which, we hope, will be useful to you.

We noted no matters we wish to draw to your attention.

We take this opportunity to thank the Shire for their assistance provided during the audit.

Should you wish to discuss any matter relating to the audit or any other matter, please do not hesitate to

contact us.

Yours faithfully

e ai

Partner
Vloore Stephens

Encl

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Moore Stephens ABN 15 874 357 9O7. An independent member of

Moore Global Network Limited - members in principal cities throughout the world. The Perth Moore Stephens firm is not a partner or agent of any

other Moore Global Network Limited member firm.

T +61 (0)8 922s s3ss
F +51 (0)8 922s 6781

Dear Cr Manning

MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE2OT9

We advise that we have completed our audit procedures for the year ended 30 June 2019.
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MOORE STEPHENS

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT Levet 15, Exchange Tower,

TO THE COUNCITLORS OF 2 The Esplanade, Perth, WA 6000

THE SHIRE OF TOODYAY po Box 5785, St Georges Terrace, WA 6831

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT I I8i[3I3 Z33ZZ:'Z:'

Opinion www.moorestephens.com.au

We have audited the accompanying financial report of the Shire of Toodyay (the Shire), which comprises the

Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2019, Statement of Comprehensive lncome by Nature or Type,

Statement of Comprehensive lncome by Program, Statement of Changes in Equity, Statement of Cash Flows

and the Rate Setting Statement for the year then ended, notes comprising a summary of significant accounting

policies and other explanatory information and the Statement by Chief Executive Officer.

ln our opinion, the financial report of the Shire of Toodyay:

a) is based on proper accounts and reports; and

b) fairly represents, in all material respects, the results of the operations of the Shire for the year ended

30 June 2019 and its financial position at the end of that period in accordance with the Local

Government Act 1995 (the Act) and, to the extent that they are not inconsistent with the Act,

Australian Accounting Standards.

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under those

standards are further described in the Auditor's Responsibilities/or the Audit of the Finonciol Report section

of our report. We are independent of the Shire in accordance with the ethical requirements of the Accounting

Professional and Ethical Standards Board's APES 110 Code of Ethicsfor Professionol Accountonts (the "Code")

that are relevant to our audit of the financial report in Australia. We have also fulfilled our other ethical

responsibilities in accordance with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient

and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Emphasis of Matter - Basis of Preparation

We draw attention to Note 1 to the financial report, which describes the basis of preparation. The financial

report has been prepared for the purpose of fulfilling the Shire's financial reporting responsibilities under the

Act. Regulation 16 of the LocalGovernment (FinancialManagement) Regulations 1996 (Regulations), does not

allow a local government to recognise some categories of land, including land under roads, as assets in the

annual financial report. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.

Responsibilities of the Chief Executive Officer and Council for the Financial Report

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Shire is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the

annual financial report in accordance with the requirements of the Act, the Regulations and, to the extent

that they are not inconsistent with the Act, Australian Accounting Standards. The CEO is also responsible for

such internal control as the CEO determines is necessary to enable the preparation of a financial report that

is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

ln preparing the financial report, the CEO is responsible for assessing the Shire's ability to continue as a going

concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of

accounting unless the State government has made decisions affecting the continued existence of the Shire.

The Council is responsible for overseeing the Shire's financial reporting process.

53
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Moore Stephens ABN 15 874 357 9O7. An independent member of

Moore Global Network Limited - members in principal cities throughout the world. The Perth Moore Stephens firm is not a partner or agent of any

other Moore Global Network Limited member firm.
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MOORE STEPHENS

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

TO THE COUNCILLORS OF

THE SHrRE OF TOODYAY (CONTINUED)

REPORT ON THE AUDlT OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT (CONTINUED)

Auditor's Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report

Our objectives of the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole

is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report that

includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit

conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when

it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the

aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis

of the financial report.

As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professionaljudgement

and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

o ldentify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or

error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that

is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material

misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve

collusion, forgery, international omissions, misrepresentation, or the override of internal control.

o Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures

that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the

effectiveness of the Shire's internal control.

o Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting

estimates and related disclosures made by the CEO.

. Conclude on the appropriateness ofthe CEO's use ofthe going concern basis ofaccounting and, based

on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions

that may cast significant doubt on the Shire's ability to continue as a going concern. lf we conclude

that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor's report to the

related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion.

Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor's report, as

we cannot predict future events or conditions that may have an impact.

. Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the

disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a

manner that achieves fair presentation'

We communicate with the Council and the CEO regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and

timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internalcontrolthat

we identify during our audit.
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MOORE STEPHENS

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR,S REPORT

TO THE COUNCILLORS OF

THE SHTRE OF TOODYAY (CONTTNUED)

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

ln accordance with the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996, we also report that:

a) ln our opinion, there is a significant adverse trend in the financial position of the Shire as the Operating
Surplus Ratio and Asset Sustainability Ratio has been below the DLGSCI standard for the past 3 years.

b) All required information and explanations were obtained by us.

c) All audit procedures were satisfactorily completed in conducting our audit.

d) ln our opinion, the asset consumption ratio and the asset renewal ratio included in the annual financial

report were supported by verifiable information and reasonable assumptions.

MATTERS RELATING TO THE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION OF THE AUDITED FINANCIAL REPORT

This auditor's report relates to the annual financial report of the Shire of Toodyay for the year ended 30 June

2019 included on the Shire's website. The Shire's management is responsible for the integrity of the Shire's

website. This audit does not provide assurance on the integrity of the Shire's website. The auditor's report

refers only to the financial report described above. lt does not provide an opinion on any other information
which may have been hyperlinked to/from this financial report. lf users of the financial report are concerned

with the inherent risks arising from publication on a website, they are advised to refer to the hard copy of the

audited financial report to confirm the information contained in this website version of the financial report.

MOORE STEPHENS

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Date: 17 December 2019

Perth, WA PARTNER

SHI CHAI
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